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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 
The Second Part of my Report deals with the manuscripts, pottery, 

terracotta-8, and other miscellaneous objects of the British Collection. 
When the First Part, treating of the coins and block-prihts was issued 
early in 1899, the question of forgery was still an open one. In the 
concluding remarks of my Introduction (p. xxxii) I pointed out how 
desirable it was that it should be investigated on the spot by an European 
explorer. Dr. Stein's archmological expedition to Eastern Turkestan 
was at that time already being or-ganised ; and the Second Part of this 
Report has purposely been delayed in order to profit by the results of his 
investigations. His tour hlb~ now been brought to a snccessful conclusion. 
A full accwnnt of its results will have to be looked for in Dr. Stein's own 
report. But the communications which I received from him, partly by 
letters written in the course of his travels and partly verbally since his 
return from Tnrkestan in July, 1901, enable me, with his concurrence, to 
indicate he~.e briefly some of the results so far as they have a dircct 
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bearing on the question of the genuineness of the objects comprised in 
the British Collection.1 

" By means of his own explorations of ancient sites in the Khotan 
region, and by his local enquiries, Dr. Stein has obtained definite proof 
that all " blockprints " and all the  manuscript^ in '& unknown characters " 
procured from Khotan since 1895 are modern fabrications of IslQm 
A&iin and a few others working with him. The fact of these block- 
prints and manuscripts being modern forgeries was first established by 
independent evidence, and subsequently received confirmation by the 
full confession which the forger himself, in April last, made to Dr. Stein. 
Islam Aai in ,  on the same occasion, furnished detailed information as to 
the methods and means employed in preparing his forgeries.* 

Of these manuscripts in " unknown characters " i t  has now become 
unnecessary to publish detailed descriptions. Those whom i t  may 
interest may see specimen pages of two such codices, published in Plate 8 
of M. D. Klementzk report on the Russian Expedition to Tnrfan.4 
Severma1 codices of that class are in the British collection. Other 
specimens of fabricated manuscripts may be seen in Plates XI-XX 
which accompany my paper on " Three Fnrther Collections of Ancient 
Manuscripts from Central Asia" in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897). v 

+ Islgm h a a n ' s  account of the places where the finds am said 
to have been made is an invention. These places (see Introduction, 
pp. xvi-xxii) either do not exist, or exhibit physical conditions in which 
the snrvival of ancient manuscripts appears highly improbable." As to 
Aq Sapil, I believe that the interpretation of the present appearance of 
the place in the letter quoted on pp. xiv-xvi cannot be sustained. On 
the other hand, Dandan Uiliq is the genuine site of an mcient sand- 
buried settlement. It is very probable that many of the genuine manu- 
scripts comprised in the Collection were originally obtained from there. 
For Dr. Stein, in the c o m e  of the explorations of which a brief 
preliminary account has been given by him in the Journal of the Royal 
Asiatic Society, for April, 1901,9 excavated there a considerable number 
of manuscripts of a very similar description, all written either in Briihmi 
or Chinese characters." 

As regards the coins and seals, shown in Plates 1-111 of the First 
Part of this Report, as well as the objects shown in Plate XIX, there is 

1 Statements baaed on Dr. Stein'a cornmanicstions and embodied in these Intro- 
ductory Remarks are enclosed between asterisks. 

4 I R  Nachrichtcn uber dis v a  der kaiserlichen Akadamie der Wissenschajten zu 
8t. Petersburg im Jahre 1898 awgeriintete Empedition nach Turfan. Heft I .  

8 Iu Art. XII, Archeological Work about &tan. 



no reason to doubt their genuineness. This also applies to the objects 
shown in Plate IV, except No. 1 and Nos. 3-11, which were used in the 
binding of blockprints, and for that reason arb of a questionable 
character. Among the objects shown in Plate XIX are numeroue 
miniature terracotta figures- Others of a similar kind, but of larger size, 
are shown in Platas X and X I  accompanying this Part of the Report. 
These aa well as the fragments of pottery now described and figured are 
genuine. They were all obtained from the ancient site hitherto desig- 
nated as " Borazan " (Introd., pp. xii-xiv), but the real name of which, as 
Dr. Stein has shown, i a  " Yijtkan, a village of the Boraziin tract." Some 
details as to the conditions in which antiques have been preserved at  
that s ib ,  will be found recorded in his preliminary account already quoted. 

It maF be noted here that an attempt indeed was made to fabricate 
also entire pieces of pottery. The result, however, was too grotesque 
to deceive. Early in 1898 I received the photogntphs of two completa 
jars, the fabrication of which there was no difficulty in detecting when 
compared with genuine fragments. From some of the latter, shown in 
Plate VIII, the " Funeral jar " which forms the frontispiece of Part I, 
is reconstructed. 

* Respecting the objects in metal, stone, or wood, while some prove 
themselves by their appearance to be undoubted products of the ancient 
Buddhist civilization of Eastern Turkestan, in the w e  of others their 
age and provenance is quite uncertain. .Objects of this kind collect in 
the bazars of Khotan and other towns in Eastern Turkestan, and the 
statements of the Natives regarding them are quite unreliable.' To this 
category belong the two horsemen referred to on page xx of the Intro- 
duction, and equally uncertain is the age and provenance of the skull 
there mentioned. 
' There is good reason to believe that certain wood carvings, among 

them the box purchased a t  Khotan by Captain Deasy and published in 
the Journal of the Royal A~iatic Society for April, 1900: have to be 
added to the list of articles from Islam haf in ' s  factory.' A curious 
resemblance, however, may be noted, of the figures carved on the box, 
to some mud and metal figures, shown in Plate XIII, Nos. 11-13, the 
genuineness of which there seems no reason to question. Assuming 
the spuriousness of the box, such genuine figures may have served tho 
carver as models. 

The fabrication of manuucripts seems to have commenced early 
i n  1899. After about two years it was abandoned in favour of the 
aasier method of manufacturing blockprints. The forged-manuscripte 

4 Iu Art. XIV, On ail ancient blockprivt f r o m  Khotun. 
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ere distinguisl~ed from the genuine finds not only by their " unknown 
characters," but also by their paper, which is modern in suhstanca, and 
in coloor s ~ d  condition shows evidence of having been artificially mani- 
pulated.' The fabricated manuscript books are distinguished also by 
their peculiar binding after the manner of Codices, like the blockprints. 
All the genuine manuscript books of the Collection observe the form of 
the Indian Pothi; and all the genuine scripts belong to known types, 
such as Briihmi, Kharogthi, Chinese, Uignr, Persian. A11 these are 
represented in onr Collection of manuscripts and coins. 

The earliest fabrications of manuscripts were evidently executed 
with much care and ingenuity-. Genuine manuscripts seem to have been 
imitated : otherwise it i~ impossible to explain the produdion of manu- 
scripts which could deceive the eye of expert scholars by their resem- 
blance to Pahlavi or BrHhmi.6 In four of the earliest manusc~.ipts, 
Brahmi letters and letter-groups are imitated, greatly resembling those 
which are seen in Pothi No. I of Set I1 (see p. 18). The subjoined 
Woodcut shows facsimiles of the word m n - I k y - r  as imitated fiom the 
Pothi in which it occurs very frequently. 

No. 1. 
I 2 N Q i  3 - - 4 

A 

No. 1 is taken from the Pothi, Nos. 2 and 3 from two of the four 
fabricated Codices above referred to, and KO. 4 occurs in the formula of 
the IVth Set of Blockprints (see Part I ,  p. 85 and Plate XI1 I. I t  was 
the latter formula which furnished me with the first distinct evidence of 
fabrication. This formula, as it stands in the blockprints, appears to be 
written in a species of " unknown character." Comparing it, early in 
1901, with the Brlhmi writing in the Codices, it suggested itself to me 
to examine the formula in a mirror, when it became a t  once apparent 
that it was written in precisely the same character as the codices, only 
the writing was ~-eversed in print. In Table I the formul;~ is shown in 

Thus, Dr. E. West who vcrg kindly examined s. manuscript book of 56 learea 
(7# x 55") which seemed to  imitato Pahlavi writing, writes to me (July, 1901) : " I  
find that the Pahlavi words I have colloctcd form one-twelfch of yonr l a r ~ e  MS., 
contain 13, out of 16, Pahlavi letters, nnd represent 27 ant of the 33 known Pahlnvi 
sounds. 80  that a t~vefth part of the MS. has supplied five-sixthu of the Pnhlnri 
alphabet and sounds. Hut it has not sllpplidd a single in t e l l i g tb l e  clnnae of a 
eentence." 
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both positions. I t  was now obvious that whoever prepared the block, 
wrote the text on it in vertical lines in the ordinary position, and 
engraved it in that position, oblivious of the fact that as a consequence, 
in printing off the block the text would come out reversed and be illegi- 
ble. Such carelessness would hardly have occurred to one who under- 
stood the script and its language. The same conclusion is suggested by 
the inexplicable separation of the elements of the word ma-lkge-r 
which are found as Nos. 43, 48 and 51 in the fourth line. Moreover 
most of the letters of the formula have no resemblance whatever to 
Biahmi characters. The written codices which were the first products 
of Islam Ak_han's workshop were done with far greater care, and though 
also largely interspersed with " unknown characters " might have con- 
tinued to suggest gennineness, if the fraud had not been definitely 
exposed through the personal investigations of Dr. Stein, to whom finally 
Islam A h a n  made a full confession. In Plate I, No. 1, is shown one of 
the most cuxious specimens of an early fabricated codex. It is that which 
was contained in the bag said to have been dug out with the skull resting 
upon it (Introd., p. xx). The leaves are cut in the shape of a ronnd- 
bottomed, narrow-necked bottle, with a long pendant lip. They are held 
together by a small tubular copper-peg which passes through the neck. 
The leaf shown in the Plate is the last of the inscribed leaves of the 
codex. The word mnlkgey is seen in the middle of the second line. A 
very nearly corresponding vewion of the text occnrs on the final inscribed 
leaves of other two codices which itre also shown in Plate I, Nos. 2 and 3, 
and where the word n~alk3er appears in a corresponding place in the 
second line. Specimen pages of the two latter codices are also shown in 
Plate XVIII, XIX and XX of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897). Another version of the same text stands 
on a leaf of the codex shown ibidem, Plate XVII. Here the word m2- 
kget occul%, e.g., on the page milllied 'L 11. Obverse," in the middle of 
the bottom-line. 
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The manuscripts, comprised in the British Collection, fall into two 
groups, which may conveniently be distinguished aa Pothis, or books 
done up in the Indian fashion, and Documents consisting of single sheets. 

FIBST GROUP. POTHIS. 
Altogether there are thirteen Pothis in the Collection. None of 

them is complete, and of most of them no 
Number. 

more than a few leaves or fragments of leaves 
exist. The only exceptions are Nos. 1 and 2 of Set I and No. 1 of Set 
11, of which 25, 17, 17 leaves respectively survive. These three Pothis 
belong to the Macartney MSS. They, as well as some other Pothis- 
belonging to the Cfodfrey MSS., have been already described by me in 
the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI for 1897 ; 
but for the sake of completeness and some additional information, since 
obtained, they will be here briefly re-described. 

Three of the Pothis, viz., the Macartney MSS., Nos. 1 and 2 of Set I 
and No. 1 of Set 11, are said to have been 

Findplaae. fonnd in the identical Stiipe near Kuchar in 
which also the Bower MSS. and the Weber MSS. were discovered. Their 
discovery has been related in the Introduction, pp. x-xii. In  corrobora- 
tion of the existence of a possible deposit chamber fmm which they were 
dng out, I may now add that, aa Dr. Stein informs me in a letter, written 
from Yarkand (24th September 1900), he fonnd, about 20 miles N.-E. of 
Kiishghar, in a place called Khinnni, a "remarkably well preserved 
Steps with its V i h h , "  in which " a  cutting made a long time ago had 
laid bare a square chamber and shaft inside." Native testimony, how- . 

ever, as Dr. Stein has since verbally explained to me, even if honestly 
given, is very unreliable; and it is by no means certain that, even if the  
stiipa near Kuchar contained a chamber, the manuscripts were found in 
it. Still from their appearance which shows no sign of the action of 
sand on them, it seems clear that they must have been preserved in some 
receptacle ; and there seems, therefore, in this particular case, no st&- 
cient reaqon to discredit the native report of their having been dug out 
fivom the chamber of a stiipa (see Introd., p. xi). The case is different 
with regard to the other Potliis. They show distinct signs of the action 
of sand on them ; and they must have come f~wm a sand-buried site. 
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As to the identity of this site\ nothing certain is known. Some (Set I, 
Nos. 3, 5, Set 11, Nos. 4, 5, 6) are said to have been fonnd in "an old 
buried town in the vicinity of Knchar" (Introd., pp. viii, ix). Of the 
rest, all that is known is that they were fonnd "somewhere in the Takla 
Makau." Seeing that similar manuscripts were fonnd by Dr. Stein in 
the sand-buried houses of Dandan Uiliq, N.E. of Khotan in the Takla 
Makan, it is not improbable that the Pothis in question also originally 
came from that place. 

A Pothi consists of a number of leaves, cut of a practically uniform 
oblong shape, generally enclosed between two 

Definition. wooden bomds, and held in position or 
bound" by a string which passes through a hole drilled through the 

whole pile. This fashion of making np a book is peculiar to India. 
In all Pothis, existing or surviving in India, the hole is placed in the 
middle of the pile of leaves ; or there are two holes, a t  equal distances 
fmm the margin, in the middle of the right and left halves of the pile. 
On the other hand, in the Pothis from Central Asia there is only one 
hole, which is invariably in the middle of the left half of the pile (see 
P h t e  11, figs. 1,4, 5). There are remons to believe that this was also 
the practice in India in very early times. In  the old Inhan  copper-plate 
grants, the copper leaves are strung together on a copper-ring which 
pssses through a hole close to the left margin of the leaves. The 
practice of incising records on metal plates is a very ancient one in  
India: instances of such records on gold plates are already mentioned 
in the Jataka book (see Professor Buhler's Palmgraphy in the Cyclopsedia 
of Indo-Aryan Research, p. 90). The practice was afterwards trans- 
ferred to manuscript books, when the latter came into vogue. But 
owing to the fragile nature of their material (palm-leaf or birch-bark) 
the hole was naturally placed further away from the margin, about the 
middle of the left half of the leaves. This may be seen in the Bower 
MSS. which is written on birch-bark, and Part I1 of which belongs to 
the earlier part of the 5th century A.D. Somewhat later, the practice 
arose, for the greater safety of the leaves, to make two holes a t  corns- 
pondmg distances from the right and left margin. The earliest examples 
of thie practice are presented in the Horinzi MS. (see Anecdota Oxoni- 
ensia, Vol. I, Part 111, Plate I), and in the two Nepalese manuscripts . 
of the Cambridge Collection, Nos. 1702 and 1049 (Mr. Bendall's Cata- 
logue, Plate I, figs. 1 and 2), all of which belong to the 6th century A.D. 
Still later arose the practice of replacing the two holes by one hole in 
the middle of the leaves. The existence of this practice is recorded 
by Alberani in the 11th century, who says (Professor Sachau's Trans- 
lation of A l b e d ' s  India, Vol. I, p. 171), that " the Indians bind a book 
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of palm-leaves together by a cold on whirh they are a r ~ ~ t ~ ~ g e d ,  the c:ord 
goiug through all the letrves by a hole in the middle of each." The hole 
was not at  first in the exact middle, but-probably a modified survival 
of the ancient practice-slightly more to the left, a.3 seen, e.g., in thc 
Nepalese manuscript No. XXI (Palseographical Society) which is dated 
in 1015 A.D. Still later, and a t  the present day, the hole appears in 
the exact middle of the leaves. The peculiar position of the string-hole 
in the Central Asian Pothis, therefore, points pro tnnto to a very early 
date for the introduction of the Indian fashion of book-making into 
Eastern Tnrkestan, and for those Pothis themselves. As to the wooden 
covering boards, only those of one Pothi, No. 1 of Set I, are included 

in the British Collection. Of another Pothi, 
Wooden No. 2 of Set I, one of the wooden covers exists, 

but i t  belongs to the Weber MSS. collection, which also includes a 
portion of that particular manuscript: the other cover is missing (see 
my Report on the Weber MSS. in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, Vol. LXII (1893), pp. 2, 5, 32). One of the covers of Part I 
of the Weber MSS. (see ibidem, pp. 2, 9), as well as the two covers of 
the Bower MSS. also exist. Seeing that the Bower MSS., the Weber 
MSS. and the Macaxtney MSS. are said to be proceeds of the same find 
(Introd., pp. x-xii), i t  seems not improbable that the covers of all the 
manuscripts comprised in the find were originally found, though only 
those above enumerated have been obtained from the finders. 

A11 the Pothis are written on paper. The paper is soft, and of a 
whitish colonr. The only exception is the 

Paper. Pothi, No. 3 of Set 11, the paper of which is 
hard and stiff, and of an orange colour. It is clearly coloured artificially, 
and its rigidity may be due to that cause. The whitish colour of the 
other paper is, no doubt, its natural colonr. Regarding the material 
of which the paper is made, I can offer no opinion. Not possessing the 
requisite technical knowledge myself, I have submitted specimens for de- 
termination to Hofrath Professor J. Wiesner, of the University of Vienna, 
who will publish a report of his investigation when i t  is finished. In 
the meantime I am informed by him that the papers of the Pothis differ 
in one point : that of Pothis Nos. 4, 5, 7 of Set I, and No. 3 of Set 11, 
is sized or loaded with starch. On the other hand, he could not detect 
any trace of starch in the paper of the Pothis Nos. 1, 2, 3, of Set I, and 
Nos. 1, 2 of Set 11, though this does not prove absolutely that no starch 
was used in its preparation.1 There is also another difference which I 
have noticed myself. Some of the papers exhibit parallel waterlines, 

1 No. 6 of Sot I a11d Nos. 4, 5, (i of Sc l  I1 h v o  not been cxuruined by him. 



ohowing that the aheeta of thia pper were made in '' moulds " or frames 
with a s  open bottom; while 0 t h  do not show any waterlines, and 
evidently were d e  in moulds with a comparatively solid bottom. In the 
latter, the bottom would seem to have been made with a piece of corarse 
cloth stntched across the frame. In  the former, p d e l  lines of string, or 
wire, or bamboo fibre must have been stretchpci across the bottom of the 
h e ,  aa shown by the waterlines in the paper. The strings were fixed 
very close to one mother ; for in the paper there are about 14 waterlines 
to an inch. To judge from the absence of any corresponding waterlines, 
the moulde do not seem to have been provided with any transverse 
supporting strings or wires. Pdh is  Nos. 1 and 2 of Set I, and Fo. 1 
of Set 11, are written on paper withont mterlines, while the paper of 
all the others shows them. It is possible that on further enquiry, 
the two pointa of difference here noted may yield a test of age. 
For the pment,  the information on both pointa is inadlicient for 
the pnrpose. h Profeasora Wiesner and Karababk have shown 
(Mittheilunger am dar Sammlung Papyrtccr Brsherzog Rainer, 1887), the 
Arabs, who.learned the art of paper-making from the Chinese in Samar- 
kand in 751 A.D., knew, in the 9th century, the practice both of loading 
the pulp with starch and making paper in open-bottomed moulds. They 
used moulds with and without transverse supporting strings or wires ; 
and the paper, made in their moulds, shows 15 waterlines to an inch (or 
6 to a centimetre). There is no reaeon, so far as I know, to believe that 
they were the inventors of either of those two practices. The presump- 
tion ia rather the other way; for the British Collection possesses two 
Chinese documents, dated 768 and 786 A.D. (see below, p. 22), both 
of which am written on sheets of paper showing waterlines as well ae 
the presence of starch. So far, all the Pothis may be anterior to the 
8th century A.D. ; some of them, as will be shown presently, are certainly 
aeverel centuries older. In  any case, the method of making paper in 
solid-bottomed moulds is cruder and more primitive than that of making 
it in open-bottomed ones. Accordingly Pothis written on praper withont 
waterlines, i.e., made by the former method, are pro tanto .likely to be 
older than those written on paper with waterlines. To the former class 
belong three Pothis, Nos. 1 and 2 of Set I, and No. 1 of Set 11, which 
are said to have been dug out from the Kuchar stiipa; to the latter 
belong all the others. Judging by this teat, the Pothis of the Kuchar 
stiipa are older than the rest. A fnrther peculiarity of the Pothis 

of the Kuchar stappe is that their leavea are 
Coating. covered with a more or less thick smooth 

ooeting (of chalk ?) on which the letters are traced. I t  is of a white 
colour and particularly noticeeble in the case of No. 2 of Set I. In 

J. 1. 2 
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the case of No. 1 of Set I, i t , i s  discoloured and has assumed a dun 
coloor. As the paper of these Pothis is not starched, the coating may 
perhaps have been intended to prevent the ink from running. In  many 
places it has peeled off, and with i t  the writing has disappeared. The 
letters appear to have been traced with some kind of pen, probably 
the IndLn reed-pen, not the Chinese brush. This is suggested by the 
sharp angles and clean-cut lines of the letters, which is particularly 
noticeable in tho Pothis, Nos. 3-7 of Set I and Nos. 3-5 of Set 11. 
(See Plate 11, fig. 3.) 

In the shape and size of the leaves of the Pothis there is mnch 

Shape and She. 

tate the Indian palm 

variation ; but they all agree in being decidedly 
oblong. In  this particular, they clearly imi- 

-leaf. In  India two kinds of material were nsed 
for book-writing, the leaves of the Corypha palm (Corypha umbraculifera) 
and the inner bark of the birch tree (Betula utilis), both in a prepared state. 
Palm-leaf was the common material, employed everywhere throughout 
India : its shape, a decided narrow oblong, was determined by the shapo 
of the segments or strips of the natural leaf. Birch-bark was only nsed 
in the extreme h'orth-West of India, concnrrently with palm-leaf; and its 
shape waa that of large, squarish sheets.9 Seeing that the paper was 
made in large squarish sheets (see below, p. 23), and that a narrow 
oblong is a less convenient shape for a writing material than e squarish 
sheet, i t  is obvious that the practice of cutting up paper into narrow 
oblongs must have been determined by people who were accustomed to 
the Indian use of palm-leaves. Aa the Bower MSS. show, even birch- 
bark waa occasionally hated in this way and cut up into oblonp after 
the model of the Corypha-leaf. The normal size of paper Pothis is 
about 2 (or 2i )  by 12 (or 14) inches; see Nos. 3 and 4 of Set I, and 
Nos. 2 and 3 of Set I1 (Plate 11, fig. 4) ; and this is also the normal 
size of a palm-leaf Pothi. But paper, being cut out from very large 
sheets, naturally permitted a mnch greater variation in shape and size 
than the natural palm-leaf. Hence we have Pothis as small as 2 x 5 or 
28 x 8 inohes ; see Nos. 1 and 2 of Set I, and No. 1 of Set 11. On the 
other hand, there must have been also Pothis of enormons size, as shown 
by No. 5 of Set I, which appears to have had leaves about 11 inches 
broad and proportionately long, and by No. 7 of Set I, the leavea of 
which were 4: inches broad and probably about 20 inches long. In  both 
cases the length can only be conjectured ; but a fair idea of the size of 
such an enormous manuscript is afforded by the Petrovsky MS., which, 

3 See my Epigraphical Note on Palm-leaf, Paper and Bircltbark in Journal, 
Asistic Society of Bougol, vol. LXIX, p. 93 ff. (1900). 
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according to the photographic specimen published by Professor S. vop 
Oldenburg in the Transactions of the Imperial Russian Archmological 
Society, Vol. VII, pp. 81, 82 (1898), measures about 39 x 19; inches. 

All the Pothis are written in Brhhmi characters, but of two 
different types. One is an upright type, the 

Charaoters. other is slanting. The latter occurs only in 
two Pothis, aiz., No. 2 of Set I, and ~ o . 1  of Set 11. The difference of 
the two types is not so well seen in single letters, as in a whole page ; 
compare figs. 1 and 2 of Plate 11. There are also some specific dif- 

' ferencea in the formation of certain letters, especially in the forms of the 
vowels a, 0 (initial) and i and e (medial) and the consonants k, m and y. 
They may be seen in columns 21 and 22 of Table I1 ; and they are fully 
explained in my Reports in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
Vol. LXII (1893), pp. 4, 5 and Vol. LXVJ (1897), pp. 3-5, 45. The 
slanting type of Briihmi has, so far as I know, never been observed in 
India: it appears to be a special Central Asian modification of the 
erect type which is proper to 'India. In  India this type of the Brtthmi 
is known as the Qnpta script, so named after the Imperial Gnpta dynmty 
which ruled in Northern India about 319-530 A.D., and during whose 
d e ,  principally, i t  was current. I ts  period may be said to comprise 
roughly four centuries, from 300 to 700 A.D. From the fact that 
Pothis written in both, the upright and slanting, types were fonnd in the 
Knchar Stiipa, it is clear that they were contemporary styles of writing. 
It seems to me that the fact of the co-existence of the two types may be 
best explained by assuming that the Pothis in the erect script wero 
written by Natives of India, Buddhist propagandists who had migrated 

. to Central Asia, while the slanting script was evolved by such Natives 
of Eastern Turkestan as had become converts to Buddhism. 

With regard to the upright type of Gupta, three distinct varieties ' 

can be distinguished. I believe the distinction 
Their Varieties' to be a mark of a difference in age. The earlier 

variety, shown in Columns 7-12 of T ~ b l e  11, is found in Pothi No. 1 of 
Set I (Macartney MSS., No. 2) ; also in the Bower MSS., and in the 
Weber MSS., Perts I, 11, 111, (see Plate I, figs. 1-3 in Journal, Asiatic 
Society of Bengal, Vol. LXII.of 1893), all of which belong to the Kuchar ' 

sttipa find. A later variety, shown in Column 18, is found only in the 
Pothi No. 6 of Set I1 ; and another latar variety, shown in Columns 
16 and 17, is fonnd in the remainder of the Pothis of the two Sets. 
Both these later varieties are quite unknown in India. They also share 
with the Central Asian slanting type the peculiar formation of the medial 
vowels i and e. Moreover the second of the two later varieties is marked 
by .a curious angularity and absence of cnrsiveness, which suggests that 
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the script did not come naturally to the writer but was employed, so to 
speak, artificially aa a calligxaphic imitation of Indian models. This is 
particularly a t n i g  in the m e  of the letter tha; compare No. 9 in 
Col. 17 with Col. 6. The f m  of the letters e and the initisl long 5 
(No. 4 in Col. 17 and No. 3 in Col. 16) point in the same direction. The 
latter occurs o c ~ i o n a l l y  (in the pmporticn~ of 1 : 8) rts an alternative by 
the side of the more usnal Indian form wneisting of three ringlets (No. 3, 
in Col. 17), and is made by combining the sign of length of the i-vowel 
with the body of the a-vowel. The letter e is made by a similar com- 
bination. These peculiar forms of e and i are also fomd in the d i n q  
Tibetan script which originated in the middle of the 7th century A.D. 
For these resons, I believe, the two later varieties to be peculiar mxipts 
of Eastern Turkestsn. I also believe them to belong to much the same 
period of time, and the variety, shown in Col. 18, to be the m i v e  script 
of the period, while the variety, shown in Cols. 16 and 17, is an artificml . 
imitation of Indian models for calligraphic pnrpoees. The eame cnreive 
script is also found in a series of Briihmi documents, which are described in 
Group I1 (p. 32). It is shown in Column 19, and possesses the m e  
peculiar form of the initial i-vowel. The form of the letter ma of this 
cursive script (KO. 13 in Cola. 18, 19) should be particnlarly noticed : it 
is quite dserent from the ordinary form, but closely allied to the Central 
Asian forms, shown in Cols. 20-22. In  this connection it may also be 
noticed that the Central Asian Gnpts script retains the three-pronged 
form of ya, and the long-limbed form of la (Nos. MI and 16 in Cols. 16-22)- 
In  the Indian Gnpttt these two forms began to disappear in the 6th 
centng, and to be mplaced by the two-pronged or boot-shaped form of ya 
and the short-limbed form of la (see Professol* Biihler's Indian P b  
gmphp, pp. 45, 48). 

Of the slanting type of Gnpta, also, some varieties can be dis- 
tinguished. Only one of them, however, (see Cols. 21,22) is represented 
in the British Collection, in Pothis No. 2 of Set I, and No. 1 of Set 11. 
Another, perhaps later, variety, distinguished by its form of the letter 
ma (the second form of No. 13 in Column 22), is found in a few 
fragments published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengnl, Vol. LXVI (1897), pp. 213 ff., Plate I, fig. x. A .variety, 
intermediate between the upright and slanting, is found in the %her 
MSS., Parts IV, V, VIII, published ibidem, Vol. LXII (1893), pp. 22 ff., 
and shown in Column 20. 

The Pothis are written in two different languages: Sanskrit and 
another, which has not, aa yet, been identified. 

Language. 
Accordingly I have divided them, for the  

purpose of this Report, into two Sets. The first Set comprises seven 
a t  
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Pothis, all written in Sanskrit, not exactly of the classic, but of 
the so-called "mixed" type. The second Set consists of six Pdhis,  
written in the unknown language. My impression, from the genera1 
character of the langnrrge, is thnt its identity has to be looked for in 
the direction of the monosyllabic Tibetan rather than of the Turki or 
Mongol langnnges. A curious point about it, as presented in these 
Pothis, is that it is largely intermixed with Sanskrit words, strangely 
misspelled. These words are mostly technical terms, medical or reli- 
gious; and this fact seems to indicate that the works in which they 
occur may be translations of Sanskrit originals into the language of the 
country in which they were found. 

None of the Pothis is dated. Their age, however, can be estimated 
with much probability from palmgraphic and 

Age. other considerations. They are all written 
in one form or other of the Gtnpta script, and the period of this script 
ie included roughly between 300 and 700 A.D. Three of the Pothis, 
uiz., Nos. 1 and 2 of Set I, and No. 1 of Set 11, are said to have been found 
in the Kuchar strips, together with the Weber MSS. and the Bower MSS. 
These, therefore, may be taken to be practically of the same age. The 
date of the Bower MSS. i t  is possible to fix with tolerable certainty; for 
they are all written in the Indian (not the Central Asian) type of the 
Gnpta script, doubtless, by Natives of India; and their age, therefore, 
is determined by the well-known facts of Indian palmgraphy. I have 
explained the argument fully in a paper published in the Journal of the 
Aaiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LX (1891), pp. 79 ff. It is briefly this: 
the Qupta script of North-Western India has two signs for the consonant 
y, a three-pronged and a two-pronged or rather boot-shaped one (compare 
No. 14 in Columns 1 and 6 of Table 11). Of these the boot-shaped 
sign is s later c m i v e  development of the three-pronged one. There is 
also an intermediate cursive form, in which there is a line across the 
instep of the boot-shaped form (see No. 14 in Cols. 4 and 14, and the 
lower sign in Col. 12). This form was a transitional one which appears 
to have been current only during a very short period. This period, so 
far as epigraphic writing is concerned, extended from about 460-540 
A.D. Epigraphical records avoided the use of contemporery new- 
fangled cursive forms: they naturally preferred to use only the older 
forms, anctioned by long usage and, therefore, well-known to every 
reader; cursive forms were only admitted, when they had acquired the 
sanction of a fair amount of literary usage. Epigraphic writing thus 
lags behind literary writing: the interval, of come,  may vary ; but a 
generation or two of writers, say about 50 years, may fairly represent it. 
For Pothi-writing, therefore, the period of the use of the transitional 
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form of y would be the 5th century A.D. Accordingly, Pothis which 
use exclusively the old three-pronged form of y may be placed before the 
5th century; and Pothis which use exclusively the modern boot-shaped 
form of y fall after the 5th century. Of course, the form of y is not the 
only test; the forms of other letters must also be taken into account; 
but in a general way, the y-test is a convenient and fairly safe one. In the 
present case, the result yielded by this test is sufficiently well confirmed 
by a comparison of the forms of the other letters shown in Table 11. 
Parts 1-111 of the Bower MSS. show the use of the old and transi- 
tional forms of y in the proportion of 1 : 3, while Parts IV-VII, which 
are written in a Meren t  hand, use only the old three-pronged form. 
As the last page of Part 111, and the &st page of Part IV, are written 
on the same leaf, occupying the obverse and reverse of it respectively, it 
follows that all the Parts are contemporary. It further follows that the 
Rower MSS. must have been written a t  a time when the use of the 
transitional ,form of y had not yet found general acceptance among liter- 
ary men. Accordingly they must be referred to a time not later than 
the middle of the 5th century A.D. The other Pothis, i-iz., the Weber 
MSS. and the Macartney MSS., having been found in the Kuchar stiipa 
together with the Bower MSS., mnst belong to nearly the same period. 
Hence Pothi, No. 1 of Set I, which is written in the Indian type of the 
Gupta script, but never uses the transitional form of y, mnst be dated 
early in the 5th century, and may possibly go back to the latter part of 
the 4th century (see the evidence in the Journal, h i a t i c  Society Bengal, 
Val. LXVI, pp. 245-247). The Pothis, No. 2 of Set I, and No. 1 of Set 11, 
which are written in the Central Asian type of Cfnpta, must also belong 
to the 5th century. The two-ringleted form of y (see No. 14 in Cols. 21 
and 22 of Table 11) which they use can only be viewed as having 

from the old three-pronged form: the boot-shaped form of y 
could not have produced it. The script of those two Pothis is a Central 
Asian modification of the contemporary Indian Gupta script. The inter- 
mediate strtge--the Indian Gupta in the process of transition to the 
Central Asian-is exhibited in Part V of the Weber MSS. (see Column 
20 of Table I1 ; alao Journal, Bsiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXII (1893), 
Plate 11, fig. 1). The transition can clearly be seen by comparing 
the forms of rn and y, in Columns 20-22 of Table 11. The North- 
Indian transitional form of y of the 5th centnry, and the modern boot- 
shaped form of y, which originated in the 6th century, never obtained 
a footing in Central h i a ,  cts little as i t  penetrated into Tibet or into 
Southern India. The Bower MSS. f o ~ d  in Eaetern Turkestan are only 
an apparent exception. For as their material-birch-bark-shows, those 
manuscripb were really written in India (probably Kashmir or U d y b )  
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and imported into Eastern Tnrkestan. All the Pothis which were written 
in Eastern Tnrkestan itself are written on paper ; and it appears probable 
that those written in the Indian variety of the Gupta script, such m No. 1 
of Set I, were written by Natives of India who had settled in Eaatelv 
Tnrkestan; while those written in the Central Asian variety, such ss No. 2 
of Set I, and No. 1 of Set 11, were written by Natives of that country. 

As regards the Pothis, Nos. 3-6 of Set I, and Nos. %5 of Set II, I 
am disposed to ascribe them to a somewhat later age. They show the 
Indian upright Gnpta script, but written in a curiously angular and 
artificial style : it is the calligraphy of epigraphical records applied to 
book-writing. The curious triangular form of tha and the wavy form of 
medial e first appear in Indian epigraphical writing in the 7th century 
(see Nos. 8 and 14 in Colnmn 6 of Table 11), and in Indian literary 
writing towards the end of the 6th century (see Kos. 8 and 14 in Col. 15). 
The peculiar composite forms of the initial i and e (No. 3 in Col. 16, and 
No. 4 in Col. 17) also belong to the 7th century. Accordingly i t  is to the 
7th century that I am inclined to attribute the Pothis in question. The 
contemporary cursive style, I believe, appeal- in the fragment of Pothi 
No. 7 of Set I. It is shown in Colnmn 16 of Table I1 and in figure 3 of 
Plate 11. 

To a still later period I would ascribe the Pothi No. 6 of Set 11. It 
exhibits a much more developed cursive form of the upright Indian Gnpta, 
as established in Central Ash. Unfortunately only a fragment of one 
leaf exists, and that in a rather bad condition. Its letters are shown in 
Colnmn 18 of Table I1 and fig. 5 of Plate 11. Essentially the same cursive 
script, however, is found in the series of Bnihmi documents which will be 
described in Group I1 (p. 32) ; and its letters are shown in Colnmn 19 
and fig. 6 of Plate 11. These documents seem to have been found 
together with some Chinese documents dated in the latter half of the 8th 
century; and it is to this period that I would, accordingly, ascribe the 
Pothi No. 6 of Set 11. 

Two ~ o i n t a  which bear on the question of the age of the Pothis 
have already been discussed in the para- 

Evidence '' HL.tOry' graphs on the '' stringhole " and on " paper." 
The bearings on i t  of the c o m e  of the political history of Central Asia 
remain to be briefly considered. All the Pothis, &far as I know, are 
Buddhistic. Western Turkestan was occupied by the Muhammadans 
in the c o m e  of the 8th century. In  751 A.D. Samarkand was con- 
quered by the Arabs. From that time Buddhist intercommunication 
between India and C e n t d  Asia practically ceased: i t  had previously 
been declining. U-kong, a Chinese Buddhist monk, visited 
India in 753 A.D., and Prajfia, an Indian Buddhist monk, visited Chins 
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in 782 A.D., both travelling through Central Asia. But these are solitary 
instances. In the 9th and 10th centuries Muhammadanism overran 
Eastern Tnrkestan ; and Buddhist culture fell into rapid decline. That 
under these circumstances, such a knowledge and practice of the Indian 
script as to produce manuacripta of the perfect calligraphy shown in 
our Pothis should have continued to exist among the Buddhists of 
h a t e r n  Turkestan is extremely improbable. 

FIRST SET. 

This Set comprises seven Pothis, all written in Sanskrit. 

No. 1. Pothi. (Plate 11, fig. 1). 

Belongs to M. 1. Fully described and figured by me (as Set 11) 
in  the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol LXVI (1897), 
p. 244, plate x. Incomplete both in size and number of leaves. Maxi- 
mum existing size 2 i  x 49" ; original, about 26 x 5". Number of lines 
on page, 9 or 10. Leaves mutilated on the right : stringhole on the left : 
existing 25, numbered from 20 to 46, on the reverse pages, as shown by 
the way the leaves adhered to one another. Enclosing boards of wood 
preserved ; size, 5Q x 2;'' ; stringhole a t  1Q" from left edge ; inner B u r -  

faces flat, outer, slightly convex and polished. Paper, same as in No. l, 
but discoloured (dirty orange) and rotten from damp. Writing much 
damaged through surface-coating peeling off or causing leaves to stick 
fogether. Findplace, stiipa near Kuchar where i t  k mid to have been 
dug out together with the Bower MSS., and Weber MSS. (Introd., 
pp. x, xi). Script, Indian upright Gupta characters. Lanipage, mixed 
Sanskrit prose and verse (qloka). Subject, medical or semi-medical 
treatise, divided into adhyllyas or chapters. Age, early 5th or late 
4th century A.D. 

No. 2. Pothi. (Plate 11, fig. 2). 
Belongs to M. 1. Fully described and figured by me (as Set I )  in 

the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897), pp. 
237, 241, plates ix and x. Incomplete, both in size and number of 
leaves. Existing size, 2i" x 5", original, 2+ x 7i". Number of lines 
on page, 6. Average number of aharm,  or letters, in a line, 22 ; missing, 
about 12;  total about 34. Leaves mutilated on the left, and hence 
stringhole and leaf-numbers lost. Commencing and concluding leaves 
missing; existing number, 17 ; in the Petrovski Collection, in St. Peters- 
burg, 8 ;  in the Weber Collection in my own possession, 7 ; tptal 32 
leaves. (But see Professor S. v. Oldenburg's remarks in the Records 
of the Oriental Transactions of the Imperial Russian Archeological 
.Society, Vol. XII, page 034). Paper, primitive without wateriines and 
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atarch-loading ; of whitish colour. Writing, much obliterated through 
peeling off of surface coating of paper. Findplace, same as of No. 1. 
Script, Central Aaian slanting type of Gupta characters. Language, 
mixed Sanskrit prose. Subject, Buddha's discourse with the ?&ah&- 
yakga Mapibhadm, whose story is briefly told in the G&yutta Nikgya 
(Pdi  Text Society, Part I, p. 203). Age, 5th century A.D. 

No. 3. Pothi. 

Belongs to G. 1. Ddscribed (not quite correctly) and figured in 
Journal, h i a t i c  Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897), pp. 227, 231, 
plates ii and iii. A mere fragment of the book, only two complete leaves , 
and two small pieces of a third, surviving. Size, 11 x 24". Number of 
lines on page, 5, with abont 27-30 akgaras in a line. Stringhole at  22" 
from left edge, within a circle of a" diameter. Leaves numbered 9 and 
11 (not 19 and 11 as stated in the Journal) on the obverse pages. Paper, 

. very similar to that of the Chinese and Briihmi documents (see Group 
11, p. 32), of whitish wlour, and with waterlines, abont 14 to an inch, 
running parallel with length of leaf and in =me direction as writing. 
Find-place, said to be " old buried city in vicinity of Kuchar " but perhaps 
Dandan Uiliq (see p. 31). Script, upright Gupta characters of the Centql 
Asian calligraphic variety. Language, mixed Sanskrit prose. Subject, 
dharapis or incantations, divided into s~jtras, as follows : siitraa 72-80 on 
leaf 9, and 90-93 on leaf 11. On leaf 10, there must have stood siitrar, 
81-89. As the fragmentary leaf commencea a page with s i i h  41, and 
as there stood, on the average, eight satraa on a leaf, it follows that the 
fragmentary leaf mnst be the 5th, and mnst have borne siitraa 91-48. 
Age, probably 7th century A.D.' 

No. 4. Pothi. 

Belonga to G. 7, T. 1, and M. 3. A mere fragment of the book, 
consisting of four more or less wmplete leevee, and five small pieces of 
three or four leaves. Probable full size, 2+ x 114". Number of lines on 
page, 4, with about 21-27 akearaa in a line. Stringhole a t  2f" from left 
edge, within a circle of g" diameter. Two leaves numbered 8 and 27, 
but uneartain whether on obverse or reverse pages. Paper, as in No. 3, 
but with waterlines about 13 to an inch, running parallel to longer side 
of leaf, in all but three of the small pieces in which they number 16 to 
an  inch and run parallel to the shorter side and across the writing. Find- 
place, probably, the same as of No. 3. Script, and language, as in No. 3. 
Subject, apparently the same aa i n ' ~ o .  1. Age, as of No. 3. 

No. 5. Pothi. 

Belongs to G. 1. Described and figured by me ip J o ~ m a l ,  Asi~t ic  
J. I. 3 
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Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897), pp. 228,233, and plate iv, No. 3. A 
mere fragment, 3 i  x 5)", of a very large leaf, numbered 90 on left margin, 
but unknown whether on obverse or reverse page. Leaf-numbers, as 
a rule, stand in or near the middle of the margm, and, as in this case, 
the number 90 stands close to the torn upper edge, i t  is probable that 
the existing breadth (52") is only about one-half of the original size 
which should have been about 11 inches. The leaf must have had a 
cox~esponding length, but there is no means of determining it. The 
Pothi must have been a very large one, both with respect to size and 
number of leaves. Stringhole must have been in missing portion. 
Existing number of lines on page, 7 ; probable fnll number 14. Letters, 
very large, )-3". Paper, as in No. 3, but with 13 waterlines to an 
inch. Findplace, script and language, as of No. 3. Subject, not 
determinable. Age, as of No. 3. 

No. 6. Pothi. 

Belongs to M. 3. Only two very small irregular pieces (1 x 3" and 
li x li") of one or two leaves. Original size of leaf unknown. Portions 
of two lines on one, and of three lines on the other fragment. In all 
other respects, the same as No. 3. 

No. 7. Pothi. (Plate 11, fig. 3). 

Belongs to M. 10. A mere h g m e n t ,  out of the middle of a very 
large leaf, inscribed on both sides with 9 lines of writing. The still 
existing full breadth is 4f"; full length, unknown; surviving length, 
6it'. Paper, =me as in No. 3. Findplace, unknown. Script, ordina~y 
or cursive variety of Central Asian upright Gupta characters. Lan- 
guage, mixed Sanskrit. Subject, apparently a Buddhist stitra. Age, 
probably 7th century A.D. The following is a transcript of what is 
legible on the figured page. 

1. 1 va . sarwa-dharmrtm Buddha-lakgana (qtinye) x sarwrt-vi 
1. 4 bhadante=ti . i i p i i &  n=Subhnti 
1. 5 p r a j f i i - p ~ m i t 8  yii x X nrt : sambodhi manasi k h i  
1. 6 sad-dhetos=tathii h i  snbhiito tern bodhisatve 
1. 7 s=tathi hi x qtinyatayij 
1. 8 s=tath& hi (sa pratyati) ~ f i n y a  
1. 9 kathiyiina 

SECOND SET. 

This Set comprises six Pothis, all written ~ I I  a language, not yet 
identitied. 

No. 1. Pothi. 

Belongs to M. 1. Fully described and figured by me (under Set I) 



in Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXII (1893), p. 34 ff., and 
plate iii, figs. 3-5. I t  is the missing portion of P u t  I X  of the Weber 
MSS., which previously had not been recognized by me but supposed to 
belong to No. 1 of Set I. It comprises 17 leaves; in Part IX, there are 
25 leaves ; the total thus amounts to 42 leaves. The finder (see Intro- 
duction, p. x) appears to have divided it into two parts, one of which 
he gave to Mr. Weber, the oiher, to Mr. Macartney. I t  is not probable, 
that, for this pnrpose, he picked out the leaves separately ; he probably 
simply divided the bundle of leaves into two portions, each consisting of 
a number of consecutive leaves. This being so, and leaves 7-10 and 
30-38 occurring in the Weber Collection, while leaves 22-29 are 
included in the Macartney Collection, it follows that the 17 leaves of the 
latter collection probably comprise the leaves 13-29, while the 25 leaves 
of the Weber Collection are made up of the initial portion 1-12 and 
the final portion 3042. Unfortunately, the Pothi is preserved in a very 
indifferent condition. The leaves are partially mutilated on three sides 
though sufficient remains to determine their full size, which is 2h x 5+ 
inches. Number of lines on page, 6 ;  the top-lines, chiefly, being 
damaged. The writing iu much obliterated, owing to the gypsum cont- 
ing of the leaves being greatly damaged. In many places the coating 
of one leaf, with the letters on it, adheres to thc next lenf, and on care- 
fully rubbing off the gypsum, the letters nnderneath i t  become visible, 
though in an inverted position and crossing the letters of thc writing on 
the next leaf. With some trouble, i t  iu possible to distinguish and read 
the two lines of writing overlying one another. A complete transcript 
(in Roman) of this manuscript, with indexes, is given in an Appendix to 
this Report. The leaf-numbers are on the left margin of the rereme 
pages, the following being, more or less completely, preserved : 22, 24, 
26, 27, 29. Paper, findplace and script, the same as in No. 2 of Set I. 
hnguage, not identified, but largely intermixed with strings of Sanskrit 
names of medical drugs, strangely minspelt. Hence it is not improbable 
that the work may be an ancient translation into a Central A~iali dialect, 
of some Indian medical treatise. Age, 5th century A.D. 

No. 2. Pothi. (Plate 11, fig. 4). 

Belongs to G. 7 and M. 3. A mere fragment of a book, consisting 
of three nearly complete leaves, one half-leaf, and eight small pieces. 
Size of full leaf, 2fi x 11A." Number of lines on page, 5, with about 
21-28 a h r a s  in a line. Stringhole a t  2:" from left edge, within a 
circle of A'' diameter. On one leaf, in left upper corner, there are two 
concentric circles, not inscribed, of la1' and 12" diameter, possibly 
marking the commencement of a chapter. One of the complete leaves 
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is numbered 1 on left margin of reverse page, with blank obverse, 
being the initial leaf of the book ; numbers of others missing. Paper, 
as in No. 3 of Set I, but waterlines running parallel with short side in 
leaf 1 and in the eight small pieces. Findplace, unknown. Script, 
the same as in No. 3 of Set I. Language, not identified, inter- 
mixed with Sanskrit religious t e r m s .  Subject, probably Buddhist 
dharpbie or " incantations." Initial leaf apparently commences with 
oh &huh, the former word represented by a large flourish, the latter 
indicated by traces of e and dh. Age, same as No. 3 of Set I. 

No. 3. Pothi. 
Belongs to G. 7. A mere fragment of the book, consisting of one 

complete leaf, and the larger portion of another, numbered 9 and 10 
respectively on the left margin of the obverse pages. Size of full leaf, 
29 x 14f". Number of lines on page, 5, with 32 or 33 akearaa in a line. 
Stringhole a t  about 3)" from the left edge, within a circle of E'' dia- 
meter. On leaf 9, in left lower corner of reverse page, two concentric 
circles, not inscribed, of It'' and 19'' diameter respectively (as in No. 2). 
Paper, s t z ,  of yellowish colour, with faint waterlines, about 11 to an. 
inch, running parallel to long side of leaf and direction of writing. 
Findplace, unknown. Script, as in No. 3 of Set I. Language and 
subject, es in No. 2 of Set 11. Age, probably 7th century A.D. 

NO. 4. Pothi. 
Belongs to G. 1. Described and figured by me in Journal, Asiatic 

Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897), pp. 228, 234, and plate iv, fig. 5. 
Only a fragment of one leaf: full breadth extant 3:" ; full length 
unknown; existing length, 6" ; apparently from middle of leaf; for 
no stringhole visible. Number of lines on page, 5. Paper, a8 in No. 3 
of Set I, but waterlines parallel to short side of leaf, and transverse to 
writing. Findplace, script, and subject, also the same as in No. 3 of Set I ; 
but language, as in No. 2 of Set 11. Age, probably 7th century A.D. 

No. 5. Pothi. 
Belongs to G. 1. One of the two fragments referred to by me in 

Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897), pp. 228, 229. 
The leaf to which it belongs-the only one surviving-must be the lwt, 

' 

seeing that one page is blank, and the stringhole is on the left side. 
Breadth complete, 2b"; full length unknown, but probably abont 7" ; 
existing length, 42". Stringhole, within a circle of +" diameter, a t  
abont 1)" from existing left edge; on this side only a very narrow 
strip, with the leaf-number, can be lost, the main loss being on the right 
side. Number of lines on page, 5 ; writing almost illegible. Paper, aa 
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in No. 3 of Set I, bnt very thin, and with waterlines pamllel to short 
side of leaf. F ' i n d p h ,  script, language, subject and age, as in No. 4 
of Set 11. 

No. 6. Pothi. (Plate 11, fig. 5). 
B e l o w  to G. 1. The other of the two fragments referred to in the 

preceding No., and a parallel in almost every respect. The leaf to 
which i t  belongs--the only surviving-one of the book-must be the last, 
as one page is blank, and the stringhole is on the left side. Breadth 
complete, 2h"; full length unknown, but probably about 6 inches ; exist- 
ing length 34". Stringhole, within a circle of )" diameter, at  about 1i" 
from exkting left edge; possibly not more than right and left margin. 
with leaf-number, missing. Number of lines on page, 5 ; writing almost 
illegible. Paper, exactly as in No. 5 of Set 11. Script, later cursive 
variety of Central Asian upright GuptR; bnt rery much obliterated. 
Language and subject, nnknown. Age, probably 8th century A.D. 

The documents of the collection may be divided into two classes, 
according as they are written in a known or in an nnknown language. 

FIRST CLASS. Docllments in a Known Langnage. 

First Set. Chinese Documents. (Plates I11 and IV). 
This Set comprises three complete sheets and nine fragments of 

paper, inscribed on one side with writing in 
Chinese characters, and, therefore, in vertical 

Language. lines or columns, running from right to left. 
The characters are the ordinary Chinese, but in two difEerent hands: 
the book-hand or kyai-shu, and the cursive or tsao-shu. The style of the 
writing according to Mr. Mrtcartney, resembles that of the period of the 
T'ang dynasty, that is, 618-907 A.D. ; and this is confirmed by the actual 
dates recorded in two of the documents (Nos. 1 and 3), ae well ae by the 
cj~*cumstance, that some of the characters are more or less obsolete. The 
language is Chinese, but archaisms as well as more or less extemive 
mutilations of the documents offer serioue obstacles to accnmte transla- 
tions. Mr. G. Macartney, Special A~aistant for Chinese Affairs to the 
Resident in Kaehmir, in Kiishghar, and Mr. L. 0. Hopkins, H.B.M.'s 
Corn1 in Chifu, have very kindly supplied me with translations of 
some of them, and Professor F. Hirth in Munich, and M.M. U. Wogihara 
and R. Watanabe with some others. I hope their publication in full may 
be undertaken by some Chinese schoiar. Here I must limit myself to 
indicating their general purport. 
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Nothing definih is known regarding their exact find-place. Two 
fragments, Nos. 4 and 10, which were received Find-place. 
by Captain Godfrey from Rome Pathiin traders, 

are said to have been dug up, together with the Pothis Nos. 3 and 5 
of Set I and Nos. 4, 5, 6 of Set 11, ''near some old buried city 
in the vicinity of Kuchar." All the other documents were obtained 
by Mr. Mwartney from a Khotan trader, Badmddin, who either 
could not or mould not give any information regarding their find-place. 

There is, however, 
No. 2. some m s o n  to be- 

iieve that they may 
h a v e  come from 
Dandan Uiliq (see 
below, p. 31). The 
three complete dwu- 
ments name theplace 
where they were 
written, but unfor- 
tunately, the first 
of its two letter8 
being ohsoletc, i t  

cannot a t  present be fully read. Full-size facsimiles of the two letters, 
an seen in the three documents, are shown in the marginal woodcut No. 2. 
Mr. Macartney and his Chinese Literate rend i t  Li;ESieh. Mr. HopLins 
also r e d s  i t  Lieh-sieh or Li-sieh, but he adds, that not only the sound 
of the first character is doubtful, but "the second character may re- 
present an older sound sia, tsia, zia, tsa, tse, and the whole word might 
be Lizia or Litsa or Lidja." From the document No. 1 i t  is certain 
thnt the place, whatever it was, was situated in the Chinese province 
of the " Six Cities " (Liu-Ch'eng) or, by its Twki name, l l l t i  Shnhr, 
that is, in the country now commonly known as Eastern a Chinese 
Turkestan. The Six Cities probably are Kuchar, Aksu, Ush-Turfan, 
KBshghar, Yarkand, and Khotan, with their respective territories.8 

8 A slightly different enumeration is  given by Mr. N. Elins in the Translation of 
the Tankhi Raahidi, p. 61. There Yangi Bissar is substituted for Kuchar, which, 
ss said on p. 63, "wan usually a dependency of Aksn." The enumeration mny have 
varied a t  different times, or with different informants. Mr. Elias' enumeration ia 
baaed on a statement of Dr. Bellew's in the " Report of the Yarkand Mission in 
1873," p. 186. That Report, however, on page 33, refers also to another enumern- 
ti011 Alt i  Bhahri Ehutan or " Six Cities of Khntan," so called "from the six towns 
composing it, viz., Ilchi, Karakash, Yorunpkash, Chira, Kirya, and Naya." In any 
case, as our document shows, A l t i  Shnhr or " Six Cities " is not a modern term, a s  
Mr. Eli- (1 c., p. 61, footnote : " i t  belonq to the prenent century ") seems to have 
inferred from the statements of the Report, hot goes back to a very ancient date. 
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811 the manuscxipts appear to be official documents of a public or 

Purport  and Date. 

- 
character. They seem to have ielonged 

to the registry of some local or sub-provincial 
o5ce of the Chinese Government of the province of the " Six Cities " or 
Eastexn T u r k e s h .  Thus one of the complete docnments (No. 1) is a 
letter from a local officer to his Superior, requesting instructions re- 
garding the collection of certain taxes : it is dated in the 3rd year of the 
Tali period, i.e., in 768 A.D. . It is not the original dispatch, but merely . 
the office copy or draft, a s  shown by the large office stamp imprinted on 
it. This circumstance may account for the absence of any seal, which 
would probably be borne by the original. Another (No. 2) is a requisi- 
tion order to a military officer for the supply of certain articles. This is 
not fully dated ; the year is not mentioned, but only-the day and month. 
The third complete document (No. 3) records a private transaction, being 
the deed of a loan of money, and is fnlly dated in the 7th year of the Chin- 
chung period, i.e., in 786 A.D. This, as well as the Tali period, belong 
to the reign of the T'ang dynwty, which extended from 618 to 907 A.D. 
The fragments appear to be official receipts of taxes paid, or requisition 
orders for the supply of various articles. In one of the fragments (No. 
4) there occur some letters of the cursive Briihmi script, in which the 
Brahmi documents of Set I ,  of the Second Class are written. This c i ~ n m -  
stsnce proves that the latter set and the Chinese set of documents belong 
to the same period of time, viz., the second half of the 8th century A.D. 

The material on which the docnments are written, is water-lined 
paper of the same quality as that of the Pothis 

Paper. 
Nos. 5 and 6 of Set I1 ; and this agrees . 

with the circumstance that on palmgraphic grounds Pothi No. 6 
must be referred to the 8th century A.D. (see page 15). It is a very 
thin, coarse paper, of uneven texture, and whitish color. The water- 
lines form a network, being 13 or 14 to an inch in one direction, 
crossed a t  right angles by others in intervals of from ;k to 1". Evidently, 
the paper was made in a mould with a network bottom. On this an 
imperfectly prepared pulp wae laid rather unevenly ; for the paper shows 
great inequalities, thicker patches alternating with thin ones. In  the 
thick pa.tches, long fibres of the material can be clearly distingaished. 
What this material was, I am unable to say : specimens have been sub- 
mitted, for determination, to Hofrath Professor J. Wiesner in Vienna. 
According to him loading with starch was used in the manufacture of 
the paper.' To judge from the dimensions of the docnments, the size of 
the mould, and accordingly of a full sheet of paper, appears to have been 

4 The dated dwumenta show an appreciable amount of starch ; in some of the 
fragments no starch could be cliecovered. 
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abont 16 x 12 inches. The closely spaced water-lines run parallel to the 
longer side, while the writing runs across them, and parallel to the 
widely-spaced transverse water-Lines. The surface of the paper is rough : 
polishing it or coating it was not practised. The writing was done with 
a brush : the ink appears to have been the so-called China or Indian ink. 

KO. 1. Document. (Plate 111). 

Belongs to M. 9. Size, 15) x I l~" ,  or a full eheet of paper. Lower 
right-hand corner torn off, also some portions of npper edge ; otherwise 
complete. Writing arranged in 14 columns, six of them more or less 
mutilated, in ordinary Chinese book-hand, though interspersed with a 
few cursive characters. At  the end, in left-hand lower corner, the office 
stamp hsing, meaning "approved," is imprinted, in a very large cha- 
racter, 2:" high ; while all the written characters are from + to 3" high. 

The document is dated " the 23rd day of the 3 d  month of the 3rd 
year of the Tali period," equivalent to A.D. 768. It is an official letter 
addressed by Tien Ch'eng-hsien, apparently the officer in charge of 
Li-sieh or Litse to his superior officer, Ah-mo-chih Wei-chih, the In- 
specting Superintendent of the Six Cities. Ah-mo-chih is said, by 
Mr. Macartney, to be not Chinese, but probably a Chinese trans- 
literation of a native word. The following appears to be the substance 
of the letter : Tien Ch'eng-hsien reporte that he has received a petition 
from the people of Li-he re&g the payment of their grain-tax. 
He explains that owing to the frequent depredations of bandits they 
are suffering great distress. A~cordingly he proposes a postponement 
of the collection of the Qx, and requests the sanction thereof by the 
Inspecting Superintendent. 

No. 2. Document. 

Belongs to M. 9. Size 52 x ll)", or abont one-third of a full sheet 
(such as No. 1) cut breadthwise. Record, complete. Writing arranged 
in six columns, parallel to the long side, in the book-hand. No office 
stamp. Dated only on "the 23rd day of the 12th month," without 
mention of any year, from the Li-sieh (Litse) camp. Purport, order 
addressed to Pang Chin-thing, the military commandant of the camp, 
to requisition a skin to re-cover a drum, and feathera to re-fit m w a .  

No. 3. Document. (Plate IV). 
Belongs to M. 9. Size, 13) x llf.", being nearly a full sheet. Com- 

plete, with exception of onshalf of first column or about 7 characters. 
Writing arranged in 12 columns, parallel to short side, in cursive cha- 
d r s ;  hence partially undeciphered. No office stamp. Dated twice, 
a t  beginningrand end, "on the 5th day of the 7th month of the 7th 
year of the period Chien-chung," corresponding to A.D. 786. Purport: 
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record of the loan of 15,000 cash, on the security of a house and a 
person Signature, the marks of the borrower (Sumenti, aged 39) and 

his surety (Ngan, aged 30), being three dashes (s) and two crosses (3 
respectively. Placa of tranawtion, apparently a village (name not deci- 
phered) near Li-sieh (Litse). 

No. 4 Document. 
Belongs to G.  1. Described and figured by me in the Journal of 

the Asiatic Society of B e n d ,  Vol. LXVI (1897), p. 230, Plate viii. 
No. 16. Said to have been dug out from a buried town neaz Kuchar, 
Size, 5; x 23". Oblong slip, torn a t  top; on other aides complete. 
Writing, in three columns, parallel to long side, in book-hand. Between 
first and second column, near the top, three Brtihmi letters fi 13 Sro- 
h u - d e ,  running parallel to columns, but to be read horizontally, from 
left to right, of the mme cursive type as in the Brirhmi documents of 
6et I, in Class I1 and in the Pohhi No. 6 of Set IT. Purport, certificate 
of payme& of trtxes. Date, "the 26th day of the month ... ... ; " 
rest mutilated Mr. Macartney (letter, 28th October, 1897), states 
that the Chinese oharacters " resemble what is known aa the writing of 
the Yen family of the T'ang dynasty (618-907 A.D.), but that the 
style of Chinese wribing rasely offers a clue to age." The two 
circamstances of the occurrence of the cursive Briihmi script by the 
side of the Chinese, and of the general resemblance, in externals, of 
No. 4 to the dated Nos. 1 and 3 p~wticcllly seem to fix the date of 
No. 4 aa some year in the latter half of the 8th century A.D. 

No. 5. Document. 
Belongs to M. 3. Size, 63 x 3f" ; an oblong slip, rather damaged on 

two sides, but otherwise apparently complete. Writing, in two columns, 
parallel to long side, in book-hand. Purport, apperently notice of certain 
articles, sent to a person called 0-hon. 

No. 6. Document. 
Belongs to Id. 3. F'ragment. Size, originelly 4 x y", now 4 x 29", 

a blank portion having been sent to Professor J. Wiesner of Vienna, to 
be tested. 'Writing, in one column, mutilated a t  top and bottom, in book- 
hand, but slightly cnreive. Purport, apparently a receipt or order for 
certain g d .  

No. 7. Document. 
Belongs to M. 3, Size, 3f x 2f ", a much torn fragment, apparently 

fmm the bottom of sheet, with remains of bottom of three columns 
of writing, in a somewhat cursive book-hand. Purport, apparently 
cartificate of payment of &n-tax for military use. 

J. I. 4 
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No. 8. Document. 

Belongs to M. 3. Size, 7 x 2q", a much torn fragment from middle 
of sheet, with remains of two columns of writing, in book-hand ; one in 
small characters ; the other to the left and, therefore, a t  the end of the 
document, consisting apparently of two very large characters, about 2: 
inches high, probably an office-stamp. Purport, illegible. Paper, ratber 
thicker than in preceding Nos., but water-lined. 

No. 9. Document. 

Belongs to M. 3. Size, 6+ x I*", a very irregulwly torn fragment 
from middle of sheet, of same paper as No. 8, and possibly another 
portion of the same document. Writing, remains of two columns, in 
book-hand. Purport, apparently military requisition order. 

No. 10. Document. 

Belongs to G. 1. Described and figured by me in Journal, Asiatic 
Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897), p. 230, Plate viii, No. 17. Said to 
have been dug up from a buried town near Kuchar. Size, about 5" 
square, being the right-hand upper corner, torn off a larger sheet. Paper 
thicker and coarser than that of any preceding No., but also water-lined. 
Writing, top of three columns ; also traces, on the right, of a fourth 
column ; the beginning and bottom of text wanting. Purport, not intel- 
ligible. 

Nos. 11 and 12. Documents. 

Belong to M. 3. Sizes, 4 x 2" and 1) x f". Two small and very 
irregular fragments from middle of sheet ; of mme paper as No. 10, and 
possibly belonging to the same document. On No. 11 indistinct traces of 
two columns of writing ; on No. 12 only one character ; all in book- 
hand. Pnrport, illegible. 

Second Set. Persian Documents. 

This Set comprises four paper documents, all incomplete, two being 
only very small fragments. They were pro- 

Number' Find-p1aoe cured by Mr. Mscsrtney from Khotan, but and Condition. 
their exact find-place is not known. They 

were received with a large number of others, in the same condition aa, 
the Godhey M6S. (see Jonmd, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXIII 
p. 226), f o e  mmtbled up lumps of waste paper, and required very 
careful unfolding and smoothing-out. When this was done, they were 
found to be records written, some in Persian, others apparently in 
E i p r  (see infra, Set I of Class 11). 
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The paper on which they are written was also made, like h t  of the 
Chinese and Briihmi documents, in moulds 

Paper. 
+th a network bottom ; for i t  haa water-lines, 

13 or 14 to an inch, with transverse lines, abont I$" apart. 'It is also of 
whitish colour ; but it has a very diiferent texture. While the other 
peper is extremely thin and comparatively hard, this is somewhat thicker, 
and of an extremely soft and frail quality, resembling thin, loose fiannel : 
it mnst have been made of other material, though what this was haa 
not yet been determined by Hofrath Professor J. Wiesner, to whom 
specimens have been submitted. He haa, however, found that, unlike 
the paper of the Chinese dated documents, no loading with starch was 
nsed in its mannfectnre. The paper shows transverse marks of fracture, 
ae if the documents had been folded into narrow folds, about 1-1i" wide. 
In its present condition, the paper is so flossy that i t  is difficult to see how 
it could be written on with any h a d  instrument such aa a reed-pen, unless 
origin~lly i t  was of a firmer texture, or the writing was done with a soft 
bmeh. The writing is all on one side of the paper, except in one of the 
fragments (No. 4) which shows it on both sides. It also rnns invariably 
transverse to the close-spaced water-lines. 

The documents have been examined by the Rev. D. S. Margoliouth, 
Laudian Professor of Arabic in Oxford, who has kindly undertaken 

to publish them in extenso in some Oriental 
Langnage9 Journal. They are written in the N a s a i  

DaM and character, and in Persian language ; and ac- 
cording to Professor Margolionth, they are the earliest specimens of 
d i n g  of that kind in prose. One of them (No. 1) is dated in H. 401, 
equivalent to A.D. 1010-11 ; and to judge from their close resemblance to 
one another and their common provena&e, i t  is probable that they all 
belong to the earlier half of the 11th century A.D. Two of the docu- 
ments me certainly, and one of the fragments probably, deeds recording 
a l e s  of land : the purport of the other fragments cannot be determined. 

No. I.  Document. (Plate V, fig. 1.) 

Belongs to M. 10. Size, 164 x 6t", the length being complete : as a 
comparison with the Document No. 2, which possesses the full breadth, 
shows, the entire sheet mnst have measured 169 x llQ". Accordingly 
a strip, abont 39" wide, is lost on the left side: top, bottom, and 
(pradically) right side are intact. Inscribed, only on one side, with 
16 lines, running parallel to the narrow edges. 

The document purports to be the record of the sale of certain land 
at Almatah, a village in Nikotanj ( G1) .jut, U h  line) to 
Yabyii son of Ayub. I t  is dated in words, Hijrah 401, equivalent to 
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A.D. 1010-11 ( &I o,# jl 4 wjh & )(1 12th line). Seven 
\ 

witnesses are named : (1) Zakariyya, son of Liko f ongi, (his mark) + + ; 
(2) $amn, son of Likokongi, mark lost ; (3) Ya'qiib, eon of Sirknwti 
Sipesi, (mark) + ; (4) Omar, eon of Qela' Sip&, mark lost ; (5) Mn)uniid, 
sonof Qela' Siphi,  (mark) + ; (6)-, son of Qela' Siphi, (mark) + ; (7)-, 
son of Karii, (mark) fl. Their names are Arabic, indicating that they 
were Mnbammadrtns : their fathers' names are Tnrki (readings uncertain), 
and they are described as members of the Sipgsi ( &M ), a non-Islami- 
tic, a&. All seven were illiterate persons, as shown by their afFring 
their marks in lien of signing their names. 

The date of the document refers it to the reign of the great Yilik 
Qen, alias H a p t  Snltiin Satiiq B* m & n ,  who is said to have 
lived H. 333429 (A.D. 944-1037) to the age of 96 y m .  Three silver 
coins of his (dated 1003, 6, 7) are in the British Collection and are 
described in Part I, page 29. He wae the founder of a very extensive, 
but short-lived, Uignr kingdom, with its capital a t  Kbhghar. In  his 
time, the first permanent introduction of the Islam into Eastern 
Tarkestan took place. Tradition says that his father Tangri Kadir 
Bn+ B e n  was still an " idolater " ; so waa his uncle and immediate 
predecessor, Hariin B U M  Qkn. He himself is said to have adopted 
the Isliim when he was twelve years old, and to have been the first 
convert to Mubarnmadanism in Eastern Tnrkestan.6 This is precisely 
the religione state of things disclosed by the signatures to the contract. 

The document, further, proves the existence of the S ipk i  sect in 
Eastern Tnrkestan as early ae the beginning of the 11th century. The 
Dabistan contains a long account of the history of the sect and its 
tenets. It i s  said to be a survival of the old Iranian religion. Its home, 
accordingly, should be Western Tnrkestsn, whence it might easily s p r d  
into Eafrtern Turkeshn. It also spread into India where the author of 
the Dabistan aaye he met one of its leaders, Azar Kaivan, in Patne, early 
in the 17th century. The claim to antiquity of the sect, as well aa of 
its sacred book, the Dasatir, which has been much questioned, would 
seem to receive considerable support from the present document. 

NO. 2. Document. 
Belongs to M. 10. Size, 8; x 119, being the complete lower half of 

the sheet. Inscribed with ten lines of NasMi writing, which, however, 
in some pwts is almost illegible owing to the damaged state of the 
exceedingly frail paper. I t  is also a deed of sale of land, the details af 
which, together with the date, are partly illegible, partly lost with the  
upper portion of the document. The extant lower part gives the names 

6 8ee Sir T. D. Fmpth's Rnprt on o Mimion to Yarkand in 1875, pp. 1% ff. 
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and marks of the witneesee. The date must be mnch the aame ae that 
of No. 1. 

No. 3. Document. 

Belongs to M. 10. Size, 2 x 3". A fragment, being the lower right- 
hand corner of the Bheet, with remains of five or sir lines. Purport, 
probably deed of sale of land, similar to Nos. 1 and 2. 

No. 4. Document. 

Belongs to M. 10. Size, 2 x 11". A small fragment, from the 
lower edge of the sheet, inscribed on each of the two sides with the 
remains of two lines of writing in N m u i  charactere. Pnrport m- 
certain ; perhape a lettar. 

SECOND CLASS. Documents in an Unlmown Language. 

Fimt Set. Uignr Documents. (Plate V). 

This Set cornprism 24 specimens. All, except one (No. I), are 
incomplete ; many are very small fragments. 

x-ber9 Pind-plaoes They were obtained from the same place and Oondition and Paper. 
in the same condition ae the Persian docnmenta. 

Their paper is also of the same kind ; very eoft, water-lines are rather 
faintly visible; there are also the same mwks of £ractnre, indicating 
folding or tranmeme water-lines. 

The writing on them nrns in horiwntal lines, from the right to the 
left, and eaems to be in the Uignr character. 

andLBngaege* In that uac,  probably the language also is 
Uigur; but thie point must wait for further enquiry. The writing, 
which varies mnch in eize, in difEerent specimem, is, ae a d e ,  fomd 
only on one aide of the paper ; but one large piece, and a number of 
very small fragments, all belonging to the name document, 
are inscribed on both sides. 

Seeing that they were fomd mixed up with the Persian documents 
of the 11th century A.D., it is probable that 

-orto they are referable to the same date. For the 
same reason i t  is also probable that they axe documents of a s b d ~ ~  
kind. 0x1 one of them the names and marks of illiterate w i t n ~ ~ ~ ~  
can be seen (Plate V, fig. 3) ; and thia probably is a similar deed of 
eale of land. Some seem to bear counter-signatures or office-marks in 
Arabic (Plate V, fig. 2). 

No. 1. Document. (Plate V, fig. 2). 
Belongs to M. 10. Size, about 6" square. Complete. Inscribed, 

0x1 one Ride only, with six lines of writing in small chaxacter~. At 
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the bottom apparently an Arabic counter-signature. As shown by the 
transverse marks of fracture in the paper, the document may have been 
originally folded up in eight narrow folds, about f" wide. Purport, 
unknown. 

No. 2. Document. 
Belongs to M. 10. Size, 7+ x 4 " .  Irregular fragment ; complete 

a t  bottom. Inscribed, only on one side, with eight mutilated lines of small 
writing, followed by a 9th line in Arabic characters. Purport unknown. 

No. 3. Document. 
Belongs to M. 10. Size, about 6" square. h g r n e n t ,  being the 

right-hand lower corner of sheet. Inscribed, on one side only, with 
six mutilated lines of large writing. Purport, unknown. 

No. 4. Document. 
Belongs to M. 10. Size, 7+ x 3)". Very irregular fragment, from 

middle of sheet. Inscribed, on one side only, with 8 mutilated lines of 
large writing. Purport, unknown. 

No. 5. Document. (Plate V, fig. 3). 
Belongs to M. 10. She, 5 x 2 P .  Fragment ; left-hand lower 

corner of sheet. Inscribed, only on one eide, with nine mntilated lines 
of large and small writing ; also with a cross ( + ) and a crossed 
circle (e), being the marks of two illiterate witnesses. Purport, 
probably a record of some sale. 

Nos. 6-12. Documents. 
Belong to M. 10. Very small and very irregular fragments, from 

middle of several sheets, inscribed with remains of large (Plate V, 
fig. 4), and small writing, some of them, possibly, being portions of the 
previously described numbers. 

No. 13. Document. 
Belongs to M. 10. Size, 7 ~ 3 " .  Fragment, complete on left, but 

irregularly torn on the other sides. Inscribed, on both sides, with eleven 
or twelve mutilated lines of small writing, running in opposite directions 
on the two sidee. F'nrport, unknown. 

Nos. 14-24 Docnmente. 
Belong to M. 10. Minute fragments of very irregular shape. 

Inscribed on both sides with traces of small writing. All of them, 
perhaps, portions of No. 13. 

Second Set. B r h i  Documents. (Plates VI and VII). 
Thie Set comprises 69 specimens. Among them there are thirteen. 

sheets, which are entire or nearly ao, and of which one belongs to M. 3, 
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eight to M. 9, one to 116.10, and three to G. 1. The remaining 56 are - 

fragments, mostly, from G. 1, and varying in 
size from minute pieces to half sheets. A11 

Condition. 
those belonging,to G. 1 were received by me in 

crumbled lumps of waste paper, and-mlnired very careful ope+-up 
and httening-ont, as described in the Journal of the Asiatic Society 

, of Bengal, Pol. XVI ( 1897), p. 226. 
Regarding their findplace there is some nncedinty.  Those belong- 

ing to M. 3, M. 9 and M. 10 were procured 
Findpleoe. from a Khotan trader Badruddin, who a d d  

or would give no information respecting their prrnvnam. From the 
Bsme trader the Chinese docnments belonging to M. 3 and M. 9 were 
procured. On the other hand, the Brahmi docnments belonging to 
0. 1 are said to have been dug up " near some old buried city in the 
vicinity of Knchar " (Introd., p. ix) ; and from the m e  locality are 
a i d  to have come the fragmentary Pothis (Nos. 3 and 5 of Set I, and 
Kos. 4, 5, 6 of Set 11) and the two fragments of Chinesedocuments 
which belong to G. 1. One of those Pothis (No. 6 of Set 11) is written 
in the same Brahmi script as the Briihmi docnmente ; and the whole of 
these documents and Pothis are written on the same kind of paper. 
Seeing that some manuscripts, written on the same kind of paper and 
in the same scripts were dug up by Dr. Stein in Dandan Uiliq, it seems 
not improbable that the whole of the mmnscripts above enumerated 
-Uy Wme from that sand-buried old site. That, in any case, the 
whole of the Bnihmi documents mme from the same locality, and even 
belonged to the same community, seems to be clearly proved by the fact 
that the same names of persona (sw below, p. 33) reappear in  m e r e n t  
docnments. 

Most of the complete documents are fully dated (see below, p. 35) ; 
but ~ f o r t n n a t e l y  the key to the system of dating is, as yet unknown. 
Hence we are reduced to estimating their age from indirect evidence. 
On p h g r a p h i d  p n n d s ,  as explained ante, p. 15, it is probable 

Date. 
that the approximate date of the Briihmi 
script, as seen in the docnments, is the 8th 

century A.D. This attribution is confirmed by the circumstance that a 
short remark in the same Briihmi script is seen in one of the Chinese 
documents (No. 4), which were found together with the Briihmi 
Docnmenh, while on the other hand two other Chinese documents 
(Nos. 1 and 3), which evidently belong to the same find, are actually 
dated in the letter half of the 8th century (768 and 786 A.D.) It 
seems oertein, therefore, that the documents were written about that time, 
and that the species of Brahmi script which is seen in them, was then 
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the prevalent cnrsive style of writing among a certain claas of people in 
Eastern Turkesten. 

The materiel on which the documents are written is exactly the 

Paper and Writing. same, kind of thin, ooarse, whitish, water-lined 
paper as that of the Chinese documents. It 

is also very similar to that of certain Pothis, especially Nos. 5 and 6 of 
Set 11. The water-lines are, longitndinally, 13 or 14 to an inch ; 
transverse water-lines a m  mostly absent ; only on three (Nos. 1, 3, 9) 
of the complete sheets any distinct traces of them can be seen, to 1" 
apart. The size of the mould mnet have been about 16x 12", the 
greatest dimensions of sheets, either way, actnally measured being 15 
and 114 inches. Professor Wiesner's tests have revealed no trace of 
loadmg with starch. The writing always runs parallel to the shorter 
side and therefore, across the close-spaced water-lines. It is also, as a 
rule, confined to one side of the paper ; only a few fragments (Nos. 28, 
29, $8, 50) have a few letters on the reverse. A brush and China ink 
seems to have been used in writing. 

The script of the documents is a species of cnrsive Briihmi. Its 

80ript. afhities and date have been discmeed in con- 
nection with the Pothis, and are illustrated 

by Table 11, where the letters of the script are shown in column 19. 
I ts  approximate date is probably the 8th century A.D. Two varieties 
of hand can be distinguished in the document, one with rounded, the 
other with engular forms. A specimen of the latter is shown on 

plate VII., fig. 2. The former may be seen in Plates 11, fig. 6, VI, and 
m I ,  fig. 1. In the Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI 
(1897), Plates xxi-xxiv, I published rs Table of the alphabet of the script. 
Further investigation has shown that it is not correct in several 
particulars : the signs for ta and ma had been wrongly identified as bha 
and p, and the existence of some special signs in the form of a hook or 
a curve had not been recognized : there are also some minor e m r s  ; e.g. 
in ident- some forms of the vowels o and i which nearly resemble 
-h other. Accordingly a revised alphabet is now given in Table 111, 
which also now shows the full system of numeml figures. 

The language of the documents hes not yet been identSed ; but one 
point seems to be certain, that it is different 

Language. from the unknown language of the Pothis of 
Set I1 ; e.g., none of the characteristic conjunct consonants of the latter 
occur in the Briihmi documents. Only e few of the words or phreses 
have, BE yet, been determined, but these seem to prove clearly that the 
language of the documents is an I n d o - h i a n  dialect, having afhitiee 
bofh with Persian and the Indian Ve-, in addition to pecnlarities 
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of its own which connect i t  'with the dialects of the Western Highlands of 
Central ABL. To me it appears that i t  has its nearest congeners in the 
so-called malchah dialects of the Pamir, the Sariq-qoli, Shi&ni, 
W a b i ,  Mnnjiini, Sangllchi. For an account of these may be consulted 
Dr. Grierson's "Languages of the North-Western Frontier," in the 
Linguistic Survey of India, where also references to other authorities 
will be fonnd. 

In the phonetics of the language the most striking point is that i t  
possesses no aonant aspirates (gh, jh, dh, dh, bh) : the guttural 3, as a 
tlon-conjnnct,E is also absent. With these exceptions, to judge by the 
alphabetic system, it seems to possess all the ordinary sounds of the 
Sanakrit phonetic system, including the cerebrals, the three sibilants 
s, p and s, the four nasals 2, n, m, n, and the annaviira. The palatal 
nasal ii (initial as well as medial) and the cerebral nasal n (only 
medial) do not occur often, and, as a rule, only in names (e.g., 
Puiiodatto, f l~ha ja )  or technical terms (e.g., ksnna) which are sugges- 
tive of an Indian origin. The exact force of the palatal and cerebral 
sibilants is uncertain; thus we have pridasa 'sixteen ' for Sanskrit 
so&zp, and paqa or paupa 'six' corresponding to S h i a n i  khhaushkh 
and W a b i  s h d j  or shut. Moreover the existence of peculiar dialectina 
sounds seem to be indicated by the occurrence in the script of a special 
sign, consisting in a subscript curve or hook, which is fonnd with 
certain words and letters, and even with these not uniformly, and the 
exad signification of which I have not been able to discover.7 Tlie 
quality of the vowels seems to be rather undefined. Thus o and i 
are often confounded; e.g., the word homi, ae spelled in the documents 
Nos. 2, 9, 10, appears as himo in Nos. 1 and 4, and as himi in No. 18. 
No. 12, which throughout uses for both vowels but one sign, a kind of 
double dot (properly a modification of the ordinary sign of the vowel 
o, see Table 11), spells it hamii. 

With regard to the Vocabulary, I have succeeded in determining 
a oonsiderable number of words, either names, or terms, or numerals. 
Some obviomly suggest Indian, Persian or Ehalchah affinities, others 

-liar. I may give a few examples. Indian names are : Putiadatto 
(Skr.8 P u ~ ~ a d a t t a ) ,  Suhadatto (Skr. Gubhadatta), Damapuiio (Skr. 
Dha-pnya), Pharsapuiio (Skr. Spar tap?  ya) , Bdasamgo (Skr. 

6 The annmlra in such worda 88 somga, may I'epIW~nt 8 oonjnnct guttural nasal. 
1 An example of the nee of the hook may be seen in the word ~ in Plate I, 

fig. 6;line 1. The letters with which it is found nre a, ci, k, d, p, ph, b,  9, I ,  h.  In the 
trnnacripts,given in the seqnel, they are indicated by an apostrophe plnced under  hem. 

8 Pg.= Sanglichi; M.= Munjini; W. - W s a i ;  Sr. -8ariq-qoli; ah.- &i&i ; 

Prs. - Persian ; Ind. =Indian ; Skr. = Sanekrit ; Pr. ~Pr ikr i t .  
J. I .  5 
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BtLddAaaaygn), Jsajsako (Skr. Yajaka, Pr. ~djlcka), @ ? ~ k o  (Skr. @?uku), 
NaZup-i (Skr. MaZjuyi), etc. Persian names are Mahvetari or Md-- 
vittaro (Prs. Mihtar), Arsalak (Prs. B r s l ~ n ? ) .  Peculiar names are 
Khattinui, Briyrisi, V i h a ,  etc. Terms signifying divisions of time 
are ksdno ' cycle ' (Skr. bana ? )  ; snli or sdya, ' year' (Pre. sat), mipto 
' month ' ( Sariqqoli must, Shkhni mmt I ; peculiar is ha& ' day.' The name 
of one of the months is Skarih-vlln' (Prs. Shahriwdr, see below). Other 
miscellaneous words, of a more or less certain meaning, w e  u 'and' 
( W a a i  u or o), khu 'self' (Sr. and Sg. khu), h i  or homo auxi- 
liary verb ( W a b i  hiimii), hmigtqto ' witness,' vigto ' become ' ( W a b l  
wdst) ; @-ta 'our' (Wabi np& ?). The nnmmle are 8s follows :- 

1 (not observed). 7 (not observed). 
2 do ( Sg. du, M. do). 8 hagfa (Prs. hast, Sh. washkht). 
3 trai (Sg. trai, W. t&). 9 no or nau (W., M. MU). 
4 swpari (Sg. safor, Sr. tsavur). 10 daea (Sg., Ind. das). 
5 parhji (Sg., W. panz, Sr.. Sh. 12 dodaeau or dvadaeo (Se. dvci- 

Zy;nj). 
6 gauss or saupa (Sh. khhawhkh, 16 p W a s a  or ~hi&.ao (Skr. 80- 

W. shaz). d . ~ a ) .  
20 biota (W., Sr. biot, wiat). 500 parir-ae. 
30 ?iyyc% (W., Sr. st). 1000 hoar0 ar hajaaro (W., Pra. 
80 saspari-bisto (W., Sr. tsavur- haair). 

&st) . 2000 dui-hellri. 
100 se or mi  OF saya (Ind. sai, mu). 3000 trai-hadn', eh .  

Numerals are written in two ways: either in words or in fignres. 
When written in words, these are frequently abbreviated ; thus, pa& for 
ptz*ji, and h a  for hdm. The figure notation is the ancient Indian, 
which possesses no cypher, but twenty figures; &z., 9 for the units, 9 
for the tens, one for hundred, and one for thousand (see Table 111). 
The multiples of hundred and thousand are expressed by ligatures of 
the figures of those two numbers with the nnit figures. Thns 13 is 
expressed by the juxtaposition of the figure for I0 and the figure for 
3 (10+3) ; 3750 is represented by the three 6gnres for 3000, 700, 50 ; 
similarly 8800 by the two figures for 8000 and 800 (see TBble 111). 
Addition is made by post-positing, and multiplication by pre-positing (I 
nnit figure or unit word. Thne 22 is bisto-do (i.e., 20 + 2) ; 80 is saspari- 
histo (i.e., 4 x 20) ; 300 is trai-se (i.;., 3 x 100). 

With regard to other grammatical forms I have noticed the follow- 
ing inflexions : are indicates the plural ; e.g., Dhannapuiio ha*+@ victo 
' Darmapuiio has become witness;' but Briyiisi u Budup% haQu?fi 
ciptilro ' Briyiisi and Bnda@m have become witnesses.' Mye or ru and 
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i or e or a i  indicate the locative (or oblique) caae ; e.g., bistu-mye salye 
' in the 20th year ' ; h a - m y e  h d a i  ' on the 10th day ' ; pgauga-cu salya 
' iq the 6th year ' ; Kaji ' in the (month) Raja.' 

An interesting fact is that ten of the complete documents are fully 
dated: ale0 several of the fragments show mutilated dates. I have 
succeeded in reading the dates, but the key to interpreting them is still 
to be discovered. In its fullest form the date is seen in the following 
opening psege of the dmnment No. 8 (Plate VII, fig. 2). 

17-ntye hya+ pgauga-cu sdya flisha * t o  17-mye h d a i ,  
i.e., 'in the 17th cycle, the sixth year, the month Riiha, the 17th day.' 

But k@ni is nwally omitted, as in the opening passage of the 
docnment No. 13 (Plate 11, fig. 6). 

bista-mye salye Kaji mirr,to dma-mye haQai, 
i.e., ' in the twentieth year, the month Kaji, the tenth day.' 

The month's name and the numbers are frequently post-posited, M 
in the opening clause of the docnment No. 12. 

s d i  20 mqto Chvataja hdil23-mye, 
i.e., 'in the year 20, the month Chviitaja, the day 23.' 

It will be noticed that the forms salya or sdye and h d a i  are only 
used when they follow the numeral qualified by mye; otherwise s d i  and 
k+is are used. This seems to point to the former being inflected forms. 

. h m  its position in the series, the term ha@ (or h4a.i) can only mean 
'day.' For thk same -on kg+i should signify a larger period than a 

year. Hence, I have provisionally translated it by 'cycle.' But there 
are di5cnlties. Two ksisnns are named in the documents : the 17th and 
the 19th ; and once the term k s e i  occurs without any number qualifying 
it. In the latter case, as well as in that of the 19th kgnna, the 20th year 
is mentioned ; and the highest number of years mentioned in any docnment 
is 22. It follows that none of the well-known cycles will fit in: the 
12 yeare' cycle is too short, and the 100 yeass' and 60 years' cycles are 
too long. A double 12 years' cycle might suit: from the 6th year of the 
17th to the 2Gth year of the 19th cycle we should have (18 + 24 + 20 = ) 
62 years. So, after all, kg&+ may signify something different: possibly 
it may refer to the number of the register, or of a local division. 

The months are always quoted by their names. I have observed 
nine of these : (1) Skurh-vari or Skurih-dri, (2) CvlOtaja ; (3) BiiZaja 
(or Maiiaja), (4) KhahsUja or Khdwa, (5) Havhtyaji, (6) mdhaja or 
lvahca, (7) Jen', (8) Kaja, (9) Plliiiji. Two others are mutilated : 
" " khaji, and * i * ija. Of these names Skarih-vOri or Skarh-vari is 
evidently identical with the old Persian kaathra-vaiya and the modern 
Persian Shahrivar, the sixth month of the year. No other name seem8 
to yield to a similar identification ; on the contrary Cciitaja (or Grata) 
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and Jeri rather suggest aome connection with S w k r i t  Caitra (March- 
April) and Jyqfha (Hindi Jeth, May-June). 

Most of the dated documents have attached to them one or eeveral 
(in one case, No. 9, not less than twelve) names, 

Purport. accompanied by two or three small vertical 
strokes. (See Platee V1 and VII.) From thie it seems probable that they 

No. 3. are recorde, similar to the 
Pereian  deed^ of sale of 
land (Nos. 1 and 2 of Set 
11,), and the Chinese deed 
of loan (No. 3 of Set I), 
atteeted by the names and 
marks of witnews. Three 
other complete documents 
(Nos. 5, 6, 10; eee also 
No. 65) have no names and 
marks of witnesses, but 
stamps or signatnres, not 
yet deciphered, but ap- 
parently in Chinese; shown 
in the marginal Woodcut 
No. 3. These, accordingly, 

like some of the other Chinese documents (Nos. 1,4,8),  may be reqnisi- 
tion orders or certificates of of taxes, beering Chinese office 
stamps or signatures. AA to the remaining complete documente and the 
fragments, i t  may be presumed that their purport is similar. 

(No. I. Document. (Plate VI.) . 
Belongs to M. 9. Size, 133 % ll)", ar nearly a full sheet. Record 

complete, in 12 lines, running parcrllel to shorter side, about one inch 
apart from one another, with about 28 or 30 letters in the line, in a 
round hand. Bottom of sheet, from 2 to 3 inches, blank. Dated, a t  the 
beginning, " on the 5th day of the month Skarh-vciro, in the 17th year." 
Apparently consists of two parts : the first, comprising 9 lines, signed by 
two pemrm BriyHsi and Buda+i& ; then follows postscript, of 3 lines, 
signed by one Puiiag(5m. 

' 

The following is a transcript of the docnment: 
(1) Oh s d i  17 mdpto Skarhvciro h d a  6 hva*-no-5%-do-vi-pa-va-h& 

tto-iia beda ?i pi&h 9 

9 

(2) mye p-na cud sidako na &u nd-sti hi-rti ki-ro ui ha&-tsa 75 
ci ~ 6 k y e  jsa ci bur0 tvd sa- 

(3) li pyalib tsll ?!!a hi - rJ  hi w pajide sidako hedo pha rll ko ba ko 
&-do pajide u c i  va vu 
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(2) d d h  vara cu pe-id thaunu pudah da u thauna ni huudd& da 
9 

vailau va m r a  M rli s 6 h  ma de u 
(3) ha tto k a h  rnlri j i  std a%-dasau hsliya trai se t t@h miryau jsa 

ka& ha thaunako g~a+cllm do 
(4) trai se pam-saya p e h i n a i  ytih jsi dhau gvqceh di-rso ch2 khu 

9 

parau pvi rau tti m i -  
(5)  ri ha@ ham-gi pu ;a hauda ham-tsa hsah thi na khu pau jva na 

ni dd-gi dohi-mye 
(6) ttlhi, Jeri lO-mye h d a i  ttd parau tare (Stamp) 

No. 6. Document. 

Belongs to M. 9. Size 11 x 6+", but a narrow strip, abont f-1" wide. 
torn off along the left edge, mutilating one or two initial lettern of each 
line. Otherwise record complete, in 7 lines, parallel to longer side, with 
24-26 lettem in the line, in round hand. Dated, apparently a t  the end, 
" on the 6th day of the month Hamtyaji." In  the body, also, a mention 
of the month Kaji. In  place of u r n 1  signatnre, an illegible Chinese 
stamp. 

No. 7. Document. 

Belongs to M. 9. Size 11 x 8". Apparently an unfinished document 
consisting of one line and a half of writing in round hand. Neither 
signature, nor stamp ; and dated, a t  the beginning, only " in the month 
Skarih-v&. A large piece is torn out of the lower blank portion of the 
sheet. 

No. 8. Document. (Plate VII, fig. 2). 

Belongs to M. 9. Size 11 x 6" ; clean cut along the edges ; rather 
more than one-third of a sheet. Record complete, in 6 lines, plarallel to 
longer side, with 9-22 lettem in the line, in an angular hand. Dated, a t  
the beginning, "on the 17th day of the month %ha, in tbe 6th year, in 
the 17th k~@a." At the end, no aigmtnre, but two scrawls which 
perhaps may represent wme equivalent mark (see No. 12). 

The following is a transcript of the document : 
(1) Oh l7ntye k s e a  ecuqa-cG salya  ha W t i i  17-mye h@ai g d -  

sata 
(2) ja auya Cuatajo nzdpt4 thaihgii sanuzu tcirir dii haddl ku hv+a 

ho- 
1 

( 3  ) rnya 65 t hahga ye pah-hdlm pam-se mtZrii x e X x y mGra hshsdri 
(4) sa to-Eu huh-khi fa-ha-da hvam-da 7 mara m4 iiaTirx x xpa jsa 

1 9 

(5 )  huu para do-rsii na x au hrah-dii dasau ha& ba x x x i  x a- 
mYa 

(6) 55 w = 



No. 9. Document. 
Belongs to M. 10. Size 11 x lql, being a full sheet, but a narrow 

strip, about i" wide, torn off along the left edge, with 1-3 initial letters 
of a few lines. Record practically complete, in 22 lines, parallel to 
shorter side, with 21-23 letters in the line. Dated, a t  the beginning, 
"on the 23rd day of the month Skarih-v~ri, in the 22nd yeax." Signed 
by 12 witnesses, m n g e d  in two columns, thus : 

Briyyki. Vikausa. 
PuiiagBm. Miipadatto. 
Maiyadato. Jtyiimna. 
Aiijai. h o l i .  

gals. 
Jsajsaki. 
Phaidcmki. 
Mahvetari. 

No. 10. Document. 
Belongs to G. 1. Size, 11 x 9: ; a small blank piece, about I) x la", 

torn out of left-hand edge.. Record complete, in 11 lines, parallel to 
longer side, with 16-19 letters in a line, in a large round hand, consisting 
of two paxta : the first part, of 8 lines, dated a t  the beginning, 'L on the 
20th day of the month %haja, in the 20th fear," and signed by a 
witness Aconekide. The second part, of 3 lines, is also apparently dated 

, a t  the beginning, "in kga?i (without any number), in the'20th year, 
on the 26th day of the month h h a j i , "  and has only a small illegible 
(Chinese ?) signature or mark. 

No. 11. Document. 
Belongs to G. 1. Size l l f  x7B. Two m w  tongues torn out of 

. the top and bottom of the sheet, musing the loss of a few letters ; other- 
wise record complete, in 8 lines, parallel to shorter side, with 27 to 29 
letters in a line, in round hand. Ink very much faded, and writing very 
difEcnlt to read. Dated, a t  the beginning, "on the 23rd day of the 
month Khahsgja, in the 19th k@pi;" no year. Also no signature of 
witness, nor stamp. In the body of the record occur several names, 
such ae Jsajsako, Gaudako, Upadatto, Jigempsi, Jahsiibndo, h a m g o ,  etc. 

No. 12. Docnment. 
Belongs to G. 1. Published by me in the Journal of the Aaiatic 

Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897), Plate V. Size 11i x 9" ; but a 
portion of the blank bottom of the sheet torn off. Record complete, in 
8 lines, pnrallel to shorter side, with 26 or 28 letters to the line, in a 
large semi-angular hand. Dated, a t  the beginning, "on the 23rd day 
of the month CvHtaja, in t,he 20th year." Signed by one Mamdrusa. 
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At the end, two scrawls, s i m i h  to those in No. 8. A revised red ing  i s  
herewikh added :- 

(1) O h  sali 20 mQtii Cvdtaja ha& 20 3-mye hvah-na-iidh-dii-vwa- 1 

td-huh dii kye gpau Viikya- 
(23 datta gz-rya til-da pi&zU-.ntye flracuinu cii bugura Mahdncsii 

na farib-dll ga-ye a vi  rnya 
( 3 )  g& rsa kg dai vi-ra trai kJ  pe rcf-r6 vci-pa-rapi ha ve miZ7d 

hsBra tta bu-rii-mye pMic kye hajsll- 
9 

(4) ra* 2- u ca jsai piia-va-rpa h i  ya x x %ti va jsa Sanekulii hivf 
ka da ka tta-iia 

9 

(5) sa g a h  ha-khuf bugura pa-ka-ra-ka-stii i-dii khuai t t f  Matirdrusa 
rcJ-rii vd-fa-ra bttra 

1 

(6) i - k g a  nd-te i-kge-de mah-gZI-da ra na i-hsga-ya hiim.5 ti-ra !a 
pi(dakii ) puh- 

( 7 )  m2sh khu-hd M a t k h u a  hahgqta  vapa tta burg va-ra by% na-ya 
bye Arsala& bye x 

( 8 )  iia Xai bu x na @ bye x da = Mahdru I sa I ha&(gupta I 
vapta). 

The letters connected with a hyphen form groups which occur also in 
other documents. 

No. 13. Document. (Plate 11, fig. 6 ). 
Belonge to M. 3. Size 15 x 94", but a strip, perhaps 1-14" wide, 

torn off along the left edge, probably originally a full sheet. Record 
complete, in 12 lines, parallel to shorter side, with 28-26 letters in the 
line, in round hand. Dated, a t  the beginning, "on the tenth day of 
the month Kaji, in the twentieth year." Signed by 7 persons, arranged 
in  one column: Alttam, Phekmko, Hatkam, Mayadatto, Budq&rh, 
suhadatto, Jsejsako. In  Plate 11, fig. 6, the two initial lines are shown. 
They read as follows : 

(1) [Om] fitamye salye Kaji dipto dasamye hadai si pcirava 
I 

(2)  [pidako-mye] prracaina cu U na hvU cai sai tto mlire hd yitti bu-nr 

No. 14. Document. 
Belongs to G. 1. Incomplete, lower half of sheet torn off ; size of 

existing upper helf, 11 ~ 5 * " ,  damaged. Only two complete, and three 
mutilated lines. Dated, a t  the beginning, " on the 10th day of the 
month *c*ija, in the 5th year." Signatures, if any, lost. 

No. 15. Document. 

Belonga to G. 1. Incomplete ; right half and portion of blank 
bottom torn away ; existing size 13; x 6f". Record consists of 11 lines, 
parallel to shorter side, with about 13 or 14 letters surviving in a line. 
It ia divided into four parts of 3, 4, 2, 2 lines respectively ; three of them 



dated, the first " in  the 6th year," the third "on the 29th day of the 
month Biifiaja or Miiiiaja, the fourth " in  the month CvBtaja." The 
signatures, if there were any, are lost with the excised right half ; but 
the following names occnr in the text of the four entries: in NO. 1, 
Khattinai, in No. 2, Pufiag&h and Phemkmko, in Nos. 3 and 4, Khattinai 
and Phemkruko. 

No. 16. Document. 
Belongs to G. I. Published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic 

Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897 ), Plate vi, No. 9. Mutilated on 
three sides, right, left, and bottom ; existing size Sf x 6". Record in 
6 lines, parallel to shorter side. Date and signatures, if any, lost; but 
the month fiiihaja, and the personal name Mafiugri occnr in the text. 

No. 17. Document. 
Belongs to G. 1. Published by me ibidem, Plate viii, No. 11. 

Mutilated on two sides, left and top, being the larger portion of the 
lower half of the document ; existing size 8 x 5t". Record, in 9 lines, 
pnrsllel to longer side, all more or less mutilated. It is divided into 
several parts, of three of which fragments survive. The second part 
comprises the (existing) lines 2-5 ; it begins with the mutilated date 
" on the 13th day of the month ... ... ...," and ends with the name and 
mark of one guhadato. The third pnrt comprises lines 6-8; the date, 
if any, is lost; but it is signed by one Rammaki. Of the h.st par% 
only the concluding line ti.e., the existing first line) remains, showing 
the two names Falam and Phemkruko. 

No. 18. Document. 
Belongs to G. 1. Mutilated apparently on three sides, top, left, and 

bottom ; existing size, 7; x 4:". Record in five more or lem mutilated 
lines, comprising two entries, of 2 and 3 lines respectively. Date of either, 
if any, lost; but the first signed by Mahvittaro, the second by Marqoko. 

Nos. 19-69. Documents. 
All belong to GF. 1, except Nos. 30, 55, 58, 59, 65, 68, which belong 

to M. 3. All are small+frapcnts of various sizes, not deserving any 
detailed description. Specimens may be seen in the Journal Asiatic 
Society Bengal, Vol. LXVI (1897), Plates iv, Nos. 6, 7, vi, No. 10, 
vii, Nos. 12-15. The following points, however, may be noted. Nos. 
28, 29, 48, 50 are peculiar in showing a few words inscribed on their 
back; thus No. 48 has on the bwk the names of the two persons 
PuiiagHm and Phemkmki ; and No. 50 has a mutilated date "on the 
5th day of the month Pafiiji," the year being lost. No. 65 shows a 
smell-sized elaborate (Chinefie?) mark or signature, similar to that on 
No. 10. On No. 23 occurs the date "on the 22nd day of the month 
Cvgtaji " ; and on No. 29 the mutilated name of the month x x khaji. 

J. 1. G 
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SECTION IV.-POTTERY, TERRACOTTAS, MISCELLANEOUS 
OBJECTS. 

In the description of the objects dealt with in this Section, I must 
limit myself to a simple classification and explanation of the illustra- 
tive Plates VIII-XIII. There is one point, however, which has stmck 
me, and which I should like to point out: the very curions analogies to 
objects of Greek art of an early date. They will be referred to in con- 
nection with each Plate. I only state the fads, as noticed by me. 
What conclnsione they may justify, I must leave to experts to determine. 

PLATE VIII. 
In this Plate fragments of a kind of decorated jar are shown. Its 

probable appearance, when complete, is shown in the hntispieca of 
Part I, which is rewnstmcted from the fragments Nos. 1, 2, 7, 8, 14. 
At the time when this was prepared, in 1899, the only uncertain point 
was whether or not the jar was furnished with a foot. From vaxions 
indications I came to the conclnsion that it probably had no foot, but 
resembled in shape the well-known round-bottomed Indian gharci (Sans- 
bxit ghub) ,  of which a plain miniature specimen is shown in No. 5. In 
the meantime figures of two much better preserved specimens have been 
published by Dr. Sven Hedin in his D u d  Asien's Wiisten, vol. 11, p. 43. 
These show that the jar in question was more probably furnished with 
a foot, and possessed the shape shown in Woodcut No. IV, 1. With 
this exception, the re-construction, is substantially correct. A revised 

No. IV. 
.I 
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re-construction, however, with the foot, is now published with Part 11. 
The jar waa furnished with three handlea. This L proved by KO. 7 which 
shows the fractured bases of the three handles, equidistant from one 
another. The fact is also clearly indicated in Dr. Sven Hedin's figures. 
I n  the case of the s d w  jar, the neck and handles are miseing, but the 
three heads, on the shoulder of the jar, from which the three handles 
sprang, are still there. His larger jar possesses the neck and one of the 
handler, but from the a m g e m e n t  of the decorations of the neck, it is 
probable that originally it posseseed three handles. The possession of 
three handles seems to me to be a point specially worth noting. Three- 
handled jars or vases are not a t  all uncommon in very early Greek art. 
I have seen numeroua specimens (e.g., in the Britiah Muaeum, the 
Aahmolean Muaenm in Oxford, m d  the Akademische Knnet Museum in 
Bonn) from the Mycanian age and area, also from Cypm. Some may be 
seen fignred in the Mykenische Tmgefiisse of Fmtwiingler and Loschke, 
PLates 111, 10, VII, 42; also in their Mykenkche V m ,  Plates I, 1.3, 
III,19.U) IV, 26, etc. On the other hand, they are entirely absent from 
the Clessical Greek age and area,' and only reappear at a comparatively 
late date. The only three-handled vessels that I remember having seen 
are certain Roman vnses of the 2nd century A.D., in the Provincial 
Museum in Bonn. N,. V. 

I am refemng here to true three-handled veesels, all the handles of whioh are 
alike in form and position. False three-handled vessels do occur in classical Greek 
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The handles are made, in the form of animab or g r i h  (we Nos. 
10, 11, J4),  tand ding up and bending over the rim of the vessel, as seen 
in No. 8. In the three-handled Mycenian vases, above referred to, the  
handles, ordinarily are ~ h o r t  curves attached to the shoulder of the v e w l  ; 
see Woodcut No. V, 1.2. But examples of three handles rising from 
the shoulder to the top of the neck (as in the Khotan jam) do occasion- 
ally occur ; one is shown in the Mykenische Vasen, Plate VIII,  No. 404. 
(Woodcnt No. V, 3). In  the Roman vases a somewhat similar form of 
handle is usual ; see Woodcnt No. V, 4. In these cases the handles are 
plain; but plain handles have been found also in Khotan, aa in the 
larger of the two jars of Dr. Sven Hedin (Woodcnt No. IV, 1), where the 
body is richly decorated in the usual way, while the handle is compara- 
tively plain. Handles imitating animal forms, the Khotanese fashion, 
are extremely rare in Greek art. The only example I remember having 
noticed is an Etrurian cantharns, figured in Ridgeway's Eurly Age of 
Greece, vol. I, p. 67 (Woodcut No. IV, 2). It has only two handles, 
but they terminate in ram's heads which similarly bend over the rim of 
the vessel.8 The case of the two-handled cup, ornamented with horses, 
which is shown in Professor Fnrtwiingler's Bronzen tan Olympin, p. 96, 
Plate XXXV, No. 671 (Woodcnt No. V, S), is merent .  Here the 
horses, which look over the rim, are not a constituent element of the 
handles, but are full figures placed on the top of the handles, es mere 
accessory ornaments. This kind of treatment of animal forms, however. 
does not seem to be unknown to Khotanese art. The bird, shown in No. 
12 and in Plate XIX of Part I ,  No. 50, probably served to Bdorn the 
top of a plain handle; or possibly it may have formed the handle of a 
lid. I t  may be compared with the ornamental m e  of the dove in G m k  
art, see the illustrations on pp. 100,10J, 102 of Tsonntas and Manatt's 
Mycenian Age. 

Among the miniatures, in Plate XIX of Part I, the seme bird is 
represented, in No. 49, nestled in a flower ; and in No. 70 a twin of them 
is represented, provided with monkey's heads and arms, playing on a lute. 

art. In these one of the handles is vertical, while the others are horizontal, as in 
the  nydriaa called in Italian vaai a tre maniche. (See 8. Birch's History of Ancient 
Pottecy, new ed., p. 864). 

s In Bronza uon Olympia, pp. 119,120, Plate XLV, griitins fmm the Praeneatian 
find nl-e shown, but, as Professor Fortwangler explains, these looked outwards, and 
did not form proper Ilnndlea, but were merely decorstive (as shown ibidem, PI. XLIX). 
Similar ie the oeee of certain early Cretan vase8 which are decorated with three 
feqnidirtant) plaetio female heads, lwkirig outwards and being only fnlee handles. 
See Pmfeeaor Furtwlingler'e Beschreibwng &r Vaasn Bammlung, p. 109, No. 983. 
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The decorations are of two kinds, either moulded or incised. The 
monlded ones were invariably made in separate pieces and stuck on to 
the jar before it was fired (appliqd work). They separate easily enough 
from the fragments of pottery, especially when saturated with salines, 
and are found by themselves in large quantities. All the heads, shown 
in  Plate X, Nos. 1-18, are ornaments of this kind ; so also is the pillar 
in Plate VIII, No. 3. Pillars in situ, with Corinthian arches and Bud- 
dhist railings are shown in No. 1. These show distinctly the type of 
Graeco-Buddhist art, prevalent, in the earliest centuries of our em, in 
the North-western frontier provinces of India. To the same type belong 
the fnll and half figures, which form a very common decoration on the 
jars; see Kos. 2, 4, 7, also Plate IX, Nos. 1-6, 20-23. On the other 
hand, the moulded ornanients on the fragment KO. 22 of Plate I X  
seems to me to show rather an Indo-Parthian type, suggested by the' 
half-fig= wearing the tarpis. Some moulded ornaments represent 
conventional types of foliage or flower, beautifully executed; see, e.g., 
No. 1, where i t  seems to form the moustache of the mask, and No. 13 ; 
also Plate IX,  Nos. 8, 9, 10, 15, 16. Very similar to No. 10 of Plate I X  
is an ornameut shown in Furkwangler's Mykenische Vusen, Hiilfstafel B, 
No. 4. 

The incised decoration consists of varions systems of lines, dote 
and ringlets. In No. 1 these elements a m  arranged in the form of 
garlands ; in Xos. 2, 4, 7 we have series of lines arranged horizontally 
and vertically ; also series of ringlets arranged in a circle. A great 
variety of other arrangements may be seen, e.g., in Plate IX, Nos. 8, 11, 
13-17. 

With respect to size, the decorated jar varied greatly. The example, 
of the body of which a portion is shown in No. 1 mnst have measured 
about 13 x 11 inches, while the jar, of which No. 7 shows the neck and 
upper part of the body, must have been very small and can have 
measured only about 4 x 3 inches.3 On the other hand, the jar to the 
neck of which the fragment, shown in Plate IX, No. 23, belonged, mnst 
have been, to judge from the slightness of curvature of the piece, of very 
large dimensions. Vessels of the latter oize, to judge from the absence 
of wheel marka on the fragments, appear to have been made entirely by 
hand. The fragments of the small and medium-sized jars, however, 
show distinct traces of having been turned on the wheel. 

In addition to these decorated jars, there existed a great variety 
of jugs and vases, single-handled and double-handled, of which some 
show very artistic deaigns. A comparatively plain single-handled jug 

8 80 also Dr. 8ven Hedin's two jam, which measure only about 4 x 3 and 3 x 2 
inches. 
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is shown in No. 9, in full size. Another miniature plain jug of exqui- 
site shape and make is shown in No. 4Q of Plate XIX of Part I, and 
some more, of a more ornamental design, are in the aame Plate, Nos. 21, 
39, 44. The same Plate has also some fine double-handled vases in 
Nos. 41, 42, 43, 45. All these are examples of m i n i a h .  The collec- 
tion, apparently, contains no fragments of any similar vessel large 
enough for actual use, except perhaps the handle, shown in Plate IX, 
No. 19, which may have belonged to a real serviceable cup. But the 
absence of fragments is no proof that they may not have exieted. 

All the vessels-jar, jugs, vases, cups-are made of burnt clay, 
extremely hard, with no " glaze," but only a " gloss." Their colour varies 
from a bright red to a very light red, apparently in proportion to the 
length of exposure. Some pieces (e.g., Plates X, Nm. 90, 30, 37, 43 ; 
'XI, Nos. 20,21; XIII, No. 27, Miniatures Nos. 47,50) are quite whitish, 
and apparently made of a different kind of clay; for they are baked 
qnite as hard as the red pieces. In  one crtae, No. 7 in Plate IX, the 
fragment is almost black, due apparently to over-exposure ; and in this 
case, there seems also to be real glazing. One fragment, No. 1 in 
Plate X, which shows a grey colour, belonged to a vessel which ap- 
parently was made of a different material. None of the fragments, 
included in the Collection, shows any trace of painting or colonring.' 

PLATE IX. 

This Plate comprises a series of fragments, to illustrate the great 
variety of moulded and incised ornament. No. 1 shows the half figure 
of a Gandhalva, bejewelled, holdmg a garland, and set in a Iotn~. 
This is a very common representation, aa may be seen by referring to 
No. 23, a h  Nos. 2 and 4 of Plate VIII, and No. 2 of Plate XII.6 No. 2 
shows a curiously dressed figure, suggesting our courtfool's bell-attire. 
No. 3 shows a rustic en face dressed in the Indian loin-cloth (laggofi), and 
carrying on his head a jar, or some other load, which he s h d i e a  with 
his right hand.'' No. 4 shows a turbaned and robed figure, playing 
on a flute (aGPcy( /~ovo~&Aapos) or oboe (air&). No. 6 shows a similar 
figure, playing on e Pan's pipe (airpry( rroAu~&Aa&ios) made of seven 

4 See M. F. Qrenard's ob€Ie~at i~nS on Dntrenil de Rhin's collection in Mission 
Scientific dam la Haute Asie 1890-1895, Pad 111, p. 108. 

6 Among Dr. Bven Hedin's fragments there is a Qandharva who is represented 
in a posture exactly similar to that of the monkey* shown in Plate X, Nos. 54 and 
35. With his right hand he hold8 a cup to his mouth, while his left is  twetrum 
tenens. See below footnote 13. 

6 One of Dr. Bven Hedin's frngmonts shows a procession of similar mtioa,  
walking to left, through an arched colonnade. 
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reeds. No. 6 shows another figure, playing with a pair of cymbals, or 
possibly a woman bwiding her hair. Nos. 7-18 show a great variety 
of line ornaments, accompanying, almost invariably, various forms of 
faces or masks. Among them, there are rosettes (No. l l ) ,  garlands 
(h'os. 14, 15), nets or circles of lines or dots (Nos. 16-18), wavy lines 
(No. l l ) ,  rows of semicircles or arches (No. l l ) ,  etc. No. 19 shows 
what probably was the handle of a cup.7 Nos. 20-23 show fragments 
of the rim of three large vessels. The rim of one (No. 20) was adorned 
with a aeries of h l l  figures : two men, in laggoti, wrestling ; a monkey 
squatting on its haunches and holding a large vessel or melon ;a an 
elephant with upturned trunk, carrying two men who squat on its back, 
facing one another ; a ctead bird hung neck upwards (?). Xos. 21 and 
22 show the same £ragment, inside and outside respectively. The former 
is adorned with three rosettes, above a perforated ledge : the latter, with 
s Buddhist railing, enclosing a dewrated (conventional) chaitya, and 
the half fignre of a man wearing a torquis. The rim, shown in No. 23, 
was adorned with a series of ornamental arches, within them the usual 
&ndharvaa with garlands, in the triangular interstices small rosettes, 
and above the whole a double circle of alternate beach and lines. 

PLATE X. 

Nos. 1-19 of this Plate illustrate the great variety of heads, or 
rather masks, nsed as ornaments. They all show traces of having 
originally been attached to the sides of jars. They were moulded 
separately end stuck on to the jar before it was baked ; and they come 
off with compmtive ease, especially from pieces saturated with salines. 
Apparently they were used, as a tde ,  by themselves ; but occasionally, 
aa shown by a fragment in Dr. Sven Hedin's collection, the head belonged 
to a whole appliquk figure. Nos. 1 and 2 show pieces of the jar still 
adhering to them. No. 7 shows the identical mask of which another 
specimen is still adhering to the fragment of a jar in Plate IX, No. 17. 
Some of the masks represent the faces of men, some with a moustache 
(No. 2), others clean-shaven (No. 5), others with round beard (No. 6). 
Nos. 7-9 show women's faces ; some with earrings (Nos. 7, a), others 
with a sort of frill round them (No. 9). Some of the faces (Nos. 10-17) 
are made to look canine or feline, with ~rotruding tongue (No. 14), or 
roaring with open mouth (No. 15), or showing the teeth (No. 16). 

7 I have obeerved Mykoninn cups with similar handles in the British and 
Ashmolean Museums. 

8 In his Beschrsibung der Vaaenaammlung im Aquarium Profemor Furtwiingler 
notice6 an early Greek ram from Nolq decorated with a sitting monkey who holds, 
in front of him on his kneee, a bulging knrter. 
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No. 18 suggests a vampire ; still more so the mask seen in Plate VIII, 
No. 13. No. 19 presents the distinct face of a monkey ; but it ia more 
probably the front piece of the head of a real figure of a monkey, 
similar to the complete head shown in No. 21. There is a very striking 
resemblance between the female maaks (such aa Nos. 7 and 14) and 
the Gorgon's head (with or  without protruding tongue), as ~ e e n  on early 
Greek coins of the 6th to &h centuries B.C., figured in the British 
Museum Catalogue of Coins of Macedonia, pp. 83 ff., and Eretria, pp. 119 
ff., plate xxii, NOR. 1-4, 6-10.9 

Nos. 80-43 are full figures, made in the round. As a rule, these 
figures are made in two portions, the front and back halves being caat 
separately in distinct moulds, and afterwards joined together before 
baking. The joint may be seen in No. 33, in the fracture of the arm. 
Very often the halves come off a t  the joint: and are found separately. 
In  figures, like those of the camels (Nos. 20, 26-28) and others (Nos. 29- 
31), of course, it is the two sides that are moulded separately. 

The most commonly occurring figures apparently a m  those of 
monkeys. They are represented in a great variety of postnree and a h ,  
&own in Nos. 22-25 and 32-43. Such as embracing and kissing (No. 37, 
also Plate XIX of Part I, Nos 66, 67 ; compare also Plate XI, No. 22), * 

sitting or swinging on a bough and eating (Plate XIX, No. 51 ; in onr 
Plate, No. 43, where the bough hse broken away ; so probably also in 
Plate XIX, Nos. 52, 53 ; the object, lying across the lap, apparently a 
pad, to be seen also in Plate XIX, Nos. 54, 61, ia not clear) ; sitting, 
kneeling, or squatting, and playing on some musical instrument (Nos. M, 
25, 34, 35, also Plate XIX, NOS. 34, 54, 55, 58, 60, 61) ; sitting medita- 
tively (No. 41 ; also Plate XIX, Nos. 32, 56, 65, 68, 74) ; sitting and 
holding a stick or other object (No. 36 ; alao P la t .  XIX, 64) ;I0 wearing 
a short tunic or a '' comforter " (NOS. 22, 39). In KO. 41) the monkey 
is represented with a goat's head ; perhaps also in Nos. 23 and 38. On 
the other hand, in Plate XIX, No. 70, twin monkeys, playing on a lute, 
are represented with the body of birds. Often, especially when playing 
musical instruments, they are represented ithiphallic (Nos. 23-25, 34, 35, 

Q Compare alao the similar mask of a yonth with bull horns and e m ,  i n  Pm- 
fessor Fnrtwiingler's Bronsen con Olynlpiir, Plate LXVIII. No. 1274. 

10 Compare No. 1313 in Profesaor Fnrtwiingler's Berchreihung der V a ~ e n ~ o m m -  
lung itn Aquarium, which describes an nrchsic vessel, made in the form of "a tailless 
apo, sitting on a stool, entirely covered with dots (to indicate hair), right hand on 
the knee, left hand raised to face, a8 if wiping it." See also Birch's History of 
Ancient Pottery (New Ed. 1873), p. 63, wl~ieh describes Egyptian vases with handles 
representing "apes seated and holding forepaws to their months." A l o  Fnrtwing- 
ler's Bronran von Olympia, PI.  IX, No. 81, showing " aqumtting monkey with arms 
encircling hie drawn-up knees." 
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also Plate XIX, Nos. 68, 73, compare No. 74). The body is often shown 
covered with hair, indicated by incised dots or minute strokes (Nos. 33, 
PO, 41, also Plate M X ,  Nos. 65, 66, 68, 73, 74, probably also Nos. 23, 
36, and Plate XIX, Nos. 60, a), but quite as often perfectly hairless 
(Nos. %, 25,32,37-39,43, also Plate XIX, Nos. 51-59,614,  compare . 
especially No. 66 with No. 67). A common musical instrument is the 
syrinx or Pan's pipe, consisting of seven reeds, and being either of the 
nwal form of an irregular (No. 24), or of a regular (No. 25) tetragon.11 
A kind of harp is seen in No. 34 of Plate XIX, a lute, ibidem, Nos. 55 
and 70, a pair of cymbals, ibid., No. 60, a small Indian drum, ibid., 
No. 61, another kind of small drum, ibid., KO. 54, a kind of wind in- 
strument, zxd. ,  No. 58." In Plate XIX, No. 56 a monkey is represented 
hallwing through h k  hands, and cxdern, Nos. 52, 53,57 whistling with 
h i  fingers (unless the act of eating is intended). All this is very 
suggestive of the earlier and coarser forms of the Greek Satyr and Pan, 
with his hairy coat, in ithiphallio condition, playing on the syrinx.ls 
The aspect and habits of the monkeys readily lent them to such repre- 
sentations. It may be noted, also, that in  the A t h m  Veda the 
musical Gandharvas sometimes appear in the form of monkeys, and 
thus they are clearly related to tha Greek Satyrs and Pan.s.1' In 
Nos. 4-6 of Plate IX, probably performing Gandharvaa are represented. 
In Dr. Sven Hedin's collection there is the fragment of a neck of a jar, 
which shows a whole circle of Gandharvas performing on drums, harps, 
syrinxes, etc. Noteworthy is the existence of the ayrinx on artware 
of Eastern Tnrkesbn. That instrument has never, so far as I am 
aware, been observed in Indian art. In Nos. 20 and 26-28 we have 
the two-humped Bactrian camel which is also seen in Nos. 15,27, 28 
of Plate XIX. The one-humped p i e s  is never repreaented (but see 
below on Plat. XIII, No. 27). . In Nos. 29 and 30 we have a horse 
saddled and mounted. No. 31 shows a leopard. 

11 Both kinds aro frequently men on Greek vpses in conneobion with Pan; thus 
the regnlfu on Nos. 2900, 8164,3239, 3240, 3243, 3258, the irregnlar on No. 4187 
in Professor Fnrt.Riingler'e Beschreibung der Vasen Sammlung in Aquarium (pp. 804, 
874,696,896,900,912, lo&). 

19 With No. 58 compare No. 1316 in Professor wwiingler's Beschreibmg, 
repreeenting "an ape, with the left hand ra*ed to the head, with the right holding 
to the mouth a long. mnsage-like object and eeting it!' 

u War representations of ithiphallio &yre, aee the old Macedonian ooins (of 
the 6th cent. B.C.) in the British Muneum Catslogne, pp. 77,79,216. With the aatyr 
vc~etrum teneM on pp. 78,80, compare Nos.  34,35 of our Plate. For a human figure 
in the same posture, see above, footnote 5. 

14 Bee Pmfemaor von Sohroedsr in Neue Entdcckungen Buddhistiaher Altevthiimer 
i n  0st-Tuzkestan (Wiener Zoitung, 2nd and 3rd March, 1800). 

J. I. 7 
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PLATE XI. 
This Plate shows a number of heads and busts, male and female. 

They are all made in the ronnd, and cannot, therefore, have been intended 
to decorate vessels, like the faces or masks, shown in Plate X ; but 
whether any belonged to full figures, and what use they subserved is, 
in many casea, not apparent. In  the case of No. 16, the head is fixed, 
with a wooden peg, on a small decorated pedestal, and the whole seems 
to have formed a kind of knickknack, 24 inches high. A similar pedestal, 
found sepamtely, is shown in Plate XIII, No. 8 (also in Plate IV, No. 13, 
of Part I) ; and this fact pmves that such "knickknacke" were not 
uncommon. But other heads and busts or half-fignres can hardly be 
explained in this way. On the other hand, fragments of arms or leg8 
or trunks--such as one would expect to find, if any of the surviving 
fragments belonged to full figures-there are none in the collection, and 
they do not appear to be found. The large head, shown as No. 1, which 
ia hollow, with a m d  aperture on the top and in the neck, may have 
formed the neck of a vessel, like some archaic vases found in Cyprus, 

, Rhodes and other places, and figured in P h t e  LXXXV of Louie Palma 
di Cesnola's Cypern (tr. by Imdw. Stern). 

All these figures were made in two halves, front and back, in 
separate moulds, and were afterwards joined together before baking. 
Some, like Nos. 1, 5, 10, 12 are made hollow ; but most of the smaller 
ones are solid ; e.g., Nos. 3, 7, 8, 9, 13-21. The head was sometimes 
made separately, and provided with a socket bolt (as seen in Nos. 8,19) 
with which it was fixed in an aperture between the shoulders. The 
heads of the busts, Nos. 14 and 15, are fixed in thie manner. There was 
a great variety in the fashion of arranging the hair, of both men and 
women ; also in dressing the beard. The coiffnre of men is illustrated 
by Nos. 1-14; of women, by Nos. 15-21, and 23-26. No. 22 shows a 
man and woman in embrace; compare their head-dress with those in 
Nos. 9 and 19. Some male heads a p p m h  closely the female type, as 
in NO. 4. Others, as in Nos. 5 and 14, show a sectarian mark, in real life 
probably painted, on the forehead. On the other hand, No. 13 seems to 
indicate tattoo marks in the form of dotted circles, or they may be in- 
tended to indimte hair, as in Nos. 5 and 12. No. 14 shows a man wearing 
an amulet, suspended from hie neck ; but it is not clear what the object 
may be which he is holding on hie back. Nos. 15,16,17 show different 
styles of female coiffnre h m  the h n t  and back. Nos. 18-21, 23, 24, 
give the front view, and Nos. 25, 26, the back view of some others. 
Nos. 15 and 18 also show the upper portion of d8ijrent fashions of 
female dress. No. 22 shows the head-covering, and jewelry (bmxlet, 
armlet, necklet, etc.), worn by men and women. 
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PLATE XII. 
This Plate comprises only antiques of a distinctly Buddhistic 

charmtm. No. 1 is a portion of a wooden board, measuring about 
lit x 5; x 8 inches. Left side, top and bottom are entire ; on the right 
side a portion is broken off. It is painted on both sides with sitting 
fignres of Buddha with aureole behind, done in the Indian style. The 
hair is black in one fignre, and blne in the other. Their drapery is in 
reddish brown, and the nude park in a pale carnation. The concentric 
circles of the a m l e  are alternately reddish brown and yellow. The 
outlines of the figares also are in reddish brown. 

Nos. 2 and 3 are of painted stucco, measuring about 5+ x 4" and 
4 x 3" respectively. No. 2 represents an Apsaras (or female Gandhama), 
holding a garland, and rising out of a lotm.16 The lotus is red, the 
figure white with black hair, the garland also white. No. 3 shows 
Buddha, sitting, as n m l ,  cross-legged with hands folded in the lap, on 
a lotns pedestal, and against a double a m l e  of lotm leaves. The 
Bnddha is M y  draped in blne, his hair and top-knot are black, face 
and hands white. The inner anreole, immediately behind him, is red ; 
the outer is blue, like the drapery. The pedestal is white. 

Nos. 4 and 10 are Buddha heads of grey sandstone, much worn, 
measnring about 4 x 2+ and 8f x 5 inches respectively. (The smaller 
head is also shown in full size in Plate IV, No. 19, of Part I). Peculiar 
is the arrangement of the hair and top-knot, in the larger head, No. 10, 
in  concentric semicircles, arching over the forehead. I do not remember 
having observed this peculiar arrangement elsewhere in any representa- 
tion of Buddha. 

Nos. 6 ,11 and 12 are carvings in black slate, and of very good 
h - B u d d h i s t  art, such as are well-hown from the Indus regions. 
They appear to be the oldeet pieces in the collection, and probably do 
not come originally from Eaatern Tnrkestan. The drapery of the sitting 
fignre on the back of No. 11 is exceedingly good, and suggestive of pure 
Greek art. No. 6 is the capital of a small Corinthian pillar, measuring 
l a  x 1 inches. The upper portion is divided into four sections, contain- 
ing representations, alternatively, of sitting and standing Buddhas. 
No. 12 seems to be a portion of a small pilaster, 19 inches high, with 
a flat, smooth back, while the front is carved with figures one above the 
other. The upper one is a kneeling figure, with hands folded in adora- 
tion. Of the lower figure only the head remains. No. 11 is a piece of 

16 In the T e m t t a  horn  (camp. 84) of the British Museum, there is a Sicilian 
plaque (of the 8rd-1st oent. B:c.) in the form of the bust of a winged boy rising 
out df s lotns. This in the only instance of s similar object that I have noticed iu 
the British 3fuaenm or other wllectio~ls. 
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~ l k t e  carved on both sides, and uncertain what it may have belonged to. 
I t  me- about 3) x lf inches. The front is carved in a aeries of 
panels, containing Buddhistic scenes. The middle panel shows Bnddha 
in the witnessing attitude (right hand pointing downwards over the 
right knee), surrounded by M k ' s  host. The lower panel shows him 
in the teaching attitude (right hand raised), surrounded by his disciples. 
The upper panel is wholly broken off, together with the h d  of the 
f i p e  carved on the back. This fignre, beautifully draped, is represented 
sitting on a cushioned stool, the feet placed on a footstool and the right 
elbow resting on the right knee, the head inclined forward and supported 
by the right hand. Under the seat is seen a vase or water-vessel, 
resembling the Indian su~Uhi. 

Nos. 5 and 7-9 are of copper or bronze. No. 5 is a piece which . 
appears to have served as the background to a sepaxate fignre of Buddha. 
It represents an aureole made up of an arch formed of several minute 
Buddhas, each sitting on a stalked lotus. Five of them are preserved ; 
the total number probably was seven. They are +aped exactly like, 
but only about half the size of, the Buddha figure of No. 7, which 
is shown in full size. The latter has a knob on the back, showing 
that it was once attached to an aureole, similar but larger than that seen 
in No. 5. No. 9 shows a similar series of seven Buddhas, sitting in a 
level row on the branches of a tree. The whole must have formed the 
top ornament of some other object. No. 8 shows the usual 6gnre of 
Buddha, sitting oross-legged and with hands folded in the lap, fully 
draped, and with a small circular nimbns behind the he&. The figure 
sits on what looks like the imitation of a carpet, and against a similar, 
nearly circnlar, anreole-shaped carpet worked with wreaths, hung up 
behind. 

PLATE XIII. 
This Plate contains a number of miicellaneous objects, among 

which Nos. 1 3  and 5-9 are of terracotta and come from Yotkiin in the 
Borazan tract near Khotan. Nos. 13 are the he& of a boar, a bull, and 
a home, and may have belonged originally to full figure animals ; or they 
may have formed ornaments stuak on to the body of vases, like the 
half-fignres of horses springing from some sepulchral vases found in 
Canusium, Calvi and Capua, and to he seen in the Termmtte Room of 
the British Xuseum. No. 5 is a curious head, half man and half beast. 
It is perforated through head, neck and mouth, and may have formed a 
spout.16 This may also have been the case with No. 6, a large (22 x I f  ") 

16 In the Aehmolean Mneeum in Oxford there are two archaic mat38 from 
Cypma (of the Geometrioal Period) whioh have spoute in the form of a bnll'e head 
aud neuk. 
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well-formed phallus, which is perforated, and beara a small inscription 
(y&ou-wo'a) in B d m i  chsractere of about the 5th century A.D., 
but in an unknown language. No. 7 which, a t  fist sight, suggests a 
d-ring, belongs really (as shown by a specimen in Dr. Stein's collec- 
tion, Preliminary Report, P1. I A) to a small, narrow-necked vase, of 
which it forms the handle, beiug fixed to its shoulder, with tbe head of 
the animal (cp. Plate X, No. 31) pointing downwards. Some three- 
handled vases, shown in Professor Fnrtwiingler's Mykenieche Varen, 
Plates I, 1; V, 28 A, 28 B, are provided with exactly similar handles. 
No. 8 shows top and bottom of a decorated pedestal of the kind of 
" knickknack " already referred to in connection with Plate XI, No. 16. 
No. 9 is a small object in the form of two small peacocks ( 2 i x  1#"), 
placed back to back, front and back of the piece being exactly alike ; the 
feet, if there were any, are broken off. What use the object may have 
snbserved is not clew : perhaps it was also s " knickknack." 

Nos. 4 and 11 show two very crude figures, animal and human, 
made of sun-dried mud. I believe myself that they are modern fabrica- 
tions. They bear, on the forehead of No. 4 and the top of the head of 
No. 11 the impression of a small oval stamp (like an Egyptian cartouche) 
inscribed with four "unknown" characters. One of these characters 
is quite clear, and is identical with No. 33 of fig. 1 in Table I (Formula 
of Blockprints No. IV).  Another is apparently the same as No. 3, 
itdtm. The other two are not distinguishable. As a model for No. 11 
may have served some figure like No. 12. 

This figure, No. 12 aa well aa the objects shown in Nos. 13-15, 17- 
20, 23-26 are apparently made of brass, or very light colored bronze. 
They are thickly covered with verdigris. Though there is no particular 
regeon to doubt their genuinenees, their age and provenance is quite 
uncertain. This remark also applies to the remaining objects shown in 
Plate XIII. The two horsemen, shown in Nos. 14 and 15 are those 
referred to in the Introduction, p. xxi. The saddle-pad on which the 
riders sit is real cloth, in a very rotten state. No. 17, a plain horse, 
is hollow, aa may be seen fmm the fracture in front. No. 18 appeara to 
represent a G a d ,  holding a snake in its beak. The body of the snake 
(on the left in the Plate) winds in a double circle, arranged so aa to 
form a socket for holding another object ; and the feet of the bird are 
set on a small, semicircularly bent plate with which it could be fixed to 
something else. No. 19, resembling the terracotta masks, is much 
c o d e d ,  and the most antique 100% of the lot. No. 20 shows the 
arrowhead, referred to on page 67 of Part I of this Report. 

Nos. 21, 22, 27, 29 and 30 are made of difIerent kin& of minerals. 
No. 21 appears to be a mould cut into a soft grey stone (soap-stone P) . 
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I n  the middle a helmeted soldier is seen sitting on the ground, surrounded 
by a zigzag line, outeide which is seen a l a r p  face and aome undecipher- 
able writing. The object, shown in No. 27, made of a soft white stone, 
looks like a single-humped camel, but the completeneaa of it is doubtful. 
No. 29 shows a &OM object, made of a soft cream-colonred stone, 
being a grot8aque human twin figure, in which every part, except the  
pair of feet, are duplicated. No. 30 is a pin (broken hair-pin ?) of 
white jade. There are two such jade pins in the collection. 

The two objects shown in Nos. 28 and 31 appear to be made of horn 
The former represents a dragon (in the form of a spout P) ,  the latter 
a pair of fishes (of the zodiac 9 ) .  

PLATE I V  of Part I. 

No. 1 shorn two sections of what appeara to have been a %e 
circular embossed copper-plate, cut up into large qnadrangnlar pieces. 
Some of these were wed as gnards in the binding of some blockprint 
books (see, e.g., No. VII  on page 75 of Part I of this Report). Nos. 3, 
4, 6-9, and 11 show some pieces of copper, similarly used. Some of 
these (No. 3) imitate the genuine Urtnqi coin shown in No. 2 (same as 
No. 20 in Plate I of Part I) and described on page 31 of Part I (see 
also ibidem, p. 54). The genuineness of all these pieces of copper is 
mnch open to snspicion. 

The other objeda, shown in Noe. 12-21 are, no doubt, genuine, 
though with respect to some of them the age and provenance is quite 
uncertain. Certainly ancient are the terracotta pedestal, No. 13 (see 
above under Plate XI, No. 8),  the stone head of Bnddha, No. 19, and 
the bronze Sitting Buddha, No. 15. The bronze objects, Nos. 20 and 21, 
which are mnch corroded and sand-worn, are also antique. No. 21 shows 
the h n t  and back of e very curious human fignre. The objects, shown in 
Nos. 14 and 16 are made of a soft grey stone, and appear to be fragrnenta 
of a cseket. The fignre of a bird (goose ?), No. 18, is made of bnrss 
or pale bronze. It is provided with a knob or botton in the hollowed- 
out interior, by which apparently it could be fired to aome other object. 

PLATE XIX of Part I. 

This Plate shows a variety of miniatnre objede, most of which 
have already been described. For Nos. 2-11, see Part I, Section I, pp. 
37 ff. ; and for the remainder, see the remarks on Plates VIII-X. The 
objects shown in Nos. 1, 12-24, and 26 are of metal, mostly bronze; 
Nos. 21 and 22 seems to be of lead. No. 1 is a sort of sceptm surmounted 
with a figure of Bnddha, No. 18, the same with a closed fist ; Nos. 13 
and 1 4  are two rosettes, No. 15 is & two-humped camel, perforated, 
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perhaps to be worn as a trinket or amulet ; No. 17 a sitting lion (3) ; 
No. 18 the head of some animal ; No. 19 a sitting Buddha ; No. 20 a 
hand with a bird poised on two outstretched fingers; No. 21, a jug; 
No. 22, a cock ; Noa. 23 and 24, apparently two vases. 

No. 25 shows four perforated beads, made of different minerals. 
Nos. 2936 and 38 are objects made of various kinds of soft stone; 
No. 37, is of white agate. Nos. 39-74 axe made of temtta. No. 69 
seem to be a monkey tom, and No. 71 a monkey mother carrying her 
young slung on to her back. No. 70 is  a curious twin figure, made up of 
bird (the same sa in Nos. 49, 50) and monkey. Every part is duplicated 
except the pair of arms with which the  twin^ play on a lute (the same 
a s i n N o  55). 





APPENDIX. 

Weber MSS. Part IX and Macartney MSS., Set I. 
(See pages 18 and 19 of my Report.) 

Note : Many words and letter-pupfi repeat themselves frequently, 
and thus afford a fairly safe means of restoring the text. Such mato- 
rations are not specially indicated. Restorations which rare open to 
doubt are enclosed in round brackets. Letters which have entirely 
disappeared but are capable of restoration are shown in angular brackets. 
Other lacunae are indicated by dots whose nnmber corresponb to the 
probable number of missing letters. With the help of the two Indexes 
the restorations can be readily controlled. 

The text contains a certain nnmber of new letters which nre not, 
found in the ordinary Br&hmi alphabet. They are shown in the sub- 
joined list :- No. 6. 

I a 

IV.Msa ska 

No. I, 1 is the ordinary Brlihmi kh as in khadirk 0. 198 for Sanskrit 
khadira. No. I, 2 is seen, e.9.. in prapupdarikha 0. lo3 for Sanskrit 
prapundarilca. The former is found c~clusively, the latter, as a rule, in 
Sanskrit.ic words. 

J. I. 8 
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So. I, 3 is a slightly modified form of the ordinary old Briihmi q, 
as seen ( e . g . )  in geterii 0. 2U1 for Sanskrit kherleni. and in the letter- 
group knqi 0. 35,. I t  is preserved in the so-called khog-seg or " lion- 
hearted " characters of Tibet (10th century ; see Sarat Chnnder Das 
in Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LVII, 1889, Plate V, b) 
and in the Tibeto-Chinese PaL-sse-pa script (13th century). The 
signification of the 11pwa1d curre in No. I, 5, as seen (e.g.) in qklya 
0. 42, is uncertain. Provisionally I take i t  to be a variant of the 
mark in No. I, 4, seen (e .g . )  in rjiknm fl. 12,, where i t  is the ordinary 
BrHhmi mark of the long rowel 8. In the  Tlnnscript it is distinguished 
by L. Both, Nos. I, 4 and I, 5 are very uncommon, and are found only 
in non-Sanskritic letter-groups. KO. 1, 3 is found only exceptionally 
ill Sanskritic words. 

No. 11, 1 is the ordinary BrRhmi th as in n ~ t h i r  0. 41s for Sanskrit 
rudhira, and in sBptha fl. 38' for Sansln-it ~apntha. No. 11, 2 
does not occur in any Sanskritic word, but may be seen, e.g., in the 
letter-group thaskemdhny 0. 263. I take it to be related to th, as kh is 
to kh, and as ph to ph. 

No. 111, 1 is the ordinaly Brahmi ph as (e.g.) in trphiil 0. 6& for 
Sanskrit trphala. I t  is fourid only in Sanskritic words. No. 111, 2 is 
seen (e.g.) in phatsai 0. 38b, a variant of ptsiii fl. 4, and in qgripha fl. 
8b for Sanskrit qarivfi. Nos. 111, 3, 111, 4 and 111, 5, which have similar 
forms, have been added for comparison. No. 111, 5 is the ordinary 
Brahmi dh, as in madhakha fl. 12 for Sanskrit mathaka. 

KO. IV, 1 is the ordinaxy Brahmi 8. Both it and No. IV, 2 are seen 
in prntiviga fl. 2 4  and prativisha 0 286 for Sanskrit prativigii. No. W ,  
2 also occurs in ptimakocha 0. 225 for S ~ n ~ k r i t  ptirpakw ; but other- 
wise it is confined to non-Sanskritic letter-groups. 

The exact power of the four new signs (Nos. I 2, 11 2,111 2, IV 2) 
is not known. They olearly indicate variants of the corresponding four 
Ssnsklit sounds, and suggest themselves to be, probably, spirants of the 
respective classes ( X  p, f, uh, .* 

No. V, 1, when occorring at  the beginning of a word, represents the 
ordinary Brahmi ccreb~nl r vowel, as in reabhnkha fl. 64.h (cf. 1.3,) for 
Sltnslu-it ygbhaka ; but nt tlie end of a wold it has con~onantal force, 

* On tllesc new ~i~gnqn~ see, also, my paper on tho Wrher Manuscripts in the 
Jonrnal of the Asiatic Sociotr of Benpl ,  Vol. LXlI (1893), p. 1 ff.,  und a paper by 
Professor Dr E. I.enn1nnn OII " Einu van dell unheknniiten Litrrntur-spmchen 
Nittelaaiens" in the Mimoircs rlc3 I'AcndSrnie 11nptrinlo drs Scier~r-rs de St. P6tersbonrg, 
Bhrie VIII ,  Lome IV (l'J00). 'l'he three S ~ ~ I I R  N08. 111 2, 111 5, IV 2 are wrongly 
idontified in these papara 'I'tre Lrue identiticution of the sign No. VI, 1 was firat 
suggostod by Profr3aor I.t*u~~:antl in the pnpcr above ~ ~ a ~ i i c d .  



either with the i i~l~erent vowel ii (No. V, 1) or without it (No. V, 2), as 
seen (e.g.) in kesnrK. fl. for Sanskrit kegara, and in gakkar fl. 31' for 
Sanskrit qarkkarH respectively. Attached to a consonant (No. V, 3) ,  
i t  has vocalic power, as in vrka fl, 333 for Sanskrit vrka. 

No. VI, 1 probably expresses the cerebral consonant with the 
inherent vowel 5 ,  as in pratipalii fl. 34" for Sanskrit pratibalti, and go.  
VI, 2 expresses the same without the inherent vowel, as in pippit1 fl. 
21, for Sanskrit pippala. In the beginning of a word, No. VI, 1 may 
have vocalic power, as in jttsauiie fl. Qp. I t  occurs, in this way, in no 
Sanskritic word. 

The exact signification of the double dot, shown in Nos. VII, 1 
and VII, 2 is uncertain. I t  occurs on$ with the inherent rowel ii, and 
would seem to indimtc some modificntion of that vowel. A cu~*ious 
exception is its occurrence with the vowel-less palatal consonnnts ii and c, 
as seen in the letter-groups phats*k fl. 386, n a t a t P  0. 116, ktsei fl. I@, 
pelki'i fl. 323, kauc fl. 14,. I have transcribed it with a double dot. 
With the exception of mnficik&ii for Sanskrit maiiji$?h%, it is found 
only in non-Sanskritic letter-groups. 

There are two forms of the short i vowel, shown in Nos. VIII, 1 
and VIII, 2, and seen (e.7.  ) in pippiil fl. 45 and pipptil 0. 27,, both for 
Sanskrit pippala. By way of comparison the long i is shown in No. 
VIII, 3. The siqnification, if any, of the difference of the two forms 
is unknown. The high-pitched form of i (No. VIII, 2) occurs only 35 
times, divided almost equally between Sanskritic words and non- 
S~nskrit ic letter-groups. The fact that both forms are found indifferently 
in the same word (e.g., in pippa]) seems to negative the suggestion of 
any significance. 

The numeral figures 1, 2, 3, which occur not nnfrequently in the 
text, seem to subserve the purpose of interpunctuation rnther than of 
indicating numbers or quantities. As a mle, they are placed after words 
of Samkritic origin, and thus serve to indicate (or italicise) such words ; 
but they are occasionally found also in connection with non-Sanskritic 
letter-groups, see, e.g., fl. 4,. ,. 

The worda, printed interlinearly in small type, represent the remains 
of writing which, in an inverted position, cross and overlie the large- 
print words in the line immediately above them. With the help-of a 
e r ,  a practised eye can recognize them without much difficulty. 
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Leaf 1. Reverse. 
1 [malhiimedha 1 (varaqga-tvacii) 2 paileyakh 1 akarn 1 sprikh 1 

d e v a d h  1 
2 [g*]-pushpha 1 pra(puntsrikh) 1 egvakhdh 1 m p h  1 d- 

aqta  l pbara-lo- 
3 [tr 11 veteni 1 nicitakiimph 1 kiacelle 1 pissau 1 erka-[ttse] . . 
4 . . .  [kilrodh 1 pn[na]rna[pha 11 (kakoti 1 bi)[ra-kiikofi 11. 

. . . . . . . . . .  . .  5 [amprlta-pBtr 1 bilamati 1 

Leaf 2. Obverse. 

3 . . .  [alrirakha-geana ta(notsi 1) arkqa-ii(5ai enme)[lya]- 
4 [ttse gii] (kte ) miidhakh tran-yr~Hrc 1 kosnan po ( kodh ) taratha-p 
5 . (gga)le ge-ske se ciirqii kegiye ge-ttrr[a] kante shpharka-(shsha- 

lle $-) 
6 > (iie b e  se-ttsa l ~ n i )  yama-shsha-lona 1 kete ratre kra(keto-nta 

alii-) 
Reverse. 

. . 1 ( s h e G )  . . .  la . . . . .  ala-sheham pkara ( d h a a  p-) 
lkn1sakre 

2 (rkq-) ptal[l]a-sha-lle sa thaskemdhar po kre ttauna sakna 
. . . . .  dh 11 

3 . ~ ( j i  . i) ppati 1 tejapati 1 patha [1] . .  (ra) . . .  
4 . .  qabara-lotr 1 pesilth sa . thaakendhar)a . . .  
5 . . . . . .  m(miificigfii) . . . . . . . . . .  

k q i  tnru-nta ($) p6-tai 1 tom (sstke-nts) 

Leaf 3. Obverse. 

3 . . .  ppakaim yama-sheha-llona 1 ( m o - ) t s b  iigne [yalma-shsha-lle 
4 (pharsarem) nakiL=eham mlntii-lle s8kha-shsharh ( e m u  p h o )  I$- 

lya po-tshe 
5 kax=tae I qiir miye-tsa riitre 1 sak&pce 1 sarjayarth I . yeyakh 1 
6 . . .  (kuhmficikh 1 mi-tstsa tslGi) yama-sha-lona ( p a p )  . tha- 

Reverse. 
1 e k d d h a r  4 sakiipce 1 gmnr 1 xpteiii 1 styoneyakh 1 tom tranmi- 

sar F&i- 
2 leyakh 1 sprikh 1 taksrn 1 gxqkai-wa pyipyo I tea piiiice- 

ntha ~ ( t a  1) 
3 . (rkiill) payiiceyakh 1 tamUa-patr 1 giimpatsake 1 pe- 
4 (me-yiirth) qar phalqa-lle pra-lle ey&liia . . . .  
5 . . .  (priya)gku 1 aridcha-f gqanrt-nth ggata) 

[taralthkw . ne 1 
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Leaf 4. Obverse. 

2 . . . . .  devadarn 1 sarjal-ath 1 . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  3 . . .  madhnkha 1 (dhu)rani 1 pbara-lodr 1 

4 . 1 rnalkqer tran 1 katso sonqpha-lya 1 kuficidha-ey[galype] ma-, 
5 lkger=sa phakp-lle 1 yilmusai kiitsa mnska-shsha~n fi pippa 1 

katnkrt-m- 
6 hi@ 1 prativiga 1) tamala-piidhay 1 aqvakiindha 1 +rigs-pugpii 1 . 

Reverse. 

1 . . kurkatha-~ei ptsiig 1 devadtiru 1 nicitakiimph 1 pissan 1 qe- 
2 tene 1 tranmiiy kuficidha-gge elype ~ a k h  tran-nta rnalkljer=sa 

phakgalle 
3 . iic 1 t h q p  te sa san8pa-tsi ~ ' ~ a u - s k e h  sa . na . . .  
4 . . .  vedene 1 kurkkatha-ggi [ptmii] 1 ka . . . . .  

. . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  5 katnka-rohi~!i 1 

Leaf 5. Obverse. 

. . . . .  2 . . . . .  malkqer te aa phakga-lle [pha-] 
. . . . . .  3 (kga-lle a)*-wana te katma po niiksem , 

4 shsham 4 maiicaefa 1 gabara-lottar 1 tamala-pii(dhat) [l pi-] (ssan 1) 
5 cqkka-we mrestifle phaw-lle phqer im nakh-sham 14 

sadhe (thaq6)fie 
6 . . .  e erkha-the yasoiiiia kre miya 1 ntha qkandha pyiipyo 1 

( d h h - 1  
Reverse. 

1 (knr 1o)ntii-w . ge (sa) triga-shsha-lle khalka-fic=nilu(tpii)l=le- 
yakh 

2 (khetene 1) syH-lle (9e)re nakh-ham 4 kadgu 1 takarn 1 qvakiin- 
dha 1 apa- 

. . .  3 m k p  1 p a h a  1 katuka-rohipi 1 aiicii&(vandha) (iictt)l 
. . . .  . . . . .  . .  4 a malkqe-sa &Erne* 

Leaf 6. Obverse. 
. . . . . . .  2 . . . . .  nicitakampha 1 nilotpiil 1 

3 . (eprikh 1) ptirivelakh 1 kmkori 1 him-klkori 1 [tamala-] 
4 pitty 1 amprta.-piittr 1 medha 1 mahemedha 1 ji[vakha 1] (rgabha-) 
5 kha 1 yiirper 1 kirokh 1 erka-ttse sarjaratha 1 qiirapha 1 m a f i a @  

1 ve- 
6 dene 1 pisaan 1 priyaggu 1 miidhakh 1 viqir 1 trphti] 1 punarnapha 

1 na- 
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Revel-se. 

1 . . (1 pileyakh 1 kegiye)[ku]iicidllwe galype malkger=sa phnk- 
*a-lle . 

. . . . . .  . .  . .  2 i tstsa) ( k ~  salle piiqe) sa (stse) (iirkyi ya-) 
3 (ma-shsha-lle) 1 prapundarikh 1 apvakrindlm) . . . .  
4 . . .  katnka-rohipi 1 prativi[@] . . . . . . .  
5 . . . . . . .  (ma1 kge)[r=srt] . . . . . . . . . .  

Leaf 7. Obverse. 

2 . . .  [prapnlndarikh 1 frtgvnkiindha 1 kirodh) . . . . .  
medha pnnarnnpha 

3 . (Hrkxji) caqHm 1 , pififiau 1 amp@-)pHttr 1 ki%ko[ti 1 ksira-] 
trig&-ple . nda 

4 kiikoti 1 veteni 1 mldhakh 1 knntarkha 1 qakkiir 1 devadfiru 
5 kirodh 1 pilamiitti 1 bidbi 1 kgira-bidftri 1 qabara-lody 1 
6 (ka)  . 1 mluckn kniicidh 1 gefiath wiye mnlkger=ea ahpharka- 

irhsha-lle 
Raverse. 

1 . .  (tharr~gna) [gtallle-sha-lle 1 tnce pi ye-(tse-ttse n) . . . .  
2 yabara-lotf 1 prapnndssikh 1 kirodh 1 vetene 1 (kuntarkha) [1 ca]- 

xjH[d1] 

3 mbdhakh 1 m a f i a @  1 m ~ k o  1 (giiiicapo 1 pissan 1 )  knrkatha- 
4 [ ~ i ]  pts&g gesIth malkrJe-a qhkarfio phakge-lle . . 
5 . . . .  le ta sonopha-lle tumem sitke-nta . . . . . .  

[trilga-$10 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  6 (ka pa la ta ka) 

eii ka ra 

Leaf 8. Obverse. 

. . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . .  2 dhar (gii) (ge ktsek) 
. . .  . 3 -Ilona t h q f i n a  (gta)lla-sha-lle 1 (pa lqe i i ( p )  

4 yoraim m k h - a h a ~  sii qlqkarfia-tstsa gpakiye kax=tse miika 11 ca- 
5 r@ 1 psdmskha 1 wifli 1 pissan 1 $&ripha 1 mafi-\a 1 (kiikori 1) 

hi - 
6 (ra-kiikori 1) gakkiir 1 (sa)mpari(jn) 1 akaru 1 takaru 1 (rntelle) 

Reverse. 
1 gesbth kutnmiici[kh] [kosSiirnej gpakrtim yamaglona . . . .  
2 . (110) HrkrJi [yamal-shham U pbara-lodr 1 prapugdarikh 1 (ta- 

mala-) 
3 (piitr 1 ke)leyakha 1 nilutpil 1 pi(ssau 1 gesfith qar=sa) 
4 . .  phaw-l le  mi-tstsa gpakaim yama-glona 1 . . . .  
5 . . . . . .  aririi(kha-wana) . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Leaf 9. Obverse. 

. . . . .  2 . . . . .  rya todh arklja-iiai enmelya-ttee 
khnrth . no kn . tra 

:3 [llle tukh Ittsnu-iie sa spakaim yama-slona (tak-gasno todh) p 
4 tamale-piittr 1 agvnkandh 1 avamHrga 1 ~abara-lotr 1 
5 (vedene 1 )  mafinl~ta 1 devadiiru 1 arkrji-qakkHr 1 takaru 1 ~ i r i ~ a -  
6 pnqpa 1 kirpdll 1 xptHtha nta 1 khanariiata-ntha rjkata 1 kutumii- 

cikhrt 1 
Heverse. 

1 (kosnau po) kodh satke-nta (yasno todh) ximmakka-gw pyiipyo 
(sa ppa)[kaim ne] 

2 hga-lle 1 tarya traigo-gqai (mai)ki ne tqa-lle 1 tukh Ittsau-fie sa 
epa- 

3 kaim yarns-dona 1 sa amHma . (apakiye) . . tsa-gyana 
. . . .  4 . .  nalch-sham .o . .  garziiai 1 r sii ) . musnka 

. . . .  5 . .  (maiicii$tii 1 uilotp&l 1 prapundarikh 1 qaripha) 
6 . . . . . . . .  ( prapundarikh gar=sa) . . . . . .  

Leaf 10. Obverse. 

. . . . . .  . . . . . .  2 11 (maiiciigta 1 nilotph! 1 )  
3 [rimmiilkke 1 tamala-p%tr 1 kar=(tse khannrfintn-ntha ijkata 1 ku-) 
4 ficidha-ye wlype sa shpharkka-sha-lle 1 qar-sa (gpakaim) yama-glo- 
5 na pharqeri nakhzsham 11 mame pi ypa-ttse traksim 1 pissau-gge 

kwiiysct 
6 (gukhdh lkyar=ga) shpharkka-shsha-lle (yere-tsa-gga viiko 1 gukkkrg 

. e .  
Reverse. 

1 . shpharkka-she-lle 1 tharrpna laiko v iye  malkqema (gukhdh) 
shpharkka- 

2 shsha-lle thqga [kelte kosiiiime selaiko tuco pi ye-tse-ttse II [ma]- 
3 iiciigtii 1 pbara-lodr 1 prapupdalikha 1 (rimma 1)  giiiia~po 1 
4 .e . [qalkktir 1 spaitu 1 getene 1 ypiya (yiikglye) 

. . . . . . .  5 [platkare] thagqa (kete 1 selaiko 1 )  

Leaf 11. Obverse. 

. . . . .  . . .  2 . . . . .  lle 1 tumem torh satke-nta 1 
le pale 

3 . . .  (na)kh=sham n lotr 1 pbara-lott 1 rnafici&a 1 prapu- 
4 ndarikh 1 Hrlqi-pkkiiy 1 kirodh 1 platkfire t h q p  keta 1 a- 
5 (giye) dharse-lle 1 selaiko Rrkgi yama-sham n prapundarikh 1 trg- 
6 (kham) . (mokra) . (natattii) yg&c-.trrtu gakkii~ triikhah pissau 

t.r&kham 
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Reverse. 

. . . . . . . .  1 (le ko ye-tse asvaklndha 1 medha 1 prapunta-) 
2 (rikha 1 pbara-lotr 1 wkk&r 1 maiicii)[*\ii] 1 ptene 1 (su) . . .  

(an&) 
3 . .  netme~i~ spaitu 1 pissau 1 .e . . .  .dh ( t h a i p  kete) 
4 [selaiko] pharpriri; nakh=sham 11 ama[l&kh] 1 (nilotpii!) 1 . . 
5 . . . . . . . .  (iiai) .e . . . .  .e . . . . . .  

Leaf 12. Obverse. 

2 . . . . .  .(ma) . (dhar) . . .  (gar) . . . . . . .  
pyapya-the gelki 

3 . . . .  r5 1 pissan 1 *barn-lotr 1 k&la . . . . .  
4 (tran)mHy& 1 kante (shphttrka) rfikhdh tran . . .  phak+-lle dharyi 

kaqi peeith 
5 .e-(pee)phakga-lya se ri-tsa ma-tsi qakgtillo-ntha kellera . . . .  
6 . lle ko .o .eg 1 (pippa)]%-49s . lsdhaga p r  ha-110- 

.th thaqaa kete aelaiko iie yama-shsham I pippa!& 

Reverse. 

1 [na] . . .  ( t h q ~ a ,  kete) . (ptre) rom pkasdh phakm-lle . .  
2 (kete astare tumem snailyokai) matjhakha-nta p k h  1 

phakpa- 
3 Ilona 1 thakte gikam tumem qcilrem) . . . .  vawa-lle I$- 
4 . . .  tumem mo-tstsa rii(tthe) pkakga-lya . .  ma . .  

Leaf 13. Obverse. 

. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  2 traigo (cit)na-lle 
. . . . . . . . . .  3 [saltke-nta-mpa phaba-lle 

4 madhnyqti 1 padmakha yglrc=trau wiye malkger=sa [pitak-g~-] 
5 lle se mash-kiirth qqn  ger posdham yama-shsha-lle 1 todh mByi . 
6 . ( thaqi im w)go . .  .e tthar (r~e)tene (su)tha-&ha-lle eea . 

Reverse. 

1 . sa thaskendhar 1 smiiyamu 1 jivakhn 1 gabhakh 1 medha 1 
mahl [medha] 

2 k&koti 1 kpira-ktikoti 1 mudgavarni 1 m&savar~!i 1 rna(ilcii?ti 1 kn)- 
. . . .  3 iicidha-we qalype q iye  g~priipksa pha(kga-lle) 

. . . .  . . . . . . .  4 sekh tharrJcina (sono)[pi~a-lle] 

. . . . . .  rgabhakh . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Leaf 14. Obverse. 
. . . . . .  2 . . . .  (poke) ktsei eaniipa-hi 1 (grenthe) 

. . . . . . . .  3 . . .  thaskendhar 1 1 ( 1 I l h h  1 pissau) [p-] 
. . .  . 4 (kksr 1 )  gmur 1 (ma-gea)  gi ko 1 klegka I [ypiya] 

5 yiikgiye 1 te (tailqi)shplLiirkka-sheha-lle 1 krgkai-fiiie maiki ealype 
6 . . fioriya kiitso XJA '0-tstsa tri . te ea phasdh satha II r ) i  . . 

Raverse. 
1 g k w k o  1 smur 1 krgk[ai]-iiai (maiki) ea kau'i: 1 cagke sa katso 

sono[pha-] 
2 lya pgr katsa sa gala na-lle pttha-sheha-lle cagke te nau-ttse tlta- 

[skem-] 
. . .  3 dhar I medha 1 mahiimedha 1 kakoti 1 kgira-kiikoti 1 

4.. [l] rgabhakh 1 mndgavarni 1 . . .  1 ma(ficiigti) . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  . . . . .  5 tami (qa)mma wiye mal(kger=sa) 

Leaf 15. Obveme. 
3 . :1 ~atapugpa 1 cagiiri, madlin[yagti] . . .  [apamti-] 
4 rga 1 sn(hi) suratha 1 qiiiw 1 k o m p  . . . .  ka 1 [wme-] 
5 (ya)rth satke-nta eye pu(ane) q e  rohini (kete) mtke-nta qalba 1 
6 .i . .e . (tct)wlle (se) gisnmatpha po yisumatpha . .e . 

-Reverse. 
1 (katnke-rohipi) 1 apamarga 1 agvakii[ndha] 1 [tamalla-piity 1 [ko- 
2 (sdhe s8)tke-nh p a n o  todh takaru malkqer=sa Bpakiye yama[-s~La- 

. 3 (lya sa) epakiye yama-sha-lya sii gpaki(yo .ini sa) . . 
. . . . .  4 [talmda-patr 1 (mahiga) 1 pmpnpJa(rikha) 

Leaf 16. Obverse. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 [a]rkq[i] . .kh . .  

Reverse. 
2 . . . . . .  sga . I . nkh . .  ttha . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . .  3 . . . .  [yallype phakya-lle pra-lle 
. . . . . .  . 4 . . . .  po nalth=shb .kim 

Leaf 17. Obverse. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  2 (ktqka egg) 

3 . . . . .  pi pra-lle n(jiva)[kha] . . . . . .  
4 . (me)[dha 1 kii] kofi 1 kgira-kakoti 1 (madhakh) . . . .  
5 . citra . . . .  no(ka . 1 (kuga)ntir kalkqe sa . .  no(ka) 

[mi Jdhalrh . (nalrh =ah&) 
. .  . .  . . .  6 . . . .  .%ye 1 dha . . .  .an re (seka g8) 

dhaka .e 

J. I .  9 
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Reverse. 
1 . . tran-nta li (pal$ 1 rjAk=B~xu)-Lnta] shyha malkyer geme-yiirth 

. .  [ku-] 
2 ficidha-me salype 1 nwtu-kirth eqa te ne kar=tse page sa ehphatgm 

stsi 
3 nastu-kartha-ntct nesh ~pslmem se cipa nidha(rbe) I . cipa(klra) 

. .  4 . . .  [pralhati 1 ka~!dari 1 (kirokh l)[tama]la-[piitr] 
. . . . . . . . . .  5 . . . . .  (pippiil 1) pnna[mayha] 

Leaf 18. Obve~~se. 
2 . . . . . .  fica kag[i] . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3 . . . .  lakh piirje yams-sha-1Ie .&nem . . .  11 . . . .  
4 (vca sa'nlpa-lle-nta 1 I kutumiicikh 1 s[u]m&& 1 (sprikh) 1 

tamala-pa- 
5 (tr)l  vamgka-tvaoa 1 nakunnkhi I sakapce 1 ~arjarath  1 hribera 

1 rkqa 
6 . .  (ma) (.iiko) .e .e . .  sltke (kyaiicidha-me) galype . . . .  

Reverse. 
1 . 1 ll(rasecanari~) I akarn 1 sukgmel 1 tamala-[patr 11 (qanpha 1 

mdhu)  [yagl (ti) 
2 (prapuntarikh 1) nilutpiil 1 vimgkh 1 hribera I (qariva pGveIakh 

van-) - 
3 (96%-tva)cii 1 qsripha I siilavarni 1 p~navarlyi I mnsdha (vapa) 

. . . . . . .  4 . .e . .  ti 1 qiitapari 1 harenu 
5 . . . . . . .  kesa!ii 1 .e .e . . . . . . . . .  

Leaf 19. Obverse. 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  2 1 (pp,x~a)[varni] 

3 . . . .  yedha 1 khadi~g 1 tama[la-pHtr] . . . . .  
4 gaileyakh I nilntpkl 1 prapunttwikh 1 pfiri(pha 1 mns)dha 1 niiga- 

Pa- 
. . .  5 ( t r  1 pissau 1 qkx~a)qko 1 cautanii 1 harid[r]a 1 iiicuqa 1 1 

trphii!ii 
6 kupangr (geme-yartk key)iye kgaiicidha-gge galype [gelme ' ma- 

Reverse. 
1 [lkr~e](r=sa) phalzga-1Ie 1 N karunaskri I (punsmapha medha) 

trphal 1 (nzlntpa! 1) 
2 (pissau) 1 qkppko 1 cautiim 1 pigitaka-mantha 1 kurkafha-wi 

ptsiig tamiila- ke 

3 patr 1 *me-yiirth ker~iye kuficidha-gee galype . mal-kge- 
4 (r=sa phakga-lle se ealype a(ca1a) snttha .ilia . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  5 kurka tha-~ i  ytsSia 



Leaf 20. Obverse. 

2 . . . . . . .  (bhrqkaracii 1 kampasari) . . . . .  
3 . .  [tarnalla-pHty 1 m8gikani 1 (te curnii) . . . . .  
4 . . .  i modha-gee qar=sa phakga-lle 1 ttphal 3 puta- 
5 [nakegi] t r  . .  .a 1 punnmapha 1 knrkatha-ggi pteai . . .  
6 . . . . . .  . (q iep)  t ino 1 )  . . . .  .e . . . .  

Reverse. 

2 . . . . . . . . . . .  kqe-the . . . . . . .  
. . .  3 . .  (ph)akltslta-lya ($gkolma)-Eie &y(o) 1 ma 

4 . . . .  lle te ( po seme-yarth ko) [sdlle] . . . . .  

Leaf 21. Obverse. 

2 .  . . . .  (tha-ha) . (ko) . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  3 . . . .  riiiiia 1 n rasa[fi]ca(nii) 1 bhy[gkaracii] 

4 . . simpha 1 kru.npas8ri 1 pbara-lodhar 1 pigi[taka-] 
. .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  . .  5 [manthe] (ka) ki .a3 

Reverse. 

. . .  1 (ntsrikh lwgiim 1 tranmiir samtke-nta amalaha pipt1.0-ntlin) 
2 . . kha ku n gpakaim se) phakga-lle keqiye kuficidha-ege (galyln? ~ a )  
3 tiqce sonopha-lya kar=tse maka 1 11 cautiim 1 (qkqqko 1 nilnt1,trl) 
4 . . . . '  pippiil 1 ( p i ~ s a u  1 knrkatha-~gi ptacii p[siith] . .  

. . .  5 . . . . . .  tan0 1 kodh (I) s&(tke-nta ysno todh) 

Leaf 22. Obverse. 

. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  2 (gka erka-ttse p1.a) (.&rtha) 
. . . . . .  . . .  3 tse kuiii mo-tsa kfilko yrtma 

. . .  . .  4 )hakw-lle 1 erkeiice pi kuiicidha-tts(e galype 
. .  5 . . . . .  (lle-ttse) piirnakosha-fiiie 1 ~(nilutpal 1) tgge 

. . .  . . . .  6 . . . . . . . .  ma1 kqer=sa .el kqe .e 

Reierse. 

. . . . . . . . .  . 1 lle erkeiice pi 1;nilcidha-the galype 
2 smHm p&moeh 8-tshe luh-gee-fica. I xnmam 1 (spaitn) 1 kodh ypa- 

ttee [tra-1 
3 ksim mita-we xjar=sa shpharka-shha-lle 1 pla[tk&re thaqp kelte 

( 1  P-) 
4 [ttse] shpharka-shsha-lle 1 todh tom-satke-nta (tarye) . . . . . . .  
5 . . .  (mmiicag\a 1 prapuntarikh 1) . . . . . . . . . .  
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Leaf 23. Obverse. 
2 . . .  [maiim] (eta 1 pippii)j 1 (kniicidha-we) . . . . . . . .  
3 . knntarkha 1 kodh to& po kodh (tha)skei[dhat) . . . .  
4 1ai)ko tumm ere nakh=shm # pissan 1 s(nmim 1 @ripha) 1 d c a -  
5 (eta 1 ~&)kkiil 1 platkih th- kete 1 selaiko ypiya yikpiye plat- 

k h  
6 thqca kete)l malkger=sa shpharka-eha-lle (selaiko) I .(toke) . . . .  

Reverse. 
. . . . . . . . . .  1 (le) dhr . . . . . . . . .  

2 [tamalla-(pH)tr 1 (ptapuepa 1) surasa-patr 1 (nicitakampha 1) 
. pnna- 
3 [rnapha 11 kwta . . .  1 fpissau) 1 maiicwta 1 crzhttim 1 (qetene 1) 
4 . . .  tnk 1 iwna 1 hribera 1 ku . . . . . . .  
5 . . . . .  (caga)la cipakha 1 rp[bhakha] . . . . .  

Leaf 24. Obverse. 
2 . . . . . . .  sa knpnem eatke-nta 1 (agvakgndha) . . . .  

. . . . . .  3 . .  [h]iicidha-gee ~ l y p e  todh kegiye 1 
4 . I . takaru 1 aqvakgndha 1 devd8m 1 prapuntarikh 1 
5 (qatapari, 1 kakori 1 kpira-kdio1-i 1 pippali 1 prativip 1 ka- 
6 .(ka '0) . .  (maficqfa 1 mnsdha 1) . .  (dhari) . . .  (mi) 

Urn ne 
Reverse. 

. . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  1 (erkefice pi) (vari ) 
. . . .  . . .  . . . . .  2 r .n la 3 bhargi 1 (qvakii)[ndha] 

3 . . . .  kha 1 atibala taniala-pa[tr] . . .  1 (sprikh) 
4 . . .  hribera 1 snmam 1 nil(ntpij) . . . . . .  
5 . . . . . . . .  iica vi .i 1 ka{n[ka-rohi@] . . . .  

Leaf 25. Obverse. 
. . . . . . . .  2 . . . . .  (bhalltaka 1 lgabhakha) 

3 . . . .  pnnavarpi 1 . . . . . . . . . . .  
4 . . snkpmel payasya 1 jivanti 1 bhaliitaka 1 . . (viragka) 
5 . .  kabija 1 (aiiena-rasa) 1 (kanaka)-pqpa 1 . . . . .  1 ka- 

. . . . .  . . , . . . .  . . . . .  6 ca 1 (pippali) 
11 dhnlra . dhnka 

Reverse. 
. . . . . . . . .  1 . . . . . . . .  (fici rabi) ri 1 

2 . . nta w(ta)ra . (s tu)  l nicitakampii 1 . (katma) 1 aqvald- 
3 [ndha] . katma 3 katuka-rohini 1 . . . . . . .  
4 . .  (taka)ru 1 tamgla-patt tr[an] ka . . . . . . . .  
5 . . . . . . . .  1 pmtivisha 1 tr[au] . rtk . . . . . .  



Leaf 26. Obverse. 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . .  2 .n pB! liiia) fl mii[iicigta] 

3 . . . .  t r~u-n tu  1 taratha-gge (pyipyo) . .  I r h a  . . . . .  
$erne 

4 . 1 lotr 1 a p w t o  1 amp-9 1 priyagp (kuntarkha tranmiir) 
nthnri 

5 . . .  yojay kha(nthe) qlkhdh tmu-nta 1 dharyii kagi trau-nta 
+pa-tsi 1 

6 . . .  (tamala-padhar 1 a)karn 1 pileyakha 1 (pissan 1 mafi- 
*fii 1) . . 

Reverse. 
1 . . . . . :  tha (tri)kir tom (kalka-aga\ . . .  (ahar) . . .  
2 . [ p ] l w  1 x$k=trau-nta se (galype) @Hapo-tse 1 mi(=) . r ~ e  

. . (tha) 
3 . . sonopha-lle 1 prakarya ne thaskemdhal 1 . pra-lle po 

. . . . . . . . . .  4 . . . .  pipiil 1 knrkatha-$ : 
. . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . .  5 .i q a w  kn 1 (kn) 

Leaf 27. Obverse. 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . .  2 (gkqagko enmelya-ttse qi)[kte] 

3 . . . .  ye p k h  1 tnu-nta kn8cidha-890 galype ma[lkger=sa]. 
4 . . . .  (iirkqi) miika yams-sham fl liiklrsha 1 [miiliicigta 1 iiicu- 
5 jqa] . . 1 tecapati 1 kngta 1 (pta>pari 1 prapuntarikiut 1 pbara- 

lo- 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  6 (ty l] (.emga)ya 

Reverse. 
1 . (malkqerzsa k i i h  ~anii)pa-lle 1 qvakiindha 1 apa(m6rga ni-) 
2 (citaka)mpha 1 prapuntarikha mafiw* 1 pippH1 1 pissan 1 (snni- 

.yer=ka- ) 
3 (riia-fifie) kuiicidha-~fle galype malkger=m 1 nici(takampha) 1 aqva- 
4 [kgndha] (apa) miirga 1 caqiim 1 tamiila-patr I .e . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . .  5 . . .  [pllype rnlt1kge1-sa phakga-Ile 
6 . . . . . . . .  r .  . pismu 1 ma[ficq+] . . . . .  

Leaf 28. Obverse. 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  2 (kn) ( lle ) 

3 . q a k l n d h a  2 kuptinem 2 manota(ci) . . . .  '(kncih)[nem] 
4 qkqaqko 2 devrtdBrn 2 karocnki 1 tom (qp l )  kugiinem prapn- 
5 (ntarikhra) kn@ne[lit] 1 tamala-pi it^ 1 prativisha 1 r~etene 1 pip- 

pH1 1 kn- 
6 [rkatha-qgi] pts16 (tom knpnPr) 1 keqiye kn(5cidha-gqe PIP) 

. . .  
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Reverse. 
1 . . . . . .  (putanakegi 1 ta)karn 1 (devada)rn 1 prapuqda- 
2 [likha 1 qalbara-lotr I miidhakh 1 . y i  ~jeteni 1 kwka pippiil 1 pi- 
3 [ssan] kirodha 1 apamiixp 1 tamala-piitr I ckqaqko 1 enme-[lyal- 
4 [ttse gi](kte) tom knpnar i  1 kiikori 1 (krrira-kakori 1) . . 

. . . . . . . .  5 . . .  [katuka] -(ro I hipi 1 ( prativi) [gal 

Leaf 29. Obverse. 
2 . . . . . .  [ypi] fya yiikgi ) [ye] . . . . . . . . . .  
3 . (ca)[tri]~p-gle 1 II tamale-pitr 1 [gal (kki)  [r] . . . . .  
4 . . mai iq t a  1 aparn81-ga 1 prapu1)darikka 1 udumba[ri] 
5 . . (1) getene 1 kirodha 1 devadiirn 1 pissau 1 nicitakampha 
6 . (kuiicidha-gpe) . . (galype kel~iye malkpr=saphakgelle) . 

. Reverse. 
I . (ma  kiitsa) sanHpa-tsi shpha po (ne) knr=tae I kxjirkatha-ggi 
2 rsi] 1 prahati rasna 1 mi6ckN 1 devadiiru kqka  1 lakhsh 1 s[i]tta- 
3 pha qvakiindha 1 prapuntarikh 1 pileyakh 1 dha . .  .e . 

. . . . . . . .  . 4 dhampi 1 geme-ywth sL(tke-nta) 
5 . . . . . . . .  (psrlle) . . . . . . . . . .  

Leaf 30. Obverse. 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  2 [ma]lkger=se 

. . . . . .  3 (qakkI)y pissan 1 vetene I (mail*@) 

. . . . .  . .  4 .ese taqii-shsha-lle tdm tarya tau$ 
5 . t h q 8 n a  1 thagca ne kHtso 1 poke ktseiiii 1 irkgi pgge yama . 
6 . (ske) &la-piitr 1 vmgga-tva& 1 pileyakh 1 (naladh 1 

akarn) 
Reverse. 

. . . . . . . .  I (parive)lakh 1 jivakha 1 (wpa)[kha] 1 ( q a )  
2 qabara-lotr 1 t p h a l  1 prapnpdarikha 1 m&iici(a~ii 1 pi)ssan me- 

dhaa 
3 yiIrper spri kha 1 getene 1 takarn 1 po (knqaniir) kegiye 
4 [kniicidhal-gee qalype malkger=sa (phakga-lle Hqce)[sonopha lya] 

. . . . .  . .  . . .  5 .o (le kete) .e sonopha-lya po 

L& 31. Obverse. 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  2 (na) thaekemdhar po-tsi) 

. . . . .  3 [sa](tke)-nta m ktnmiicikh 1 qvakindhn 1 [ku-] 
4 ntarkha 1 iirkgi-pkkiir I Srkgi-kiroth 1 iirkgi-getene 1 arkga- 
5 iiiiai enme-lya-ttse gikte 1 ptltha-nta 1 kaliska . na-ntha ykata 1 
6 (te po) erne-yarth (kosdhe) grtsno todh (rimmikka-aga) pyipyo 

(sk) 4ya- 
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Reverse. 
1 kiye (kger=se-ttse) 1 R trppH! 1 lskariie 1 eiicn[ga-fie] ke .kh . 

[qiig] ko- 
2 lm-6iie il~lihar te ~emg-yarth kniicidha-ege gaIype sa triga-gle 
3 Pgne luptp-lle 1 ii-tstse ma-tsi thaskedhar 1 kar=tse 1 II tr- 

. . . . .  4 ppiil wamati I summadha I (praqkamca 1) 
5 . .  [ma]l[kr~ler=sa (pharkga-lle) pharsare-nth satke 1 11 . . . . . .  
6 . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( ~ ~ q a j  . . . . . . . .  

Leaf 32. Obverse. 
. . .  . 2 . .  .1 . (~jrjaqa) (kane kenni)lyin%-lle (malkqer=sa) 

3 (nna) phameh-n th  pelki;l 11 trphg! 3 (nicitaka)[mpha 1 prapu-] 
4 ntarikh 1 nilutp81 1 cantam I pigsan 1 priyagku 1 kurkatha-ggi 
5 ptsHii 1 snmagandha-w tiino 1 prgkaracii I karupasiiri 1 piih- 
6 (nakqi 1 tamala-pitr 1)  saktipce 1 kwka 1 qkgqko I qaileya(k1~ 1 

spa-) 
g&kh(dh) Reverse. 

. .  . . .  1 (kandh 1 kuralk 1 smu~ii 1) sarjamtha 1 (sprikh 1 )  kqa 
( E M )  .ai .eke 

2 .n.khumakha 1 rkiirl 1 pyapya-ttse gelki 1 (eficu&-iie ke-tse) 1 ta 
we 

3 geme-yarth satke-nta 1 skrena-ttse parurja (mlut8)-sha-llona-t pha- 
4 kw-lle samtke-nta-mpa skrena-ttse ka . .  (lakh) . . . .  

pha 
5 (.er miye . (1yi)na-lya(gke I kkau-ttsa eije . . . . . .  

Leaf 33. Obverse. 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  1 th sii(tke) 

. . . . . .  . 2 . (.n k ~ n  smadha) rtsa pera(th) l pippa(1i ) 
. . . . .  3 a . i . 1 vrka 1 saindhava 1 vaca a,(jamoda) 

4 (kara) 1 citmka 1 magikani 1 te curnii yama-sha-lle I kniici- 
5 [dha-w wllype sa shpharka-sha-lle tnmem pharv-ttsai malasa 

yoka-lie 
6 . . . . . . . . .  yo(qnm pre-tsa thaskemtl) 1 ti amaliikh 

Reverse. 
1 (trau-nta-ttse 1 ygHc=tran 1) hmalapHtr trau 1 tom . . [ma] ( lykka- 

vke) [kkau-](ttsa ) 
2 na-lle 1 W c i d h a - ~ e  galype qilk=trau-nta 1 malkqer dharyii kaqi 

trau-ntii 
3 $rt-qkem pa gar-sa phakw-lle 1 6qce sonopha-lya (ker.ipe) pa- 
4 rera ma-hi thaakedhar po kar=tse 1 11 ~rkqi-(qe)[tene] . . 
5 . .  1 pissan . . .  1 (ypiya yiikgiye platk.&re)[thqca keta] 
6 . . . . . . . . . .  (rtha qaka) . . . . . . .  
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Leaf 34. Obverse. 

. . . . . .  1 . . . . . . . . . . .  (kar=tse # ka) 
2 . . .  rp(yi) . ta 1 q a k g n d h a  1 (rrpamilrga) . . . . .  
3 t r  1 gatapngphii 1 pissan 1 kosdhe sa(tke-ntal ga[ltsrt 1 nicita-] 
4 Lampha 1 knficidha-gge galype &me ptike ma(lher=sapha)kga-lle 
5 se galype thqca ne sangpa,-tsi 1 te no +ir tsuga-sha-lle 1 qva- 
6 [kiindha] . . . . . . .  1 kuntarkha 1 pratipalii 1 (kakotakha 1) 

ker~iye 

Reveme. 

. . . . . . . . .  . . . I . .  11 (gke-fiiiai) k rtse ke .xp 1 
le 8a . ai . shokse 

2 (pyiipyo) Jhartaknr 1 spaitu 1 . . yesmi . . ca . ( p i )  sa sprrkai& 
8a 

3 yama-sha-lona khalka-Ecii lanpa-tsi k a ~ t s e  tamala-piit;tr 
41 sabara-lotr 1 miidliakha 1 m a 5 ~ t a  1 wige mresbil~c . 
5 . .  (malkger-a ) . . .  ( p k h )  . . . . .  ( le) . . . . .  

Leaf 35. Obverse. 

1 . . . . . . . . . . . .  .nl 1 . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  . . .  2 ca kirodha 1 (takam putana)[liec;i] 

3 . . . . . .  yakh 1 apamiirkha 1 [devn]dHm 1 [puilarnn-] 
4 @ha 1) sprikhs, qariplca 1 kgira-kHkori 1 nicitakampha 1 . 
5 .r.e . .  palype .ai . . . .  kuficidha-gge wlype malkqe~sapha-  
6 [kga-lle] . . . . .  [kH] (tsa) sangpa-lle u t a k m  1 sakgpce 1 tamala- 

cqLcke . ntha qgata 
Reverse. 

1 pgtr 1 (piirive)lrrkh 1 devadiiru 1 (sti)p&dh 1 n tc[phii!] . . . . .  
gelype . . i p e  

2 . . le eiicn~ja-fie ke-ttse 1 t ~ a  paiice-ntha(gxpta . gkq)kath 
3 tran-nta sqese-gee ljar 1 ekaska qkgiint-ske-tsi dharyii kagi-tsi 1 
4 [dha]! rya) kaqi malkger 1 seka(gn .a phakga-lle mnsdlla) . . 

80 8 8 1 ~ ~ 0  
. . . . . . . . . . .  5 . . . .  (ka) . . .  1 an& 

. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  6 (shpharka) 

Leaf 36. Obver~e. 

. . . . . . . . .  . . .  3 (ge)s~tha 1 ep.? phakga-lle 
4 . llephrtrsarem-ntha sHtke pigitaka-mandhal (gandha) priya[qgu] 
5 . . .  (1 lotr 1 )  nilutpiil 1 motarta 1 kotrikh 1 sittapha 1 te sa m(o ) 
6 . . . . . . . . . .  a-tstse Inta-sham mlutii-lle (dlrha-shskam)  ma-) 

tha 
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Reverse. 
1 (Ecngtii 1 akaru 1 tamalap&tr 1) . llaridr 1 (~ i s san  1 bale 1) pmpunta 

malk~er=sa . . . .  ntho . . . .  r 
2 rikh 1 sukgmcl 1 (vi)raykh 1 nilutpH1 1 hrbera 1 keleyakh 1 p&- 
3 velakha 1 varar~ga-tvacii 1 musdha 1 qarapha 1 siilavmpi 1 

. . . .  4 prqnavarni jivanti 1 devadkn 1 (qatavari 1) 
5 . .  .i 1 (gata)[pugpa] . . . .  (ndha) 1 pa . .  1 ke .8 . . . .  

Leaf 37. Obverse. 
2 . . . .  (p 1 ) . . . . . . .  (satke-nta) . .  [dharyir] 
3 k q i  ka-llona kre mo-tea ipne ya[ma-ska-]lle . . . .  
4 pharsare-nth siitke n qakkiir 1 devadiiru 1 ~Bficapo kuiici- 
5 dha 1 traiqo-sgai maiki sa shpharka-sha-lle 1 platkiitw tthaqca kete 

I selaiko 
6 . .ai .e (nakh=s&) 8 l(Hkhsha) 1 sitt5pha 1 ka . . . . . . .  .i . 

epakaim 
Reverse. 

1 (ko klegkarya) piesau (yeilriia y8)k~iyo 1 . kuiicidha-~e enlype 
sa shphii: 

2 rka-shsha-lle 1 yo-tsa trigii-she-lle 1 tumcm k i i h  sa lanpc yiirun- 
sai te sa 

3 ka-tso malyakka thaskedhar miyliirp qvagandha [l apa-] 
4 milrga 1 takaru 1 prapnntarikha 1 maiicqta 1 (nici) [takempha] 
5 . .  (tom sa te) [po gemel-yarth kosdhe 1 (po) . .O . . . . .  
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tharq[iina] . . . . .  

Leaf 38. Obverse. 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (ku) . . . . . .  
2 . .  phakga-lle . . . . .  ( tqa-lle m8) . . . . . .  
3 nailiietha n tamale-pit! 1 varapga-[tvalcii . . . . .  
4 sprikha 1 takarn 1 smiir 1 gesiitha (siipatha) vai(c;m)maiih 1 8 
5 (trppiil)l caut&i~[l]anma[pndh'i] knrkatha-wiphate~fiaica~-ke 1 e- 

. . .  . .  6 (iicuqa-Ee ke-the) h i i i  (ma)dh te(uga-sha-Ue tumem) 
sha- 

Reverse. 
1 (lle) . . .  (yama+lona geme-ya)rth sam(tke-nta kgaficidha-we) 

08 

mlype 
2 sa Bpe yama-sha-lle 1 &-be luta-shsharh phhsarexh nakhtsham 1 

Brkgi 1 ca- 
3 qiim 1 prapnntarikha 1 pissau 1 qakkir 1 khanariiata-ntha gkal.ta) . . . . . . .  4 mluckn kuacidha 1 te po geme-yiirth ka 

. . . . .  5 . .  Ile 1 ye-tse[-the] thaskedhar (sB ppakiye ka) 
6 . . . . . . . . . .  (tha-iie) . . . . . . . . .  

J. I. 10 
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Leaf 39. Obverse. 

. . . . .  3 . pissan (gkqa~ko) knrkatka-mi ka)  
4 . galype malkqer=sa phakw-lle q c a  sanlipa-lle 1 (kandlri) 
5 (prapnnda)rikha 1 katuka-rohini I aqvaksndha 1 devad&ru 1 pissanl 
6 [qet]e[n]e (1 apamiirga 1 kosdhe po samtke-nta todh) ge-ske ta  .. .e . 

Reverse. 

1 (ma)lkqer=sa triqi-sha-llya ~pakiye 1 (pilkqer=sa riqka-tsi sii 
9pakiye) nta 

na gpakaim 
2 kgkori 1 keira-kiikori 1 pitari 1 kgira-pitari 1 smnr 1 ysiiriia yii- 
3 kgiye 1 mi-tstsa shpharka-shsha-lle 1 krqka-iiiie yo-t,tsa lanpe kii- 

. . . . . .  4 (tsa) yiimnsai te sa kg-tsi prakara (sna) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 5 (takarn) 1 yii[rper] 

Leaf 4.0. Obverse. 

2 . .  (arkqa-Gai) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  . .  3 tama[lrt].pltr* 1 (~grivelakh 1 mafi&ta 1) 

. 4 . (tom) satke-nta knpniir priye enmerii ( ~ k w k o  can%m) 
5 (modha)-me gar t a n g - ~ e  gar wkhath tran-nta 1 te  ( e ) ~  pepa 

kgormem a- 
6 (gipe i) .e (ne h ) ~ - l [ l ] e  ys&(rii)ai ne qadh iikaiicai ne qajrnth 

rkhe) .o .e. 

Reverse. 

1 . . .  ( t a ) ~ a - l l e  (ta)yS (kgo)rmem qe(yam) gukhdh (ko)-ttsa, edha- 
nt8 ( m e  qa-tstsa) 

2 than~ii(na) sonopha-lle 1 me%-mpa ene qle tharq&na t b k e n -  
dhar=ne 1 pi ka- 

3 tma thaqkim yoraim po nakh=sham se ce galype sono(ptmo) . . 
. . . . . .  4 [kalqi k e n m e  ama(1Hk.h 1) qakca  (yiim=tsi) 

Leaf 41. Obverse. 

2 . . .  akam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [pn-I 
3 [m]rnapha 1 rn(thi)r 1 . . .  palam&(nta) . . . . .  [kkko-] 
4 ri 1 him-k&kori 1 medh 1 mahkmedha 1 (maficqb 1) pri[yaqgn] 
5 takarn 1 a p a m w  1 pbara-lotr 1 k h d h  1 . . akh 1 pariveuh 1 
6 (sprikha Z na)bdha 1 q e h e  1 nicitaka(mpha 1 sarjaratha 1 

geme-yarth ) 

The eyllable la ia omitted in the original mennmript. 
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Reverse. 
1 1  

1 (to)dh kegiye todh kuiicidha-~e agiye malkger=sa m a i l l e  . . 
2 ro-tstse (kai) panke ktseiktsa sanlpa-lle 1 kar=tse miika keg- 

kariifia-5fie I! sn-) 
3 (rasa)-piiddharii 1 tamnlapiitr 1 takaru 1 (sprikha Z kn)rka[tha-mi] 
4 . knqa 1 (smnr 1 sarjara)tha 1 m(1ncku kuiicidha-~e) . . . 

Leaf 42. Obverse. 

2 . . (nalyi te) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3 . qZi-llona 1 pi-ttsa montaruq &-Ilona . . . . . . 
4 (ca)rsn&-llona Phatka rom phasdh slaIJkha-llona tom samtke-nta 

(qm- 
5 ttse k8tsa ne makqa~shha-llona 1 tumem 91%-tteai sra-(llc) 1 s i i ~ l  

skqar i5qe 
6 . . (ne)ta (ma)lyaka (vke kk)an-ttsa . qa(se pi)ye (.elina-lle) . .em 

Reverse. 

1 . (Ikqar e .qe) slaqkha-lya ege satke-nta . (sutha)-sha-lya gp&a% 
(ya)- 

2 ma-glona ii-tse luta-sham mlutii-lle stikhrt-shslram pharmrem nalii~5 
s h h  +lya po- 

3 (tstse) kar=tse l (  pntanakegi l karunas&ri l bhalliitakha l [pi-] 
4 (pp l ) l  1 nilutp&! 1 rniidhaki~ 1 trppg! 1 qetone . . . . . 

I I  tr 
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I. IRDEX OF SANSZRIT TERXB. 
(The large ~ t u m b ~  refer to the leave; the upper smnll nsmbers, do the 

obverse, the loloe~ small nunlbers, to the reverse pages. (irltr.) added to n 
n.rrmber refers to the interlinear print aplainetl ir! the introductory 
note.) 

a r 
akarn (8. agarn) l1 86 266 306 rwbhakh ( S. rsabhaka) 6'm6 23s 

36, 41' 25#, mpakha 301 See wbhakh. 
ajamoda (S. ajamodti) 333 k 
~ m n a - m a  ( S. afijana-msa) 256 kakotakha (S, kaskotaka) 349 
? a6c8mvandha ( S. am9avanta) 5~ katuka-rnhil?i (S. katnka-rohipi) 
atibala (S. atibalii) 24$ 53 6, 246 396, kntnka-rohini 46.6 
apsm*ga (S. @piim*) 5!2.3 15'. ' 46 28,, katnka-mhi~i 15,, ksm- 

15, 2V1 27,28,29b 34P 37,. 4 39' kamhini 2s3 
416, avamlrga 9', apamHrkha 358 kaadiiri (s. kaatiri) 174 394 

amalakh (S. fimalaki) 1 1 4  33' @4, )rnmka-pwpa (S.kanaka-pn@)25b 
amalgkha 21, kabija (8. kapija or kapijya) 256 

a m ~ h - ~ g t r  (s- am&-patra) kamna- (8. k&lhns&ri) 19, 209 
amprta-pittr 6' 78 21' 326 42, 

apamati (S. ampmati) 31, ? kalka (S. kalka) 261, kHlko 228, 
a'?'akindha (S. a 9 v ~ n ~ ~ 6 ) ~ ~  5s kglkl~e 176, khalka 51, 34, 

68 7a 151 24' 244 242 2 5 ~ 8  271 ? kapgy(sa) (S. kagiiya) 106 
278,4 288 298 318 34a 34a.6 3g6, kkkori (S. kakoli) 63 86 246 28, ss 
q a k l n d h  1% g432$, aqvagandhii 418.4, iakoti 1,73 13,14~ 174 
37,, mvakiindha 111 kiiicelle (S. kiiijalaor kiiijalka ?) 1, 

B kirodh (S. gilodya ?) 1, 7% 76 7% 

&kqi (S. grghYa) 6, 7s 116 166 11' 41'9 k k d h a  29' 35', k i d h a  

274 306 38, See the following. 2&, kiroth 314, kirokh 66 17, 

iirkgi-kirodh 31, katnmficikh ( S. kntnmbikii) 36 8, 

iirkgi-qetene 314 33, 184, kntnmiicikha 96, ktnmiicikh 

iirhji-pkkiiy 96 114 314 319 
knntarlcha ( S. gundrrtka) 74 7, 26' 

I 318.' 34= 
i6cnqa (S. ifichuka or icchaka 3) k-1; (s. kurala) 321 

195 274.6 kupra (S. h t h a l  23, 276 
u kelepakh (S. kaligakii) 36*, keleya- 

ndumbari (S. udnmbari) 29s kha 8, 
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kesarg (S. kepara) 18, tamiila-patr 3, 15, 18, 19,., 2% 
komp (S. g o - m a )  154 25,, tamala-piidhay 46 54 26'6 
kpirra-kiikori (S. kgira-kfikoli) 68 trphal (S. trphalii) 66 lgl 204 325 

86-6 246 28, 354 3g2 414, kgira- 3S1, trphalii 1g6, tphal30,, trppil 
ktikoti 1, 173.4 13, 174 31, 31,., 386 42, 

kgira-bi4lri (S. kgira-vidgri) 76, tejapati (S. tejavati) 2,, ternpati 
kCra-pihi  3g8 275 

. - d 
kh 

khadirli (S. khadira) 198 

kh 
khalka, see kalka. 
khetene (S. khedini) 5, See getene 

Q 
gandha (S. gandha) 36b, gandha 326 

37, 386 
9 

qetene [ S. khedini) 41.2 1 0, 11 136 
23, 286 296 30, 31' 396 416 42,, 
qeteni 28$, qeteiii 31 See khetene. 

qqi@ (S. kgira) 86 See kgira. 

C 

? m p l i  (S. jagala) 23, 
crtgiim (S. ciiqga ?) 73 85.5 158 21, 

274 38g .3  
citraka (S. citraka) 33&, citra 176 
cipakha (S. jivaka ?) 178 23,, cipa 

17s See jivakha. 
c6qa  (S. ciirga) 25, cnrnii 205 334 

devadiiru ( S. devadLru) 1, 40 41 7. 
96 244 28b 2B1 2 9  2g8 353 35, 3G4 
374 396 

dh 
dharani (S. dharani) 29, 
dhurani (S. dhurapi) 43 

n 
naku-nakhi ( S. nakn-nakhi ? )  1 8 6  
naldhrt (S. nalad8) 416, naladh 

306 
ngppntr (S. nigapatra) 19'-6 
nicitakampi~a (S. nica-kadamba) (P 

232 27,., 27, 295 323 343.4 354 37, 
41: nicitakiimph I:, 4,, nicita- ' 
kampa 2S3 

nilutpil (S. nilotpala) Bs 18, 19' 
213 22b 24, 32+ 365 36,, nzlutpiil 
19,, nilotpel 69 9& 100 1 l,, nilut- 
pal 5, 

P 
padmakha (S. padmaka) 86 134 

1 
jivrtkha (S. jivaka) 6' 131 173 30, 

See cipakha. 
jivanti (8. jivanti) 251 36, 

t 
takaru (S. tagara) 3, 5, 9b 15, 

24? 25, 2B1 303 35% 356 37, 38* 
39, 416 413 

tamah-p8tr ( S. tamHla-patra) By. a 
109 15, 17, 184.6 193 203 23, 286 
28, 293 306 326 331 34, 356, 361 
388 4 0 8  41,, tamala-p8tty 634 94, 

payasya (S. payasyh) 254 
piitha (S. piithii) 2s 
psdha (S. pltha) 5, 
p~rivelakh (S. paripelava) 63 18, 

35, 40" parivelakh 30,, 41 6, ppari- 
velakha 36,., 

pitari (S. vidiiri) 39, See bidiiri. 
pippali (S. pippali) 2@ 339, pippali 

256 
~ i ~ p l ]  (S, pippala) 4$ 175 2 1, 23s 

286 28, 423.4, pippii12'7n, pipfil 264, 
pippal% 126 (inv.), pippiila 126 
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pilamiitti (S. vilra-madhya or vilva- 
patra ?) 76 See bilamti. 

pigitaka-mantha (S. picitaka-man- 
the) 19, 364, pigitaka-mantha 
214.6 

pissau (S. vi~va,  vipvii, or piqu P) 
2,4,6'3 78 7, 8 6  8, 106 116 129 143 
196 21, 234 233 266 27* 27, 2spa 
29' 309 30,324 3@ 36, 39' 3g6. 

putana-kegi (S. piitana-keqi) 206.6 
28, 35s 42,, piitana-kepi 32b-6 

punarnapha (S. punamav8) l4  6679 
(inv.) 175 209 23,, 419.8, punar- 
nava 36 

piirnakosha (S. pGrnakq2i or pi i r~a-  
kogL) 226 

prqkaraca (S. bhrqgarsja) 326, 
pragkaracii 314 See bhp~karacii. 

prpnavarni (S. prpnaparni) 1g3 19 1 

25s 36, 
pratipalii (S. pratibala) 346 
prativiqa (6. prativiga) 46 64 24b 

28,, p~-ativisha 255 286 
prapuntarikh (S. prapupdarika) 1, 

18* 19b 216, 22,244 2g8 323.4 36,.r, 
prapuntwikha lll.z 276 284.6 37, 
38,, prapuntarikha 273, prapun- 
darikh 72 8, 9, 9, 118.' 1 Is, pra- 
pugdarikha 103 1 5, 28,.s 295 30i, 
prapundarik h 63 78, prapundari- 
kha 39' 

prahati (S. vrhati) 174 292 . 
priyaqgu (S. priyaggu) G6 264 36' 

414, p~iyaqku 3, 324 

b 

bidiiri (S. vidtiri, vidHri, vidali) 76 
See pitari 

bilamati ( S. vilva-madxlhya ?) lb 
See pilamatti. 

bh 
bhargi (S. bhirgi) 24a 

bhalliitakha (S. bhnlliitaka) as, 
bhalltaka 251 254 

bhrqkaraca (S. bhrggarirja) 20% 219 
See prgkaraca 

m 
maiicagtii (S. maiijigthii) 66 86 95 9, 

loa lo8., 118 lla 13a 14& 4@, maii- 
cagta 1, 230 23, 27, 29h 34,37, 
414, maiicqta 54 234-6 266 27* 
303 36$, miiiici$tii Z6 26s 27h 29,30g 

madhukha (S. madhnka) U 
madhnyqti ( S. madhuyqti) 13* 

15g 18, 
-mantha (S. mantha) 1g2 216, -man- 

dha 364 
mahamedha (S. mahgmedk or 

mahiimedhii) 1, 64 13, 1% 414 
See medha. 

mahim (S. mahipa) 15, 
maiicigtii, see maiiclin*. 
miidhakh (S. mlthaka) 2b 66 74 ?s 

174 176 (inv. ) 28$ a4, msdhakha, 
1 2 ~  34, 

miiQikiini (S. miiqika) 205 334 
mHpavarni (S. mi@apmi) 13s 
mudgavar!,i (S. mudgaparni) 13, 

144 
musdha (S. mnstii) la3  19A 363 
medhe ( S. medii or medhii) 64 79 

(inv.) 11, 13, 1$, medh 414 See 
mahiimedha. 

motarte (S. modadhyii ?) 366 
r 

rasaiicani (S. rasliijana) 218 (lgl ?) 
m n a  (S. rfisnii) 23,29, 
rnthir (S. rudhira) 41s 
rohini (S. rohiqi) 156 
? rkga- (S. rk~a-)  18=, rqa- 30, 
qabhakh (S. ruabhaka) 13, 13& 14, 

See r~abhakha. 
mil ( S. rapila) 2gg 



1 ~%-puqpii (S. giriga-pwpa) 9F-6, 

l&k&ha, (S. l&k@) 274 376, lakhsh 14 ~ ~ ~ i 9 a - ~ n ~ a  4', 9*-Pnahpb 1: 

299 
gaileyakh I ,  3,., 61 19' 2g3 306 32°, 

lotr (S. lodhra) 11s 264 366 See ga- qaileyakha 26" 
bara-lotr. ymnr (S. qamvara or samrara 3) 3, 

v 1 44, smnr lhl 3ga 41,, smu~H 32,, 

v m  (S. vacH) 338 smar 381 

varagga-tvacii (S. variigga-tvaca) 8 

l1 18,., 306 363 388, v a q k a -  "rja~a.Pth, see sarjamtha. 

tvacii 185 sarjaratha (S. sarja-rasa) 66 32, 
viragkh (6. viragga) 186 36p, rirag- 4L6 41,, sarjarath 4, 186, earjay- 

ka 254 arth 36 
viqir (S. vqira) 6s s8patha (S. ppatha) 38' 

vrka (S. vrka) 33, s~lavrtrqi (S. qllapaqi) 183 36, 
veteni (S. vedini or vedhini) 1 74, 8itapha (S. sitirbha or sitiibhra) 

vetene 7a 303, vedene 44 66-6 g5 214 2gp., 37' 
vaipmaiiiia (S. vaiqravana) 38b fJnk@meI (S. s f i k ~ a i l g )  181 25' 36, 

sumagmdha (S. somagandha) 32b 
F 386 

gakkar (8. F"'") 7' 8' '04 '1' a-argaa (8. sommg\) 31, 
11,148-4 236 3@ 314 374 sumiih (S. 8omH) 184 22,234 24, 

(s. qatepn@pa) 15"33, (S. am8&) 154 Cf, 
36,, ptapqphii 3 4  ratha. 

~ b m - l o t r  (S. ~abara- ldhm) l a  24 s-a-patr (s. sorees-ph) 23. 
7, 9' 118 11% 12' 276'6 28# 30% 344 B-8a-pdddara 41,, 
416, qabara-lottar 54,, pabare- 8aindhava (8. Mindhava) S38 
lo* @ 76 8a pbara-lodhar 214 styoneyakh (S. sthanqeyaka) 3, 

g a f i m ~  (" g h ~ p '  '3 ''8 2 6 ~  8 p k h  (8. aprkk&) l1 3%68l@ 2 4  
374 32,, sprilrha 3 4  35+ 384 418 418 

g gtaperi ( S. gat&vari) 18,, qatapari 
246 276, ptavari 36, h 

g&pha (S. WvH) 86 g6 19' haridra (S. haridrH) 196, ha,ridr 
234, @iph Is, +pha 66, pxapha 361 
36,, v i p h a  35: pripha 18,, h=epn (8. h ~ p n )  18, 

prim 1g9 hribera (S. hrivera) 186 lgO 23,24+, 

giriw (S. qirie) 154 hrbera 36, 

11. INDEX or LETTEB-GROUPS. 
(&oup marked with an asterisk are probably Sanskritic. See also head- 

note t o  I d a  I.) 
a * a r n p w p  264 

acala 19, arhikha-epna 28 8,, aririikha-eana 
(?) amHrra g8 ntha 3, ' 
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arkgn-iiiiai 28 314.6 40°, arkqn-iiai ga *karocuki 28' 
alii-crhaham 26, 2, kdikka 316 
agca 18a 394, q m ~ n e  5' See ka-llona 373 
I p .  *kqka (173 3) 28, 29, 326 

aqiye 76 lo1 114.6 134 138 14, 344 kstsa 46 14,27! 29,356 37,39,., 425, 

406q6, agiye 4 1, kiitai 39,, kiitso 4 146 14, 3Obr 
astare 12& katso 373 

ii -kWh 136 17,, -kartha 178 
iir~khar 31, kiilko 223 See Index I. 
iiiime 54 kHlkrje 175 See kgettse. 
8-tfitae 22, 313 366, P-tse 42,' *knga 41, 
H ~ O  20, kniii 228, kuiii 386 
iigce 8b 213 30433, See agca. kniicidha 374.6 3g4, kniicidh 76, kuii- 
i ipe 38 315 35, (inv.) 373 38, c idha-~e  44 4;, 6, 109.4 13,., 17,.¶ 

r 19, 21, 233 2 4  273 27, 286 296, 
*rskariie 311 30, 31, 3344 33,34% 356 37! 41,, 

1 41,, kniicidha-ttse 224 22, See 
Ittsan-fie 98 9* kgliicidha-,yje 
Isdhaya 126 knrkatha-ei 7%. 1g9 1g6 206 21, 2G4 

e 
ege 325 32' 41B.4, knrkatha-ei 4, 386 395 

eiicuga-iie 311 32* 35y, eficup-Biie kwkkatha* 4, See kr~ilrkatha 

386.' -&a. 

ene 4Qa 
kupniiy 176 196 286 308 a', k n p  

enmerti aOC ntirli 28, 

enme-lya-ttse 28 98 279 28, 3 1 6  kngiinem 288 (bG) 28' 286, knpnem 

ere 23' 24P 

erka-ttse l8 66 22,, erkha-ttse 56 krqkai-Biie 146, krgkai-iiai 14,, krq- 

erkeiice 224 221 24rl ka-iifie 3g9 

e p  136 17, kegiye 26 21, 2 4  296 346 (inv.) 411, 

ege 156 (bin) 363 4 0 6  42, kexp'ye 6, 286, kegiye 19V9, 

ai keqkarfiiia-iiiie 41, 
aiciirke 386 kete 26 lo9 lo6 11' 113 126 (inv.) 

k 12,12,156 22y 236 236 30, 336 37b 
kaqi 26 (inv.) 124 18P 4Q4, kaqi 378, ke-ttse 35, 38' 

kaqi 266 33* 35,, kagi-tsi 35, 3 kennis 32s, kennarne 404 
katma 5a 25, 25840&s keuera 126 
katso, see kiitso *kotrikh 366 
? kane 320 kodh 24 9, 21, 22,230 (bis) 
kante 26 kosgiime 8, lop 
-kariiiia-fiiie 27,., 41, kosdhe 151.1 204 316 3 4  3v6 SQ6 
kar-tse 3 6  10s 17, 21, 29, 31, 33, koman 2' 91 

34, 4121k2, kauE 14, 



kkan-ttsa 3g5 (33, ?) 4~26 
kr~iiiicidha-gee 186 196 38, See kuiici- 

dha 
kqiirkatlra-~i 29, See kurkatha. 
kqe-ttse 202 See qettm 
kqer=se-ttse 31! See qer, malkqer, 

pilkqer. 

ktsei 8s 14?, ktseii=,=tsa 41,, ktsefiii 
3@ . 

kraketo-nta 26 
k1.e 2, 56 373 
kleqke 145, kleqkal-yrt 37 
kyu 333 
kqormem 406 401 

kh 

khamriiata-ntha 9'3 105 38, 
khrnt,he 266 
kharth 9s (inv.) 

11 

qa  s4 106 34, 
qaka 34, 
qakgallo-nth L 26 
@atha-nta g6 3 1 6  

qadh 126 4.06 
qiimpatsake 3, 
qayi 34P 
9ar 3, 353 4 6  (bis), xjar=iiai 9, I J R ~ =  

sa 5 6  9" 101 204 22$ 333 
qiir=miye 35 

~ l - n t h  406 

P qarge 265 
? qala 14, 
p l t s a  155 (343 P) 
qapa 31, 
w e  426 
-no-todh 95 9, 15, 21, 316 
qakarb 123 
qgkte 278 28,316 

gik-trau-nta 17, 262 33,! 
qbkhdh-trau-nta 124 265 3g6 (inv.) 
qiiqkariio 7,, gigkarfia-tstsa 8' 
$qkolmn-iiiie 203 3 1,  
qlpa-tsi (inv.) 26b 
qB 26 146 ( b i s )  qi-lye 35 4zs, 19- 

Ilona 423 
qi 144 
qisumatpha has6 qisumatpha 156 
qe 5,, qe- t t s~ 26 See kgettse 
geyam 40i 
rjer 136. See kger, also pilk9er, 

ma1 kger. 
? l ~ e ~  s8 
gelki 128 (inv.) Sd2 
rjkata 9"08316 3g3, q q a h  3% 3, 356 

(inv.) 35, See rjkundha. 
qkandha s6 See qkata. 
3 qkwkath :352 
qke-iifiai 34, 
g~jale 26 
Ijyar 285 
1j1-a-ttse 22,.4 425.6 
~jlqkai-ssa 3, See qlavkem. 
$8-qkem 3s3 
qrenthe 148 

C 

ca 3g1 (inv.) * 

c q k e  14, 142 
mu& 35, 
*capr.atjt.o 264 
cal-.mi-llona '1.2' 
cgna-lle 132 
ce 403 
cepi 7, 10, 225 22, 24, 
* cautam 1g2 21, !233 &L4 386 M4 

cautana 19b 
cxj8ckaqqe 5b 35'J(inv.). See q q q  ko 

ii 
fioriya 146 
ilkaiiclti 406 
iiqe $25 
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-6ca 53 184 22,24,, -fi& 343 
-iici 251 

-6e, -fifie, 226 38, See Ittsauiie, efi- 
cqafie or e f i c q a s e ,  karf i f ia~e,  
k r g k a a e , '  qflqkolma-iifie. 

-iiai, - S a i ,  see krqkaifiai, gariiai, 
qkeiifiai, ysiiriiai. 

dh 
dhatka 424 
dhartaknr S6, 34p ti 

Qharse-lle 11' 

t 
tak 93 
tang-eve Mb, tano-tsi z8 
tiimi 14, 
tayii 4.0, 
taratha-w 24 36 (inv.) 265 
tarya 9% 30C, tarye 2Z4 
taga-lle 9% ( bis) 38% Me, w-110- 

124, ta$ga-lle 156 u1 41, 
tiiqa 22b 
tano 206 21, 325 
tuk 23+ 
tnkh 98 9% 
tuce 7, lo2, tncem 234 
tumem 7, 118 12% 123 12, 336 37% 

3g6 
te 58 146 ISg 17a 208 3lZ 32% 33* 3bs 

4.06 428, te PO 204 316, ta ra 25% 
te sa 58 14Q66 374 394 

tailqi 146 
tom 26 (inv.) 3, 213 224 261 284 286 

28,30C 331 4.0' 424 
todh 9% 98 9, 25, 21, 22, 243 316 

396 41, (bis) 
ttauna 2% 
traksim 1@ 22p8 
tranmiir 4* 21, 264, tranmiirg 124, 

tranmiisa~ 3, 
triikham 116.6 1 1 6  (bis) 
trikh 26, 36b 

triga-shshalle 51, Mqa-shalle 37%, 
triIJii-shallya 39,, triqa-gle 78 (inv.) 
7, (inv.), trirJii-ele 298 31, 

traiqo-wi 9% 376 
tran 24 4 lle 124 1 3 4  33,, tran-nta 

26 (inv. ) 4 17, 26s 266 26s 278 33, 
33a (bis) 353 4.06 

tsa 3s 358 See -tsa, -ttsa. 
-tsa, -ttsa, see kiitsa, kkauttsa, 

qettsrt, pittsa, pretsa, miyetsa, 
yotaa, ritsa. 

-tsa-yp, see y e r e t s w .  
-tsa-wna gs 
-hi, -ttsi, see kagitsi, kiitai, $pHhi, 

tanotsi, patsi, matsi, yiimtsi, rig- 
katsi, laupatai, qkqaratsketsi, 
sanlpatsi. 

t s q i i  304, tsuqa-aha-lle 346 3S6, 
tsruJli-shsha-lle 3@ 

-tse, - the  226 26% See enmelyattse, 
erkkattse, kartse, kettse, kniici-, 
dhattse, krjettae, p t t s e ,  nanttse, 
pyapyatse, yetse, ypattse, settse, 
skrenatse. 

-be-ttse, see yetsetbe. 
-ttsai, see phaqettaai. 
-tso, see kiitso. 
-tstsa, 146 See rjiiqkariiatstsa, 

mitstsa, motstsa. 
-tstse, see iitstae, potshe, rotstse. 

th 
tliaqkinl 4Qs 
thaq lna  88 1.76 23,305 37, 408 ( h i s ) ,  

t h q a n H  lo,, t h q G e  S6 
t h 

thakta 12, 
thapga + 10% lo6 114 22s, t h p b  1 1 

12'3 (inv.) 23) 236 30s 33, 3 4  3y5 
thaskendhar 24 13, 148 thaskem- 

dhar 2, 361 14,. , 263 319, thaa- 
kedhar 31, 33, 37, 38&, thas- 
kemtr 336, thaskendhal=ne 409 



dh 
P dhatam 2, 
d h q i i  124 266 33% 353 354 37s 
dhnka 256 (inv.) 

n 
na 316 3g1 ( h v . )  
niiksem 53 
nalsk~ham 34 56 5% 84 106 11s 114 

16,17b ( inv.) 234 37'3 3Bp 403 42, 
? -tat& 1 1 6  

nalyi 42s 
na-lle 14,33, 
nastn-k8rth 178, nastu-kartha-nta 

173 See mastnkiirth. 
? nidharbe 275 
ne g1 9, 17% 246 (inv.) 263 2g1 306 

3 4 W 6  (his) 40% 426 426 
netmem 1 Is 
neeh 173 
nailiietha 383 
no 34P 
noka 90 (inv.) 176 (bis) 
nan-the 14, 
-nta 12,39, (inv.) See kraketonta, 

qatiithanta, trgnnta, n~stnkar-  
thanta, pi~tronta, satkenta, sang- 
pallenta. 

- n t h  5'3 264 (inv.) 316 35O (inv.) 
36, (inv.) See aririikhagaanan- 
t h q  khanariiatsntha, qakgiillon- 
tha, piificentha, phamarenth or 
phammmntha 

P a p  3'3 
parnga 323 
* palamiinta 413 
pa-le lla (inv.), pa-lle 29, See 

saniipalle. 
peke 344 
~ q i  17,, pBqe 6,83 17, 183 305 
psiice-ntha 32 3S2 

piimo 34, piimosh 22, 
piirera 333.4 
phlifia 26P 
pi 71 106 10% 173 224 24, 40, 42'j, 

pi-ttsa 423, pi 22, 
p i l k q e ~ s a  39, See malkger=sa, 
pi@ro-nta 211 
pii 33, 

pep& 4@ 
perath 33, 
pelkii 323 
PO 24 28 53 158 233 263 29, 303 306 

3 1 6  33,38, 39'3 po-tstse 3 4  

422.8 
poke 14s 306, panke 41, 
posdham 135 
panke, see poke. 
pan-skelir 4s 
ptstig 4 7, 19,205 2429,393, ptsgii 

326, pts= 19,, phatsiii 386 
pyiipyo 3, s6 9,263 316 3 4 ,  pyapya- 

-tse 12s (inv.) 32, 
*prakara 39&, prakarya 26, 
pra-lle 3, 16, 17s 263 
pre-tsa 336 
platkiire 114 223 23& 376, plitkiire 

236 
ph 

phakrp-lle 3, .e6 5, 5P.s 56 6, 7, 
I24 121 13' 13, 16, 19, 19, 20 
21, 224 27, 296 30, 32,, ,33, 344 
355.6 354 368 389, phakga-llona 
12,,, pharkw-lle 31 ,, phakaa- 
-1ya 125 124, phakhsha-lya 20, 

pl,ats8g, see ptsei. 
phaqe-ttsai 335 
pharrerim, see pharsarem. 
pharsarem 3* 38, 42,, pharsarem- 

nth 323, pharsaremntha 36', phar- 
sarenth 315 374, pharqerim 5b ll,, 
phax-pri 106 

phasdh 12, 146 4Z4 
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m 
makga-slrsha-llona 425 
ma-tsi 126 
madh 386 
* manotaci 28" 
mame 106 
malkqer 44 54 171 33% 3 5 ,  malk- 

ger=sa 4'e5 4* S4 61 66 76 74 lo1 
134 14, 15, 196, 19,., 226 236 27s 
27, 27, 27, 296 30s 31, 328344 34, 
355 361(inv.)39' 39, 411 See pilkqer 

malyakka 379, malyaka as, malyk- 
ka 33, 

mastu-kiirth 13s See nastnkiirth 
miika 84 219 274 41, 
m%yi 135 
m&ylarya 373 
malasrt 335 
mita-gae 2Z3 
mi-tstsa 8, 39, 
miye 32&, miye-tsa 35 
misa 26* 
miya 56 
* musaka g4 
muska-shsham 46 
meiia-mpa 402 
maiki 9* 145 14' 375 
mok1.a 116 
mo 365, mo-tstsa 33 12,, mo-tsa 228 

373 
modha-w 204 4.05 
montaru 429 
-mpiL, see meiiampa, satkentampa. 
rnrestige 55 34, 
mlut%-lle 34 366 42*, mlut3L-sha-Ilona 

32x See lnta. 
mlucku 76 38, 41, 

Y 
yak~iye 10, 14, 235 29% 37, 3gaa3 
yiirth, see under geme. 
* yarper 65 303 3Q6 

yama 22, 305, yama-sha& 1 1 5  274, 
yama-slrsham 89,126 (inv.), yama- 
sha-lle 188 334 37s 38,, yama- 
shsha-lle 33 6p9 136, yrtma-sha-lya 
15,.3 153, yama-sirsha-Ilona 39, 
yama-shsha-lona 26, yama-sha- 
loua 36 34,, yams-rjlona 81 93 
9, 105.5 421.8 

yaaoEn"& 56 
yHmusai 4' 37z 39, 
yiim-tsi 40, 
ye 4 9 ,  ye-tse-ttse 7, 10, 38, 
yere-tsa-m 106 
* - yeyakh 3 5  

yesmi 34% 
yoka-lle 335 
yogam 336 
yojar 26, 
yo-tsa 37%, yo-ttsa 3!j3 
yoraih 84 4Q3 
marc  2' 134, yg&c 1 1 6  33, 
ypa-ttse 105 22, 
ypiya 10, 235 29% 336 
ysiirfia 371 3gp, y&diai 406 

r 
ratre 26 
"rasecanaxii lB1 See rasaiicanil in 

Index I 
riitthe 12, 
riitre 35 
ri-tsa 126 
* rimma lo3, rimm&kka 103, rim- 

mhkka-gw g1 316 
ri 264 (inv.) 
riqka-t8i 3g1 
? rutelle 86 
ro-tstse 41, 
ram 121 42' 
'rkiirl 3, 32, 
rtja,kca PO, 
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giir 1% 3h5 
# -1akh 18s -gi-gga 20s 
liini 2'3 geriye 404 
li 17, p g n  136 

22,, ~ ~ t r r - ~ h s &  36'3 42*, -gke 331 a", -gkem 33s See eke, ske. 
Inta-shsham 38%. See mlutii. * glnJagko 14, 1g6 19, 21, 274 284 

lnpw-lle 3 1 28, 32'3 393 4.04, m q k o  7, 

le 76 118  ( inv.) 1 l1 30, 3h1 (inv.) ~~9Hmt-ske-tsi  35s 

34, gcirem 12, 

* -1eyakh 5, -gtro 21, 
lniko 10, 234 See selaiko. qpalmem 17, 

lontii-~e 51 gle 4.0, See gle. 
lanpe 37% 3g3, lanpa-tsi 34% 4' 
llrgar 42,, 1-a 106 m o  13'3 
-1p, -llya, -lye, see qAlya, trig- gamma 14, 

&hrrllya, pbkgalya, lpin&lya -@alle,-~llo~,---gal~a,see~hakealle, 
snthwhalya, sonophalya, skykha- etc. shaUOn% 
lya. shalya 

lya-ttse, see enmelyattse. galype 43 61 1@ 13, 163 172 186 196 

lying-lle 324, lyinl-lya 326 193 19, 21, 22' 22, 24s 26g ( b i s )  

-1le 82 11s 12, 226 288 364 38, 386 27s 27, 27, 286 2gs 30, 31, 3 3 6  

See dharselle, tagalle, nalle, 33% 344 3.eb 3s6 (h) (inv.) 
palle, pralle, phakgalle, mlntiille, 35, (inv.) 37, 39  sal~7pe 1U 
yamashalle, yokalle, I n p ~ l l e ,  ly- 381 

iniille, vaccalle, qatthashshalle, er 17'3 
sanspalle, snthsshshlle, sono- d k i i ~ b  lo6 
phalle, eyiille, sralle. snkhdh 106 10, 4al 

-1le-ttse 226 geme 1 9 q 6 3  (inv.) 344, aeme-ybth 

-1le-nta, see sangpallenta. 33.4 171 19' 19, 31' 38, 38,, 

-Ilona, -1ona 83  See kallona, giUlo- geme-yarth 15'05 20, 2g4 31, 33, 

na, tagallona, phakmllona, ya- 37' 9 1 5  

mashshallone or yamashshalona, gesiith 2, 76 7,81 8, 12, (inv.) 21, 

slsgkhallona. gesHtha 363 384 
p-ske 26 396 

v 
vacca-lle 12, 
vari 241 

akara 2, 
gkrtska 353 
eke 22, See qke, ske. 
mariipksa 13, 
gfalh-sha-lle 2, 71 83 
ppakakb 81 8, g8 98.9 1@ 21g 3% 

376 (inv.) 3g1 (inv.) 42,, gpakiye 
84 g3 316,, gpakiye 15, 153 
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*-gpati 28 
-910, see tz+&le and qle 
-glona, see yamaglona. 
- 5 ~  12& 20s 261 326 See qra&tiggs, 

yeretsaqga, rimmiikhagge, s s m a .  
-wana, 98 See arirHkhamana, qcag- 

pns .  
---nth, see aririikh-ntha. 
-mi, see knrkathwgi. 
-gee 106 32p (inv.) See knficidha~e, 

cg8ckegge, tanege tamthwe, 
mitaege, modhwe, lontiime, 
qesegge. 

-age-fica, see lntaggefice. 
-ggai, see trabpgai. 

sh 
-sham, -s;hsham, see alLlharb, na- 

klham, mnskashsham, yama- 
s h e  or yamashsham, lntnsharb 
or lntashsham, s~khashsham. 

-shalon~, -shshalona -shallone, shsha- 
Ilona, see maluphshallona, mln- 
tashallona, yameshalona or yam- 
ashshallona. 

-shalyr, -shallys, see triqiiehallya, 
phaklhalya, snthauhalya. 

-shalle, -shshalle, nee tril;)iishshalle, 
yamashalle or yamashshalle, gat- 
thashsllle, gtallashalle, shpharka- 
shshalle, etc., suthashshalle. 

shekse 341 (inv.) 
shpha 17, 29,, shpha- taxi^ 17g 
shpharka 12b, shpharka-shsha-lle 26 

7'3 22, 3g3, shphiirka-shsha-lle 
37,.9, shphirkka-shsha-lle 146, 
shph-arkka-sheha-lle lo6 10,.8, 
shph-mka-sha-lle 335 376, shphar- 
kka-sha-lle 10' 10, 

8 

fia 46 82 $ 51 51 5, 61 6, 66 78 7, 75 
93 g1 lob lo1 134 141 (bis) 142 14; 

15, 176 17,' 19, 19, 21, 22q 236 
24" ( inv.) 25,275 271 275 27, 2g6 
3 P  31, 32n 336 33, w 34, 
(inv.) 34, 3 4  (inv.) 346 356 36, 
(inv.) 376 371 37% (bis) 3B2 394 
39, ( bds) 39, 41, 

*sakiipce 36 3,186 32"S6 
sakna 22 
sacca-gga 144 
sata 3, (inv.) 
saniipa-tsi 4, 14P 2g1 34, saniipa-lle 

271 358 394 41,, saniipa-lle-nta 18' 
salype, see dype.  
sii 84 9,9, 15, 318 38, 39, 
sskha-slham 3 4  368 42a 

siitke 186 31, 364 374, siitke-nta 76 
15, 21, 29,, satke-nta 2, (inv.) 9, 
1 1 9  138  155 (bis) 22, 243 318 32& 
348 379 4@ a,, samtke-nta 211 
38, 3g8 424, nhtke-nta-mpa 32, 

sHpPdh 35, 
sPy1 4!26 
sntha-shsha-lle 136, sntha-sha-lya 421 
"snhi 154 
siikam 7,, (inv.) 
siidhs 5, 
se 26 I26 136 156 173 19, 2Ig 265 %6 

35, (inv.) My 
seka 176 35, 
sekh 13' 
se-ttse 3 I1 
selaiko 10, 10, 1 1 6  11,236 236 37s 

sono 403, sonopha-lya 44 141.e 2lS 
30,30, 33,, sonopha-lle 7, 263 401 

-ske 26 306 353 39'3, -skem 4% See 
gke, eke. 

skgar 426 
skrena-tse 323 32, 
sgese-ee 35y 
stsi 17a 
snniyer 272.j 
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snailyokai 12a 
smam 3, 222 
smiidha 33s 
*smayamn 131 

syiiliia 3 ,  
sya-lle 5% 
sra-lle 426 
slaqkh-llona 42', slsgkl a-lye 42, 

LlsJ.hr 2, 2,., 3a.6.' 3,.,, et two l1 28 8.4 
yasaam three 201 2% 25,32a 





SUPPLEMENT TO PART I. 

Page vii of Introduction. 

Add to List of Contributions :- 
(22) h m  Mr. G. M&ney (M. lo), a wllection of miscellaneous 

antiquities from Khotan, comprising (a) four (fabricstad) block-printa ; 
(b) several manuscript s h t a  in Bfihmi, U i p  and Persian characters ; 
(c) 26 small tarrawtta figures ; (d) 30 wins ; (e) 11 seals, and Cf) 12 
miscelltlneous objects. This wllection was received by me in November 
1899 in Oxford. 

Page xxiv of Introduction. 

Also add to Summary :- 
31 M. 10 Books, Khotan (November) From Khhghar. / I Antiques I 1 1899 1 

SECTION I.-COINS AND S E U S .  

Page 1. Consequent on the contribution above referred to, the 
Summary should be amended as follows :- 

I. 
11. 

111. 
IV. 
v. 

VI. 
VII. 

VIII. 
IX. 
X. 

Indo-Chinese ... 
... Ch' 111ese ... 
... Scytho-Bactrian 

Indo-Scythian ... 
Sassanian ... 

... M&val Hindu 
M&val Muhammadan 

... Modern Tnrki 

... Modern Indian 
Modern European ... 

... Coins, 97 

. . . , ,  148 

. . . , ,  36 

. . . , ,  12 

. . . , ,  7 

... ,, 8 

. . . . .  141 

. . . , .  18 

. . . . .  62 

. . . , ,  1 - 
Totd Coins 530 

The result of the addition to the Indo-Chinese wins is that there 
are now 10 large tmd 87 small wins. Among the latter are 23 of the 
first, 16 of the second, 4 of the third, and 7 of the fourth variety. Also 
the average weight (see pp. 2, 4 , l l )  of the large wina ia 211.1 grains, 
and of the small ones 46.08 grs. 

Page LO. With reference to the woodcut, I may add that the 
revem legende Nos. I and I1 are found on coins of the first variety, 
No. 111 on those of the second, and Nos. I V  and V on those of the third 

J. 1. 12 
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and fonrth varieties. No. I11 seems also to occur, very exceptionally, 
on coins of the first variety. 

I t  seems possible that the coine of the fonrth variety which weigh 
only from about -13 to 90 grains, may really belong to a lower denomina- 
tion of four chu, the normal weight of which would be 32.43 grains. 
The total weight of the seven coins of that variety is 189 grains, which 
gives the average of 27 grains. This, considering that three of the coina 
are mutilated, would very closely agree with the normal weight of 
32.443 grains. 

Dr. Stephen W. Bushel1 who has examined the Indo-Chinese coins 
of the Collection, has very kindly supplied me with the following cor- 
rective note :- 

"The Chinese legend on the large coins i~ chung (1) men (2) 8sJ 

(3) chu (4) Z i i  (5) ch'ien (6), i.e., Engraved (5) money (6) weighing 
(1) twenty (2) four (3) chu (4). 

" Nien, twenty, is the colloquial modern reading of the second 
character,' the claesical reading being yu with the same signification. 
The fifth character is obsolete, being now written with a dif£erent 
phonetic. The old form frequently occurs in ancient bronze inscriptiom 
anterior to the Christian era. It is found in K'ang-hsi's Dictionary, but 
omitted in Giles' and Williams' Chinese Dictionary, although included 
in the " Dictionarium Linguae Sinicae Latinnm" published by the 
R. C. Missionaries a t  Ho Kien Fu in 1877. Coins have never been 
strock in China proper, all " cash " being cast in moulds, so that I 
would suggest that it be derived in this connection from the carving 
of the die. I have never met with t'ung (copper) written in this way, 
and am inclined to think that the resemblance is only superficial. 

" Twenty-four chu is the equivalent of the Chineee ounce (liang), eo 
that the large coins in the collection would each represent four of the 
small coins, which are all inscribed, as described in your paper, liu chu 
ch'ien, i.e., " money of six chu." 

" The symbol in the middle of the large coins [shown on p. 41 does 
not seem to me be pi (cowry, valuable). 1s it not rather intended for 
a laurel wreath ? A similar symbol occurs in one of Dutreuil de Rhins 
coins in the centre of a legend in Kharogthi script (see Misedon eckutifique 
dans la Haute A&, 1 1 1 0  Partie, arcklogie,  pp. 129-132, fig. 5). 

"The symbol in the middle of the Chineee script in the small 

coins of the third (camel) variety [see No. I V  in woodcut on page 109 

1 In the woodcut this character is shown upside down. 
a The legend ia not complete. One of the two component parte of the second 

character is omitted, from the ooin, appamntly for want of a p e .  The symbol in 
question llepamtes ohnnroter 8 ohanroter 2. 
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h some resemblance to what Sir A. Cunningham calls the " Ephthalitic 
Synrbol (Nnm. Chron., 1894), but this may perhaps only be accidental. 

" Yon have noticed the difference in style of the pencilling of the 
character liu, ' six.' I may add that the style of the other characters 
on the eame coins varies accordmgly. The style of the writing on this 
variety strikes me as older than that of the rest of the small coins (with 
the horse) [i.e., Nos. I, 11, I11 in the woodcut on p. 101. The Chinese 
hcription in the small coins of the first variety takes two distinct types 
[Nos. I and 11 in the woodcut], of which No. I1 is the more archaic. 
But &r all, a more archaic style does not certainly indicate a more 
ancient coin, as it may depend on the individual fancy of the engraver 
of the die. These engravers must, I think, have been Chinese, aa the 
inscriptions are so well pencilled, with the exception of those on the 
coins of the fourth variety which are markedly degraded in style as well 
cur in size. 

"The d i e a t  pieces of 'the series appear to me to date from the 
earlier Hen rather than the later, judging only from the style of the 
lettering, and I wonld observe that the Chinese had conquered, and 
appointed viceroys over, Eastern Tarkestan during the former Han, 
until the usurpation of Wang Mang, after which, for a period of 65 years, 
there wes independence, or rather re-subjugation by the Hiung-nu 
Turks, ending in a second submission of Khotan and the other cities 
to the Chinese dominion." 

Pages 18-22. . Dr. Bushel1 has kindly supplied also the following 
note on the Chinese coins. 

(a) Ancient Coine. 

" (1) Coins without legonda. Specimens like these are frequently 
dug up in China, mixed with others of similer type inscribed pan liang 
and wu chu, referred to the Han dynastieh especially to the former or 
Western Ran. In  the beginning of this dynasty private minhge was 
allowed, and the coinage became utterly debased, the inscriptions disap- 
peared, and the pieces became thinner and thinner, till they were 
c m n t l y  known a9 "thread cash." There was more intercourse with 
Khotan at  this period than wonld be gathered from Remueat's " Histoire 
de la Ville de Khotan." 

(2b) One of these specimens is correctly dtributed to Wang Mang, 
but is not the other inscnied um chu ? 

(2c) Seems to me the most archaic pieoe in the aeries. The symbol 
&a reminda one of the undeciphed symbol on the amall Indo-Chinese 

8 On the right of the coin a8 ahown in the Plate 11, No. 3, where however, it 
appearr to be p l d  npide down. The symbol chin stsnds on the left, and in the 
first element in the character 3 of the legends shown in the wwdout on pago 10. 
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coins [of the third variety, No. I V  in the woodcut on p. 101, and the one 
opposite, d i n g  round the field, appears to be chin. Therb are ap- 
parently two intervening symbols, very indistinct. I s  the metal nickel ? 
The style of the lettering is that of the Ch'in (Ts'in) dynasty, which 
preceded the Han in Chins (cf. B.M. Catalogue, No. 1541, p. 326). 

(b) Medimal Coiw. 
( la)  Note a crescentic line in relief above the* square hole on the 

reverse, which marks a variety. The Chinese story goes that the em- 
peror made a nail mark on the wax model when it was presented a t  this 
period. 

(lc) The number of Ta-li coins is remarkable, aa it i~ rrsre in China. 
Only two sizes are figured by Chinese numismatists, so that the small 
specimen in the collection would be a clipped piece. 

(le) Plate 11, No. 16. For t'i read tt?. The period King-tQ=A.D. 
1004-1007. The period Che-tao of the preceding reign of T'ai-Tsung 
(Id) corresponded to A.D. 995-997. Many of the dates in the paper 
are incorrect, e.g., Kien-yuan should be 758-759, and Ta-li 766-779. 
There is a convenient table for reference in Mayer's " Chinese Reader's 
Manual." 

( I f )  Plate 11, No. 18. This has the inscription Huang sung t'ung 
pao and belongs to the Pao-yuan period (A.D. 103839). The coinage 
was inscribed Huang-sung "Imperial Sung " during this nien-hao to 
avoid the repetition of the characters on the " mh."  

N.B.-The Chinese Annab of the Sung Dymsty record the large 
sum of "caeh" given by the Emperor to the envoys from Khotan in 
return for the presents they brought to court; e.g., 5000 strings of caah 
(=500000 pieces) in the 8th year of the Kisyn  period (A.D. 1063). 
Cf. Remusat's Khotan, p. 92. Also 100000 cash in the 8th year (A.D. 
1085) of the Yuan-feng period, of which there are specimens in the 
collection (127. 

(In) Plate 11, No. 10 waa issued in the rei of the lafit sovereign 
but one of the Hei Bsia Dynasty of Tangut K.D. 1212-22) and is 
figured (No. 11, p. 19) in my article in the Journal of the China Branch 
of the Royal h i a t i c  Society, Vol. XXX (1895-96). Hillier's spelling 
of Hear to give the Italian mund of the a is grotesque. 

( lh)  The first character of the legend is Hsien, and the coin was 
issued in the Hsien-p'ing period (A.D. 998-1008) of the reign of the 
emperor Chbn Tsnng. (Hillier's No. 125). 

(lo) Plate 111, No. 6 is a modern coin from Annam, belonging to 
the reign of their King Hien-tong (A.D. 1740-1786). See " Annam 
and its minor Currency" by Ed. Toda (Journal, N. Ch. Br. R.A.S., 
New Series, Vol. VII, 1882). 
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( l p )  One of these three coins has the legend Huang sung tu'ng pao 
and was issued in the P a o - p n  period, like (If). Another has the 
egend Hsiang yu t'ung p, issued in period Ta-chnng-hsiang-yn (A.D. 
1008-1016) of the reign of Chhn Tsung. (Hillier's No. 127) A duplicate 
is Plate 11, No. 11. 

(2) pege 21. Plate 11, No. 19 was issued by the Chinese Genera1 
Wu San-knei in the province of Ymman, about the year 1670. The 
character on the reverse is li [inverted in the Plate], indicating the value 
of the piece. (Bushell, No. 239).4 

(c) Modern Ooine. 

( la)  Obv., K'ang hi t 'ung pao (A.D. 1662-1722). Rev., in Manchu, 
(No. 1) pao tsiman, &om the mint of B o d  of Revenue, Peking (Wylie 

No. 70).6 
(No. 2) pm yuwan, from the mint of B o d  of Works, Peking (Wylie, 

No. 71). 

(lb) Obv., Rien lung t'ung pao (A.D. 1736-1795). Of his reign 
there are coins of the following varities :- 

Var. 1, six pieces. 
(No. 1) Rev., Pao tsiman, Board of Revenue mint (Wylie, 

No. 115). 
(No. 2) Rev., Pao chuwan, Province of Ssiich'nen mint (do., 

No. 124). 
(Nos. 3-6) Rev., Pao k'iyan, Prov. of Kueichou mint (do., No. 

121, d. Bnehell, No. 30, note). 

Var. 2, four pieces. 
(No. 1)  Rev., Pao yuwan, Board of Works mint (Wylie, No. 

116). 
(No. 2) Rev., Pao k'iyan, Prov. of Kueichon mint (do., No. 121). 
(No. 3) Rev., Pao t'ai, Taiwan (Formosa) mint (Bushell, No. 

17). 
(No. 4) Rev., Manchu u8hi, Tnrki Ush, mint of Ush in Eastern 

Turkeshn (Bnshell, No. 20). 

Vrtr. 3, three pieces. 
(No. 1) Rev., Pao teiowan, B o d  of Revenue mint Peking 

(Wylie, No. 115). 

4 Bunhell Coins of tha P r ~ m t  Dy-ty of China, in Joarnal, N. Ch. Br. R.A.8. 
1880. 

6 Wylie, Coins of the Ta Tnng Dynasty; Shanghai Literary and Soientifio 
Society (Journ., Ch. Br. B.A.S.), 1868. 
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(No. 2) Rev., Pao che, Pmv. of Chekisng mint (do., No. 118). 
(No. 3) Rev., Pao &a%, h v .  of Ch'ihli mint (do., No. 129). 

Var. 4, one piece. 
Rev., Pan i, Ili mint (Wylie, 370. 132, Bushell, No. 18). 

(lc) Obv., H& f6ng chungpao (A.D. 1851-1861). 

(No. 1) Rev., Chinwe Tang s&h, " value 10 " ; Manchu Pao ti, 
mint of Tihuachou (Ummtei) in Kansn province. (Bnshell, 
No. 131). 

(No. 2) Plate 111, 5. Rev., Chinese Tang wu aha%, ' L  value 50" ; 
Manchu Pan i, Ili mint. (Bnshell, No. 163). 

(No. 3) Plate II,30. Obv., Hsien f&g yuan pao. Rev., Chinese 
Tang pai, " value 100 " ; Manchu yetkiyang, Turki Y~rkand. 
(Bmhell, No. 171). 

(2) Page 22. Plate 11, No. 23 is figured by Bushell, Journal, China 
Branch Royal Asiatic Society, 1899. 

(3) Page 22. Plate 11, No. 25 are not coins, but chessmen; dz., 
Shih (not tsien), " chancellor" ; Pao " atnnon " ; Ping " soldier." 

Page 33. With reference to the coins, enumerated under No. (5), 
the specimen figured in Plate I ,  No. 23, haa been identified by Mr. E. 
Rspson as a Kaahmir coin. 

Page 35. With reference to the coins, described under (b) Atiiliq of 
Ksshghar, I may note that coins of this kind have been described by 
Blochmann, in the P~oceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, for 1876, 
page 90. A d i n g  to Blochmann, "the name 'Abdul 'Aziz 
Sultan of Turkey, is given on the coins, because the Atiiliq of KHshghar 
does not feel strong enough to strike coins in hie own name." 

XI. SEALS, INTAQLIOB, ETC. 

Page 37. Consequent on the contribution, M. 10, already referred 
to, the number of these objecta is now 77. The addition0 are 

No. 82. Square flat brass seal, with broken perforated peg, showing 
. two birde facing each other under a tree ; very similar to No. 64. 

No. 83. Round intaglio of blackish agate with whitish snrface on 
the engraved side (cf. No. 45). showing a lion crouching to right, behind 
(or transfixed by) a cross-shaped stake. 

No. 84. Ronnd intaglio, of a mineral like No. 83, showing a deer 
rnnning to right, above i t  a pursuing dog. 

No. 85. Rhombus-shaped intaglio, of red carnelian, showing a lion 
crouching to right. 

No. 86. Elliptical intaglio, of an uncertain mineral, showing a Iion 
walking to right. 
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No. 87. Round intaglio, of an uncertain mineral, showing two men, 
walking to right, one behind the other, right arms uplifted, left hanging 
down. Similar to No. 35. 

No. 88. Rmnd intaglio, of an uncertain mineral, showing a fish ? 
No. 89. Rhombus-shaped intrtglio, showing a twig. 
No. 90. Square amulet, 3 inches, made of horn, thickness t", per- 

forated for string-hole, engraved with two different linear designs. 
No. 91. Square-based pyramidal, perforated ad- r ing  or amnlet, of 

white stone, engraved with a linear design very similar to that of No. 76 
Nos. 92 and 93. Indistinguishable. 

ERRATA IN PART I. 

Page 30, line 22, 
,, 33, ,, 6, read YI dl Y for 31 dt Y 
,, 34, ,, 3, 1 
1, 37, 9, 13, 9, XI 3 ,  X 
1, 39, ,, 3, ,, almond ,, lozenge 
9 ,  41, ,, 19, ,, right ,, left 
,, 110, ,, 35, ,, wider ,, narrower 
,, 110, ,, 36, ,, narrower ,, lower - 

I 
and eleewhere ,, 9 














